
CLASS INFORMATION

 The workshops take place at various sites around the Warren Wilson 
campus and environs, (contact: admit@warren-wilson.edu or 1-800-934-3536 
for college admission information) including classrooms, Kittredge Theatre, our 
Bryson Gym dancehall and campus Pavilion, the campus gardens and patios, 
and our own jam session tents. Each year we offer over 150 classes. Students are 
free to create their own curriculum from any of the classes in any programs offered 
for each week. Students may list a class choice and an alternate for each of our 
scheduled class periods, but concentration on two, or perhaps three classes is 
strongly recommended, and class selections are required for registration. We 
ask that you be thoughtful in making your selections, since we will consider 
them to be binding choices for which we will reserve you space. After the first 
class meeting, students have until 6pm on Monday of that week to switch into 
another open class if they find they have made an inappropriate choice, and are 
then expected to remain in those classes. We discourage dropping in and out of 
classes during the week. Unless indicated in the class descriptions, classes have a 
maximum of 15 students, and when those limits are reached, classes will be closed 
and additional students waitlisted. Registration is on a first-come, first-served 
basis. Look for updates and any corrections to this catalog at our website.
 Each week commences with supper, an orientation session, and 
jam sessions and socializing on the Sunday before classes begin. Most classes 
will meet for morning or afternoon sessions, Monday through Friday. Friday 
evening’s activities will conclude the week. Some classes may also meet in the 
evenings for performance critiques, rehearsals, or jam sessions. In addition to 
the scheduled classes and instructor staff, we will have various ‘potluck sessions’, 
guest instructors, and adjunct staff to call dances and lead picking sessions 
and ‘slow jams’, or tune-learning sessions. Check the program descriptions for 
details. Several of our programs also feature staff members in concerts open 
to the public. See the ‘Concerts’ page at our website for details. We will also 
have several vendors on hand, including Michael Ginsburg (865-257-1958 
or ginseng45@hotmail.com), offering recordings and other staff items, and 
Acoustic Corner (828-669-5162 or www.acoustic-corner.com), offering 
instruments, rentals, accessories, books, and musical supplies. Those wishing 
to rent instruments or special order items should contact Acoustic Corner in 
advance. The Gathering has grown steadily since its inception, and we expect 
growth to continue this year. Please note that although there is no deadline for 
registrations, both class size and total enrollment are limited for each calendar 
week, so early registration is encouraged. Our mountain campus is beauti-
ful but hilly, and those with health problems may find it challenging. Before 
registering, students should give reasonable consideration to their ability to 
participate in the program without assistance. Although we help where we can, 
we don’t have the resources, personnel or expertise to provide assistance to those 
with prohibitive health issues.
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 Our program’s ‘open’ format, which encourages students to take 
several courses a day, allows a breadth of understanding of our folk traditions 
seldom found in workshops of this type. For example, a fiddler may take a class 
in her instrument in the morning, then, after lunch, a dance class that uses 
tunes from her fiddle class, and a folklore class in the afternoon describing the 
cultural context in which both tunes and dances developed. This may then 
contribute to a more complete grasp of the nuances of the style during her 
practice time, and a more authentic fiddle sound. We encourage all students 
to come to Swannanoa with an open mind and a willingness to try something 
new.
 Students enrolled for instrumental instruction are expected to pro-
vide their own instruments, and most of our instructors encourage the use of 
small recording devices like tape- or digital recorders as a classroom memory 
aid. Students wishing to record video of their classes will be required to obtain 
the permission of the instructor prior to the first class meeting, and must sign a 
release form stating that no commercial use will be made of any recorded materi-
als, nor will they be posted to any internet website. The Swannanoa Gathering 
reserves the right to cancel, add, and/or substitute classes and personnel where 
necessary. Call our office or visit our website for the latest program updates or 
corrections.

SKILL LEVELS

 Our students come from all backgrounds and skill levels, from 
complete beginners to serious hobbyists to professional musicians, and from 
countries as varied as France, Colombia, Japan and Australia, as well as Canada 
and all 50 states. Some class descriptions define required skills in detail, but 
when the following terms appear, Beginner refers to those with no experience 
at all, or those who play some but are not yet comfortable with the basics. 
Intermediate students should have mastered basic skills, and be able to tune 
their instruments, keep time, play the principal chords and scales cleanly, and 
know how to play a few tunes with confidence (dancers should know basic steps 
and figures, and how to lead and/or follow). Advanced students should be very 
comfortable with their instruments and able to focus on style, arrangement 
and ornamentation. Please assess your skill level carefully in order to derive the 
greatest benefit from your classes. Roman numerals after a class title indicate a 
difference in focus or skill level of the same subject, while capital letters denote 
different sections of the same class. Many classes may include musical notation, 
tablature or other handouts, though in general, we emphasize learning by ear. 
Our classes have no age restrictions, but we require that all students, especially 
minors, be sincerely interested in the class subject and not a distraction to 
others. Students under 16 must be accompanied by an adult 18 or older.
 

TUITION

 Tuition is $525 per week, which includes a deposit of $100 required 
for registration. Full payment is required by June 3 to guarantee your class 
choices. After that date, your class reservations will be unconfirmed until we 
receive your balance. Payment in US dollars only, please. No foreign checks. 
If we are holding a space for you in a class that is full, and your balance is 
unpaid after June 3, we may release that space to another student. If possible, 
full payment with your registration is helpful and appreciated. Registrations 
after June 3 for any remaining spaces must be accompanied by full payment. 
Some classes may require materials- or other fees as specified in the course 
descriptions and should be paid directly to the instructor upon arrival. Tuition 
for the Children’s Program during Traditional Song, Celtic, and Old-Time 
Weeks is $180 per child per week (includes evening childcare for ages 3-12), 
with a $25 deposit required. The Children’s Program also has an additional 
materials fee of $30 payable to the coordinator on arrival. 

HOUSING & MEALS

 If you’re considering joining us and are wondering what kind of 
environment you can expect, just remember that the Swannanoa Gathering 
is not a conference center or resort, but a music camp held on a college campus. 
Remember camp? Remember college? Housing is available for students and 
staff of the Swannanoa Gathering in the college dormitories. Rooms are 
double-occupancy with communal bath facilities. Small deposits for dorm 
keys and meal cards will be required on arrival. Linens are provided, but stu-
dents may wish to bring extra items that will be listed in the Welcome Letter 
mailed to registrants in May. Smoking is not permitted in or near any campus 
buildings. No pets, please. Motor homes are not permitted on campus. The 
housing fee of $415 includes a double occupancy room for six nights, supper 
on Sunday, three buffet-style meals a day at the college cafeteria in Gladfelter 
Student Center, and breakfast on Saturday at the end of the week. A limited 
number of single rooms are available at an additional fee of $165 for a total 
housing fee of $580. The College is catered by Sodexo (828-298-1041), and 
low-sodium and vegetarian meals are available. Children 12 and under may 
stay in a room with two adults, at least one of whom is a registered student, 
at no charge, other than the cost of meals. Our rooms contain no more than 
two beds, so the accompanying adult must provide each child’s bedding (cot, 
air mattress, etc.), and both adults must request the arrangement. In the case 
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of a single adult with child(ren), they will be housed together and charged an 
additional single-room fee of $165 for the week as long as space permits. Those 
wishing to stay over on the Saturday night at week’s end may do so if space is 
available for a fee of $95 per person. This does not include the cost of meals. 
No Saturday stayover on August 6. We cannot house those wishing to arrive a 
day early. Adults staying off-campus may purchase a meal ticket for $132, and 
meal tickets for children 12 and under may be purchased for $98. Meals may 
also be purchased individually.
 As long as space permits, we will continue to allow a non-student 
living outside the Asheville area to accompany an enrolled student and be 
housed with them in student dorms for payment of the $415 housing fee and 
an activity fee of $145, which allows admission to all events except classes. 
There is a $50 deposit required to register as a non-student. Since many of the 
social activities that foster the sense of community we are striving for take place 
outside of class – at mealtimes, in the evenings, at jam sessions and dances, all 
participants are encouraged to be in residence on campus during the week 
if at all possible. Those with special needs should include a detailed, written 
description of those needs with their registration materials.
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CANCELLATIONS AND REFUNDS

 The deposits required for registration are processing fees credited 
toward tuition and not student funds held in escrow, and are thus non-
refundable and non-transferrable. Should an enrolled student need to cancel, 
we can refund all monies collected, other than the deposits, if notified four weeks 
before his/her program begins. No refunds other than the cost of meals ($132 
for adults, $98 for children) can be made within four weeks of the student’s 
program.

YOUTH SCHOLARSHIPS & ENDOWMENTS

 Each year, we award Youth Scholarships for the cost of tuition and 
housing in any of our programs to a number of promising young musicians and 
dancers. These scholarships are funded entirely by donations from our partici-
pants. Several of these scholarships are memorial scholarships awarded during 
Celtic Week in memory of Tony Cuffe and Regis Malady, during Old-Time 
Week in memory of Ralph Blizard, and during Contemporary Folk, Fiddle 
or Traditional Song Weeks in memory of Freyda Epstein, our dear friends and 
long-time staff members. Several additional scholarships are sponsored by the 
following individuals and groups: 

Charlotte Folk Society  Tosco Music Parties   
Austin Friends of Traditional Music Wilkes Acoustic Folk Society  
Dream Guitars    Blue Ridge Irish Music School 
“The Shepard Posse”  Fitzgerald Scholarship Fund  
Warren Wilson College Trustees  Robert Woodfin Foundation   
Measley Brothers Scholarship Fund Proceeds from Banjo Gathering CD 
ArtistWorks Video Exchange Learning Anonymous donors
 
Other individuals and organizations are also welcome to sponsor Youth Schol-
ars. Contact our office for details. Applicants should be under the age of 22 
during the week they are applying for, and should submit by April 1 a completed 
application (available from the Youth Scholarship page at our website), a self-
written letter of request for the specific week desired, giving background and 
contact information, including the applicant’s age, prior musical experience and 
stating why (s)he should receive a scholarship, plus a letter of recommendation 
from a mentor or other individual knowledgeable in the applicant’s area of folk 
music or dance. Please do not send recordings. Priority will be given to those 
who have not received a scholarship before. An application fee is not required. 
Scholarships are merit-based, limited and competitive. 
 The Doug & Darcy Orr Music Endowment is an endowment fund 
established to provide long-term financial support for the work of the Swan-
nanoa Gathering now, and for decades to come. Originally established with a 
generous gift from one of our workshop participants, interest from the fund 
provides financial support for the program where it is most needed. 
 Interest from our Youth Scholarship Endowment directly funds 
youth scholars. 
 Our Greatest Needs Fund is the restricted account that receives the 
interest from the endowments. Tax-free contributions to the Doug & Darcy 
Orr Music Fund, the Youth Scholarship Endowment, and/or the Greatest 
Needs Fund are welcomed and may be included on the registration form.

SOCIAL EVENTS

 In addition to scheduled classes, each week’s activities may include 
concerts by staff instructors, evening dances, song swaps, ‘slow jam’ sessions, 
open mikes and informal pickin’ parties. Some concerts and dances may be 
open to the public. The College’s facilities include a gymnasium, weight room 
and tennis courts, as well as a pond, nature trails, and a working farm. There 
are also a number of nearby scenic attractions, including historic Asheville and 
Black Mountain, the Biltmore Estate, the Blue Ridge Parkway, Folk Art Center, 
Pisgah National Forest, Great Smokies National Park and Mount Mitchell, the 
tallest peak in the eastern U.S.
 

CHILDREN’S PROGRAMS

 We encourage those bringing children aged 6-12 during our Tradi-
tional Song, Celtic, and Old-Time Weeks to take advantage of the Children’s 
Programs described in the catalog, but remember, space is limited. Children 
must have turned 6 by July 1st to participate. No exceptions, please. Program 
activities are scheduled during class periods, and parents are responsible for their 
children at all other times. Evening childcare will be provided for ages 3-12 at no 
additional cost. Those bringing children should indicate so on their registration 
form. 

 COURSE CREDIT

 The North Carolina Department of Public Instruction has allowed 
three hours of Teaching Certificate Renewal Credit for each week of the Swan-
nanoa Gathering. Interested teachers should contact their local school board 
for prior approval.

AIRPORT SHUTTLE

 For those travelling by air, we can offer free airport shuttle service 
only at the following times:
SUN.  shuttle departs the Asheville airport for the College at noon, 3 pm and 5 pm. 
SAT. shuttle departs the College for the Asheville airport at 9 am and noon.
Shuttle space is limited and available on a first-come, first-served basis. Other com-
mercial transport to and from the College is available at the Asheville Regional 
Airport (AVL). Drive time between the College and the Asheville Airport is 
approximately 30 minutes. Please make your travel plans accordingly, and note 
your flight info and desired shuttle times on your registration form, or contact us 
so we know who to expect on each shuttle run. Those staying over on Saturday 
may make arrangements to ride out to the airport on the Sunday shuttles.

HOW TO GET HERE

 The Asheville-Swannanoa area is easily reached by car from the east 
and west by I- 40, and from the north and south by I- 26. From I- 40, take exit 
55, and go north a quarter mile to Hwy 70. Go east approximately 1.6 miles 
to the next stoplight. Turn left onto Warren Wilson Rd. and go 1.4 miles to 
the College. Follow the signs to the parking lot behind Kittredge Theatre. US 
Airways, Continental, Delta, AirTran and United provide daily service to the 
Asheville Regional Airport (AVL), located just south of Asheville.
 For those wishing to find or share a ride to the Swannanoa Gathering, 
please visit the ‘Rideshare’ page at our website. It’s a great way to meet new friends.
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ROBIN & LINDA WILLIAMS
Robin and Linda Williams are like your next-door 
neighbors – assuming your neighbors are the salt-of-
the-earth and top-flight performers to boot. You feel 
right at home with Robin and Linda, and their music 
stays with you like an old friend. For over forty years 
they have crisscrossed the continent (and beyond), 
performing the tunes they love – a distinctive blend 
of bluegrass, folk, old-time and acoustic country mu-

sic. But their chops don’t stop at singing. They are also first-class instrumentalists and 
superb songwriters, their songs having been recorded by some of the greats in country 
and Americana music including names like Emmylou Harris, Tom T. Hall, George 
Hamilton IV, Tim & Mollie O’Brien, Mary Chapin Carpenter, Kathy Mattea and The 
Seldom Scene. A snapshot of career highlights include 23 recordings, appearances on 
The Grand Old Opry, Austin City Limits, Music City Tonight, Mountain Stage and a 40 
year association with the iconic radio show, A Prairie Home Companion, including a 
20 year stint and two CDs with The Hopeful Gospel Quartet, and a Robert Altman-
directed movie.  www.robinandlinda.com

RANGER DOUG
Guitarist Ranger Doug, “Governor of the Great State of 
Rhythm” and “Idol of American Youth” is best known 
as the lead singer with Riders in the Sky, the multiple 
Grammy-winning cowboy quartet and members of the 
Grand Ole Opry, the Western Music Association’s Hall of 
Fame, the Country Music Foundation’s Walkway of Stars, 
and the Walk of Western Stars. While remaining true to 

the integrity of Western music, they have themselves become modern-day icons by 
branding the genre with their own legendary wacky humor and way-out Western wit, 
and all along encouraging buckaroos and buckarettes to live life “The Cowboy Way!” 
A yodeler of breathtaking technique, Ranger Doug is also an award-winning Western 
music songwriter in his own right – and a distinguished music historian whose 2002 
Vanderbilt University Press book, Singing in the Saddle, was the first comprehensive 
look at the singing cowboy phenomenon that swept the country in the 1930s. In 2006, 
Ranger Doug’s Classic Cowboy Corral debuted on XM Satellite Radio, still heard weekly 
on SiriusXM Channel 56. During thirty-six years with the Riders, he has chalked up 
over 6600 concert appearances in all 50 states and 10 countries, appearing in venues 
everywhere from the Nashville National Guard Armory to Carnegie Hall, and from 
the White House and county fairs to the Hollywood Bowl.  www.ridersinthesky.com

TIM O’BRIEN
Born in Wheeling, West Virginia, singer songwriter and multi-
instrumentalist Tim O’Brien grew up singing in church and in 
school, and after seeing Doc Watson on TV, became a lifelong 
devotee of old time and bluegrass music. Tim first toured na-
tionally with famed Colorado bluegrass band Hot Rize, which 
went on to win numerous IBMA awards. Kathy Mattea scored a 
country hit with his song “Walk The Way The Wind Blows,” and 
soon more artists like Nickel Creek and Garth Brooks covered 
his songs. Tim has released 14 solo CD’s, as well as collaborations 

with his sister Mollie O’Brien, songwriter Darrell Scott, and noted old-time musician 
Dirk Powell. He’s performed or recorded with Steve Earl, Mark Knopfler, Bill Frisell, 
and Steve Martin, and produced records for Yonder Mountain Stringband, David 

 Traditional Song Week realizes a dream of a comprehensive program completely devoted to traditional styles of singing. Unlike programs where 
singing takes a back seat to the instrumentalists, it is the entire focus of this week, which aims to help restore the power of songs within the larger traditional 
music scene. Here, finally, is a place where you can develop and grow in confidence about your singing, and have lots of fun with other folks devoted to their 
own song journeys. Come gather with us to explore various traditional song genres under the guidance of experienced, top-notch instructors. When singers 
gather together, magical moments are bound to happen!
 For Traditional Song Week’s ninth year and our celebration of The Swannanoa Gathering’s 25th Anniversary, we are proud to present a gathering of 
highly influential singers and musicians who have remained devoted over the years to preserving and promoting traditional song. Tuesday evening will be our big 
Hoedown for a Traditional Country, Honk-Tonk, Western Swing Song and Dance Night. Imagine singing to a house band of Josh Goforth, Robin and Linda 
Williams and Ranger Doug or Tim May, Tim O’Brien, and Mark Weems! So, bring your boots and hats, your voices and instruments, and get ready to bring on 
the fun! Our Community Gathering Time each day just after lunch affords us the opportunity to experience together, as one group, diverse topics concerning 
our shared love of traditional song. This year’s spotlight will feature folks who have been “on the road” and singing for quite a while. Robin and Linda Williams, 
regulars on the A Prairie Home Companion show since the 80’s, will share their 44 years of song…what a treat! We’ll also hear up close and personal from two of 
today’s finest song collector’s from Scotland and Ireland, Alan Reid and Len Graham. The “Life of O’Brien’ will be a highlight as we listen to Tim O’Brien and 
his stories of singing and playing guitar since age 12, and being influenced by North Carolina’s treasured Doc Watson. We’ll even have a movie day and watch 
one of John Cohen’s films presenting NC ballad singer Dillard Chandler, Josh Goforth and Sheila Kay Adams’ relatives. As requested by students, we will again 
feature some classes in singing with instruments (guitar and banjo). Dáithí Sproule, one of the very first to adapt and explore DADGAD tuning in Irish music, 
will teach a new class in “Accompanying Songs in DADGAD Tuning,” Sheila Kay Adams will teach “Singing With the Banjo” for the first time at Traditional 
Song Week, and Ranger Doug, the idol of American youth, back by popular demand, will teach a guitar class called “Swing While You Sing.” A very special 
welcome to new staff Tim O’Brien, Robin & Linda Williams, Alan Reid, David Roth, and Kathy Bullock, a seasoned gospel singer from Berea College in KY, 
who will also lead our morning warm ups. We are honored to have back some staff who add so much to the programs: Cathy Jordan, Sheila Kay Adams, Dáithí 
Sproule, Matt Watroba, Mark Weems, Len Graham, Ranger Doug, Josh Goforth, Melissa Hyman and Tim May. We’ll have classes in gospel, bluegrass, songs 
of Hank Williams, cowboy songs, songs from Ireland, England, Scotland, North Carolina mountain ballads, songwriting in the tradition, finding your voice 
and own style, choosing your songs, shape-note, duet harmony, arrangement, music theory, community singing, singing with instruments, children’s songs and 
more! The week will also feature nightly concerts and singing sessions, the Old Farmers Ball dance, a wonderful Children’s Program, ample opportunities to 
mix with other singers, and midday Community Gathering times.

TdlS
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Bromberg, Laurie Lewis and Canada’s Old Man Luedecke. Notable releases include the 
bluegrass Dylan covers of Red On Blonde, the Celtic-Appalachian fusion of The Crossing, 
and the Grammy-winning folk of Fiddler’s Green. His newest CD, 2015’s Pompadour, 
includes a banjo-driven version of James Brown’s “Get Up Offa That Thing.” O’Brien 
formed his own record label, Howdy Skies Records, in 1999, and launched the digital 
download label Short Order Sessions (SOS) with his partner Jan Fabricius last year. 
Tim was an instructor here in our second year, and we are very pleased to welcome 
him back.  www.timobrien.net

MATT WATROBA
There are few that can boast a first-name-basis relationship with 
almost all of the major folk musicians on the North American 
continent, as well as a comprehensive grasp of the folk music 
genre both past and present. One who can is teacher, writer 
and performer, Matt Watroba. His love of folk, roots and 
traditional music led him to his position as the host of the 

Folks Like Us program on Detroit Public Radio, a position he held for over 22 years. In 
2007, he partnered with Sing Out! magazine to create the Sing Out! Radio Magazine, an 
hour-long syndicated radio show heard across the country and on XM Satellite Radio. 
He was awarded “Best Overall Folk Performer” by the Detroit Music Awards for the 
year 2000, and his long list of credits include the prestigious Ann Arbor Folk Festival, 
The Old Songs Festival, the New Jersey Folk Weekend, Louisville’s Kentucky Music 
Weekend, The Fox Valley Festival and hundreds of school and community presentations 
throughout the Great Lakes Region. He has interviewed and performed with hundreds 
of performers including Pete Seeger, Odetta, Charlie Louvin, and Jean Ritchie. In addi-
tion, Matt’s musical partnership with the Rev. Robert Jones has created one of the most 
sought-after and unique educational experiences available today.  www.mattwatroba.com

JULEE GLAUB WEEMS
Julee Glaub, the Coordinator of Traditional Song Week, is 
a North Carolina native who studied literature and music at 
Wake Forest University before following her longstanding 
interest in Irish culture to work with the poor in Dublin. For 
nearly seven years, she continued her work in Dublin while 
sitting at the feet of master players and singers, absorbing 
all she could. She credits the combination of material from 
older singers and from the Traditional Music Archive, and 
her experiences in working with poor and working people 

in Dublin as the major inspirations for her ballad singing. Upon returning home, she 
became involved in the Irish music scene here in the states and has become recognized 
as a leading interpreter of Irish songs in America. She lived in the northeast for seven 
years in order to be closer to the heartbeat of Irish music in America in the major 
Irish-American enclaves in Boston and New York, and performed with the band Séad 
(Brian Conway, Brendan Dolan, and Jerry O’Sullivan) with whom she still performs 
from time to time, as well as with Pete Sutherland, Dáithí Sproule, and Tony Ellis. Her 
latest solo release, Blue Waltz, explores her interest in the connections between Irish and 
Appalachian song and has been featured on NPR’s Thistle and Shamrock. Now based in 
Durham, NC, she and her husband, Mark Weems, tour as a duo called Little Windows, 
which blends Irish, Appalachian, and old-time gospel with a focus on tight harmonies 
in unaccompanied singing. Julee has been on staff at the Irish Arts Week in N.Y., Alaska 
Fiddle Camp, Schloss Mittersill Arts Conference in Austria, the Swannanoa Gather-
ing’s Celtic Week, Camp Little Windows and various camps and festivals throughout 
the US. Julee’s approach to music goes beyond its entertainment aspect to focus on 
the spiritual and emotional wealth that traditional music has to offer to the world. For 
her, Traditional Song Week is a long-awaited dream come true.  www.juleeglaub.com

ALAN REID
(See bio in Celtic Week page 12)

KATHY BULLOCK
Dr. Kathy Bullock is a professor of music at Berea Col-
lege, Berea, Kentucky where she has worked for the past 
twenty-three years. She earned a Ph.D. and M.A. in Music 
Theory from Washington University in St. Louis, MO, and 
a B.A. in Music from Brandeis University, MA. She teaches 
Music Theory, African-American Music, Ethnomusicology, 
General Studies courses, directs the Black Music Ensemble, 
(an eighty-voice choir that specializes in performance of 

African-American sacred music) and has designed and completed new study abroad 
programs for Berea College students traveling to Zimbabwe, Ghana and Jamaica. She 
gives numerous presentations, performances, lectures and workshops on such subjects 
as “Singing in the Spirit,” “From Negro Spirituals to Jamaican Revival Songs,” “African-
American Sacred Music” and “African-American and Appalachian Musical Connec-
tions.” She also conducts workshops and other music programs in gospel music and 
gospel piano at schools, camps, churches and civic organizations in the United States, 
Europe and Africa.  www.drkwb.com

MARK WEEMS
Mark Weems is a multi-instrumental music teacher and 
professional performer of traditional music. He hails from 
Alabama, but currently lives in Durham, N.C. A well-known 
figure on the North Carolina traditional country and old-
time scene, he has been singing and studying the nuances of 
all types of country music for twenty-five years as a veteran 
of the The Stillhouse Bottom Band, and his own honky-tonk 
band, the Cave Dwellers. Sing Out! magazine recently called 

him “an exceptionally talented interpreter of old-time vocal and instrumental tunes” 
and “a gifted composer of timeless music.” Since 2005, he has toured with his wife, Julee 
Glaub, as the duo Little Windows, which performs a mix of Irish, Old-Time, Country, 
and Gospel. In 2009, he created the North Carolina School of Traditional Music, which 
facilitates the local dissemination of the Celtic, Piedmont, and Appalachian musical 
traditions of the state. In 2013, he co-founded the Old Jonny Booker Band which re-
creates Early American music popular between 1820 and 1865 on period instruments 
and in period dress. His music has been heard at Merlefest and highlighted on NPR’s The 
Thistle & Shamrock, and The State of Things. He has performed with former Bluegrass Boy 
Tony Ellis, Daithi Sproule (Altan), Pete Sutherland (Metamora), Alice Gerrard (Hazel 
and Alice), and Ranger Doug (Riders in the Sky).  www.littlewindows.net

LEN GRAHAM
County Antrim’s Len Graham has been a full-time professional 
traditional singer since 1982. After he won the All-Ireland 
Traditional Singing competion in 1971, his passion for the 
songs of his native Ulster began to grow with his reputation. 
Len sought out and recorded older singers, and published a 
book, Here I Am Amongst You, on the songs, dance music and 
traditions of Joe Holmes. He was a founding member of the 
group Skylark, with whom he toured extensively for ten years 
and recorded four albums. In 1993, he released his book and 

field recording collection, It’s Of My Rambles. Over the years, Len has collaborated 
and worked with numerous musicians, poets and storytellers. His association with the 
late John Campbell brought storytelling and song to a world audience, and their work 
together over twenty years made a significant contribution toward creating a deeper 
cross-community understanding of shared cultural traditions during many years of 
conflict in the north of Ireland. Len has recorded numerous albums, performed at 
many Irish and international folk, literary and storytelling festivals, and appeared on 
many radio and television programs. In 1992, he received the Seán O’Boyle Cultural 
Traditions Award in recognition of his work in Ireland as a song collector and singer. 
In 2002, he was honoured as the first recipient of the Irish television TG4 National 
Music Award for “Traditional Singer Of the Year.” In 2008, he was awarded “Keeper 
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of the Tradition” from the Tommy Makem Festival of Traditional Song and the US 
Irish Music Award in the “Sean-Nós Singing” category, and in 2011 he was awarded 
the Gradam na mBard CCÉ (CCÉ Bardic Award) at the All-Ireland Fleadh Cheoil na 
hÉireann.  www.storyandsong.com

JOSH GOFORTH
Josh learned to play fiddle from legendary fiddlers Gordon and 
Arvil Freeman in his native Madison County, NC. A highly ac-
complished oldtime, bluegrass, and swing musician, he attended 
East Tennessee State University to study music education, and to 
be a part of ETSU’s famous Bluegrass & Country Music Program. 
His fiddling was featured in the movie Songcatcher, both onscreen 

and on the soundtrack, and he has toured extensively with a variety of ensembles, 
including the ETSU bluegrass band, with David Holt and Laura Boosinger, and with 
several bluegrass bands including Appalachian Trail, the Josh Goforth Trio, and Josh 
Goforth and the New Direction. He has shared stages with Ricky Skaggs, Bryan Sut-
ton, The Yonder Mountain String Band, Open Road, and The Steep Canyon Rangers, 
performed throughout the US, Europe, and in Japan. In 2000, 2003, and 2005, he was 
named Fiddler of the Festival at Fiddler’s Grove and, after winning his third title, was 
designated “Master Fiddler” and retired from that competition. He was nominated for 
a Grammy for his 2009 release with David Holt, entitled Cutting Loose.

CATHY JORDAN
Cathy’s had a busy touring schedule for the past 25 years with 
traditional Irish powerhouse Dervish, Americana group The 
Unwanted, as well as numerous solo performances around 
the world. She was born in Scramogue, Co. Roscommon, the 
youngest of seven children and her love for traditional singing 
and music in general was instilled at a young age. She began 
singing publicly at all kind of Feiseanna and concerts as a child, 

performed at a wide range of functions from christenings to weddings as she grew up and 
played in numerous bands throughout the midlands, eventually being selected as The 
Longford Leader’s “Entertainer of the Year” in 1985. A self-taught bodhran, bouzouki, 
bones and guitar player as well as a singer/songwriter with a very distinctive voice, in 
1991, Cathy joined Sligo based traditional group Dervish, sparking off a musical journey 
which has spanned more than two decades. During that time Cathy has been the front 
woman and bodhran player with the group and has led them through thousands of 
concerts in hundreds of cities in nearly 40 countries. In 2000, Cathy had the honor of 
singing with the National Concert Orchestra as part of a show called Waves composed 
by Charlie Lennon and conducted by Prionnsias O Duinn.  www.dervish.ie

DÁITHÍ SPROULE
Dáithí Sproule is a native of Derry in the north of Ireland, a 
renowned traditional singer in both Irish and English, and 
one of the world’s premier guitarists in the Irish tradition. 
He’s widely credited with pioneering the use of DADGAD 
tuning in the accompaniment of Irish music, a style now 
used around the world. He’s worked with many of the greats 
in Irish music, and is a member of the famed Donegal group, 
Altan, as well as the U.S.-based trios Fingal and Trian. He also 
also performs with Liz Carroll, Maighread Ní Dhomhnaill, 

James Kelly, and several Minnesota-based musicians including Laura MacKenzie, Paddy 
O’Brien, Peter Ostroushko, Jode and Kate Dowling, and Dean Magraw. The Rough 
Guide to Irish Music called him “a seminal figure in Irish music.” Dáithí has also taught 
Old Irish, Celtic mythology and Irish music at several universities and is the author of 
a volume of short stories in Irish and several academic articles on early Irish poetry and 
legend.  www.daithisproule.com

DAVID ROTH
David Roth is a singer, songwriter, recording artist, and enthusiastic 
instructor who has taken his songs, experience, and expertise to a 
wide variety of venues in this and other countries full-time over the 
last twenty-eight years. His work has found it’s way to Carnegie 
Hall, the United Nations, several Chicken Soup for the Soul books, 
the Kennedy Center, Peter, Paul, & Mary and Kingston Trio albums, 

the Kerrville and Falcon Ridge Folk Festivals (top honors at both “Emerging Artist” 
competitions), NASA’s Goddard Space Center (his song “Rocket Science” sailed on 
the space shuttle Atlantis in 2009), the Rise Up Singing and Rise Again songbooks, and 
thirteen CDs on the Wind River and Stockfisch (Germany) labels. Winner of four 
Positive Music Awards (celebrating the best in empowering original music), David has 
also been on many of Christine Lavin’s seminal Rounder Records compilations. The 
former artist-in-residence at New York’s Omega Institute has taught singing, songwrit-
ing, and performance at the Augusta Heritage workshops, Common Ground on the 
Hill, the Woods Dance & Music Camp, WUMB’s Summer Acoustic Music Week, The 
Swannanoa Gathering, Moab Folk Camp, Rowe Center, Pendle Hill, Puget Sound 
Guitar Workshop, SummerSongs, Lamb’s Retreat, the National Wellness Institute, 
and for many other songwriting groups and associations around the country. David 
is also Director of the Cape Cod Songwriters Retreat, leads musical tours to Ireland, 
and is creator/host of the Cape’s “Full Moon Open Mic” which for the past 10 years 
has provided a forum for musicians to connect and be heard while at the same time 
collecting donations ($13,000 to date) for local non-profits to help neighbors in need.  
www.davidrothmusic.com

TIM MAY
Flatpicking guitarist Tim May has been working in the Nashville 
area for over 20 years as a sideman, session player, band member 
and performer. He has toured with Patty Loveless and John 
Cowan, and regularly performs with Mike Snider on the Grand 
Ole Opry. Tim was the solo guitarist on Charlie Daniels’ record-
ing of “I’ll Fly Away,” which was nominated for the Best Country 
Instrumental Performance Grammy in 2005, the same year he was 
session leader on the critically acclaimed recording that featured 

bluegrass treatments of the music of the Moody Blues, entitled Moody Bluegrass. He 
later played on the followup recording Moody Bluegrass II, as well. The Nashville Scene 
selected Tim as Best Instrumentalist in their 2012 Reader’s Choice Poll. He is co-author 
of the eight-volume book/CD course, Flatpicking Essentials, The Flatpicker’s Guide 
to Old-Time Music and The Flatpicker’s Guide to Irish Music. www.timmaymusic.net

SHEILA KAY ADAMS
Ballad singer, banjo player, writer and storyteller, Sheila comes 
from a small mountain community in Madison County, North 
Carolina. For seven generations, her family has maintained the 
tradition of passing down the English, Scottish and Irish ballads 
that came over with her ancestors in the late 1700s. She learned 
the ballads from her relatives, primarily from her great-aunt Dellie 
Chandler Norton. A perennial favorite at Asheville’s Mountain 
Dance and Folk Festival, Sheila has performed and taught at many 

major festivals and workshops throughout the country, the UK, and in 2011, performed 
at the Celtic Colors International Festival in Nova Scotia. In 2013, she was awarded a 
National Heritage Fellowship – the nation’s highest honor in the folk and traditional 
arts. She has been a featured performer in the Southern Arts Federation’s Sisters of the 
South tour, the National Folk Festival, the North Carolina Folklife Festival, the Kent 
State Folk Festival, the San Diego Folk Heritage Festival, and the Folkmasters series 
on National Public Radio. She served as the ballad-singing coach for the feature film, 
Songcatcher, and her novel, My Old True Love, published in 2004 by Algonquin Books 
was a finalist for the Southeastern Booksellers Association’s Book of the Year Award.  
www.sheilakayadams.com
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SHAPE NOTE SINGING ( Josh Goforth)
Western North Carolina has a long history of shape note singing. From the 
haunting melodies of William Walker’s Christian Harmony to the complex, 
moving parts of  Stamps-Baxter Conventional Hymn Books, this class will 
be an exploration of the evolution of Shape Note. You will be able to hear 
the differences through group singing. We will discuss a variety of singing 
styles that are most effective for each hymn and above all, have fun! Gospel 
harmony has always been an important part of traditional singing and 
you’ll get the chance to hear where Josh, along with many others, got their 
start in music. We will begin by learning the shapes, so no prior experience 
is required. Get ready to have lots of fun hearing some amazing harmony 
and experiencing it with a full group in four parts. (No class limit)
 
MUSIC THEORY ( Josh Goforth)
Ever hear a song and wonder why it’s so pleasing to your ear? Have you 
always wanted to be able to sing in harmony without approaching it like a 
math problem? Have you tried to learn theory before and just didn’t find 
it interesting in the least or just way too difficult? Perhaps you are think-
ing, “Why do I need music theory as a traditional singer, shouldn’t it just 
come naturally?” Well, this class is for you! We will explore the advantages 
of visual and aural learning in traditional music. No experience or formal 
music training necessary! This is a good way to get pleasantly thrown into 
the deep end of music theory and ear training basics.

INSTANT ANGELIC CHOIR (David Roth)
This is singing from the ground up, especially for (but not limited to) those 
who may have been discouraged over the years by family, friends, self-doubt, 
music teachers who told you to move your lips and not make any sound – the 
list goes on. Take a deep breath and enter the “laboratory of no wrong notes” 
where even the chronically timid are encouraged to embrace the natural sing-
ing ability we ALL possess. We’ll use group sound-making, songs, rounds, 
chants, vocal exercises, yawns, sighs, guffaws, dreams and desires to provide 
the foundation for our time together. You provide the willingness to jump in 
and make joyful noises with us. This will increase your lung capacity, reduce 
stress, help you regain confidence and access joy, is open to ALL levels, and 
is an opportunity (not a requirement) to own fear as an ally rather than an 
obstacle. A sense of humor is helpful. Bring a couple of songs you know by 
heart. (No class limit)

TRADITIONAL SONGS FOR THE FUTURE (David Roth)
How might you describe a “traditional song”? They originate among the 
people of a particular country or area, are passed by oral tradition from one 
generation of singers to the next, often exist in several versions, and frequently 
are marked by simple, modal melody and narrative verse. For our purposes 
this week let’s call this “Songwriting 101” and roll up our sleeves together 
to build a new wave of songs that will carry on long after we’re here. We’ll 
work simply and sequentially by brainstorming compelling themes, shaping 
lyrics, adding melodies in creative ways, and putting them all together with 
an eye on the qualities that make great traditional songs endure. We’ll also 
use one session to do a complete group co-write of a custom-made song for 
a sick child and his/her family for the Songs of Love Foundation in New 
York... very meaningful, long-lasting, and powerful. We’ll also have fun in 
a safe, playful, supportive, permissive, all levels, and powerful environment. 

BLUEGRASS HARMONY (Tim O’Brien & Tim May)
Harmonies in bluegrass are rooted in the gospel music that Bill Monroe, 
Ralph Stanley and others grew up with. Bluegrass sounds earthy with a 
touch of old-time, but the harmonies are very tight with very little unison 
or notes that are not in perfect harmony. We’ll look at how harmonies are 
created in bluegrass and how great bluegrass harmony singers use simple 
chord extensions to create interest. Covering duets, trios, and quartets, we’ll 
also explore various ways to stack harmonies. Some basic theory offered, but 
we will spend most of our time finding harmony parts and singing standard 
bluegrass classics.

RECYCLED FOLK SONGS (Tim O’Brien & Tim May)
Tim O’Brien and Tim May will show how to reboot and refresh traditional 
songs, using examples from their own repertoire and from others. Try a new 
melody or chord progression, or mix and match lyrics from the tradition to 
come up with your own version. They will also discuss traditional songs and 
motifs as jumping off points for brand new songs.

COMMUNITY SINGING:  
FOR THE SAKE OF THE SONG (Matt Watroba)
This class will be all about the singing and the song. This will be an oppor-
tunity for you to learn what you need to know to unleash the power of song 
in your community. Matt will share his experience as a song leader and 

MELISSA HYMAN
Children’s Program coordinator Melissa Hyman has been 
involved with kids and music throughout her working life. 
She traveled for years with bands on the folk circuit, work-
ing full-time as a touring and recording artist, cellist, singer 
and songwriter. When not on the road she gives private cello 
lessons, and teaches music on the pediatric unit at Mission 
Hospital in Asheville as the Music Fellow for Arts for Life 
(www.aflnc.org), a non-profit that provides art and music 

activities to patients at North Carolina’s children’s hospitals. Melissa has taught mu-
sic at Evergreen Community Charter School and Rainbow Community School in 
Asheville, and coordinated children’s programming at the Southeast Regional Folk 
Alliance (SERFA) conference in Montreat, NC. In 2010 she was the music teacher for 
our Children’s Program, and it was ‘love at first Gathering.’ In 2014, Melissa took on 
the role of Children’s Program Coordinator, and now she looks forward to many more 
unforgettable summers in Swannanoa. She feels right at home in this world of messy 
games, silly songs, amazing crafts and fast friendships.

l
(Unless otherwise indicated, all classes have a limit of 15)
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community performer by teaching and leading a wide variety of songs in 
a wide variety of styles. After learning song leading and Community Sing 
organizational techniques, participants will be encouraged to bring in songs 
and try out their song-leading talents on the class. You will sing everyday 
and leave on Friday inspired to take what you’ve learned back into your 
community. (No class limit)

CHOICES: HOW TO GET THE MOST  
OUT OF THE SONGS YOU SING (Matt Watroba)
Bringing traditional songs alive is all about choices. In this interactive class, 
Matt Watroba will show you the choices great singers make to get the most 
out of a song. Participants will then be encouraged to apply what they’ve 
learned to the songs they choose to sing. This workshop promises to be a safe, 
friendly place where beginners and professionals alike will benefit from the 
wisdom of the instructor and the group. Phrasing, style and performance 
techniques are just a few of the areas this class will explore on the way to 
wowing any audience with the power of traditional music.

SONGS OF THE SINGING COWBOY (Ranger Doug)
Western songs from folk songs to ‘singing cowboy’ movie-era songs. A song 
will be learned each day; instruments are welcome but not necessary.  
(No class limit)

SWING WHILE YOU SING (Ranger Doug)
In this class you’ll learn to accompany yourself on swing songs with rhythm 
guitar. This is a guitar-oriented course, but other instruments, and even no 
instruments, are welcome to those who want to sing some western swing. A 
song will be learned each day, and rhythm guitar techniques and chords 
will be revealed.

HAPPY SONGS FROM 
THE IRISH TRADITION (Len Graham)
Len will open another bag of songs and ballads from his extensive collection. 
Themes covered will include classic and broadside ballads, music hall pieces; 
songs of love, politics, emigration and much more. Each song will be put in 
context, giving historical and social background. As an oral tradition these 
songs will be taught by repetition and ear with lyrics provided. Participants 
are encouraged to bring an audio recording device. (No class limit)

THE IRISH & APPALACHIAN  
CONNECTION IN SONG (Len Graham)
This class will explore some of the many songs which turn up in the Ap-
palachian tradition, with Len teaching their Irish counterparts with song 
subjects covering many themes. As an oral tradition these songs will be taught 
by repetition and ear with lyrics provided. Participants are encouraged to 
bring an audio recording device. (No class limit)
 
FIND YOUR VOICE  
& USE IT TO THE FULLEST (Cathy Jordan)
The voice is and amazingly delicate and unique part of us all. In this workshop 
we will explore the mechanics of the voice, how it works, what we can do to 
support and care for it so we can use it to its full potential. We’ll start with 
vocal warms ups, then learn breathing exercises, scales, vocal chord stretching 
etc., all of which support our voices so we can use them to the fullest with ease 
and playfulness. We will endeavour to bring out the uniqueness of the voice 
in each of us through singing songs we love, so bring along your favourite 
song or one you’d like to improve on, also recording devices would be useful.

100 YEARS OF IRISH SONG (Cathy Jordan)
This year celebrates 100 years of Irish independence and in this class we will 
explore some of the finest Irish folk songs written in this time, from haunting 
ballads, love songs, immigration and political songs of the time as well as 
modern ballads written by the likes of Brendan Graham, Paul Brady, Jimmy 
McCarty and more. So much information regarding Irish history, folklore, 
tradition and personality shines through these songs, to which Cathy has 
dedicated her life. We will look at how the music has changed over the century 
and in other areas has been preserved and incubated through the decades.

DUET SONG ARRANGING (Robin & Linda Williams)
We will break down and demonstrate how we arrange our songs. We’ll discuss 
and show how we use harmony in our vocal arrangements and how we utilize 
our instruments to make each song as unique as possible. (Class limit: 14)

DEVELOPING A REPERTOIRE (Robin & Linda Williams)
Using our musical influences (old-time, bluegrass, country) we’ll show how 
we’ve developed our repertoire and how others can use their influences to 
develop theirs. We’ll also show how to use these influences in songwriting.

SONGS OF HANK WILLIAMS:  
HONKY-TONK BLUES (Mark Weems)
With a new motion picture due out in the spring about the life of legendary 
country singer Hank Williams, it’s a good time to offer this class again. We 
will learn 5 or 6 classic Hank songs, studying his famous “breaking” yodel 
nuance. We will also listen to several of his recordings with his band and 
without ( from his wonderful demo recordings) and discuss the influence of 
blues on the development of the honky-tonk genre. We’ll spend some time 
creating an actual honky-tonk band to put all this knowledge into practice. 
Anybody got a bass or a snare drum? Guitars and basic knowledge of chords 
are encouraged but not required. Let’s go honky-tonkin’!

DUET HARMONY SINGING (Mark & Julee Glaub Weems)
Learn some of the specific techniques and nuances of duet singing. We will 
work at choosing keys, finding parts, exploring different types of harmony, 
building harmony mathematically, blending voices, feeling and phrasing, 
learning to sing with different partners and developing listening skills. We 
will learn how to adapt harmonies to different songs and various genres such 
as Appalachian, Irish, gospel, and country. The initial classes will focus on 
singing with instruments, to hear the chord structures of the harmonies, con-
sider how they affect the overall harmonic sound, and discuss the creation of 
tasteful arrangements. As the week progresses, we will work towards freedom 
from chordal structure in order to encourage experimentation with more 
diverse kinds of harmony. It is not necessary to read music, as we will be 
learning by ear. Bring a partner or find one in the class! Note: students should 
come to this class with some experience in singing melody. (Class limit: 14)

SONGCATCHING: SINGING TRADITIONAL  
APPALACHIAN BALLADS (Sheila Kay Adams)
I started learning what my family called ‘them old love songs’ as a five-year- 
old. No one said I had to learn them, or pressured me to listen to and sing 
back, one at a time, twenty-seven verses. First, as a child I loved the stories of 
knights and ladies riding on snow-white steeds, or what all could take place 
in “her father’s great hall,” or why a bird perched in a willow tree would 
speak to a woman who had “just murdered your own true love.” I could go 
on and on but the stories were fantastic, mysterious, believable and I heard 
them every day. The people I learned from were born in the 1890s and early 
1900s and had learned them from their parents and grandparents – genera-
tion after generation after generation had learned them and passed them 



Traditional Song Week, July 3-9, 2016
7:30-8:30 Breakfast

8:30- 8:50 Vocal warm-ups (Kathy Bullock)

9:00-10:15
Bluegrass 
Harmony 

(O’Brien & May)

Songs in the Lowland 
Scots Tradition

(Reid)

Songs of the  
Singing Cowboy  
(Ranger Doug)

Community Singing: 
For the Sake of the Song  

(Watroba)

100 Years 
of Irish Song 

(Jordan)

Traditional Songs 
for the Future

(Roth)

10:15-10:45 Coffee/Tea Break

10:45-12:00
Recycled 

Folk Songs 
(O’Brien & May)

Scots Songs of 
Love and Courtship 

(Reid)

Music Theory 
(Goforth)

Swing While 
You Sing  

(Ranger Doug)

Duet Harmony 
Singing  

(Weems)

Find Your Voice & 
Use It To The Fullest 

(Jordan)

Irish Traditional Songs – 
and their Relatives!  

(Sproule)

11:30-1:00 Lunch

1:15-2:15

Community Gathering & Special Events

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

A 44-Year Retrospective  
(Robin & Linda Williams)

The Life of O’Brien 
(Tim O’Brien)

Movie Day:  
An End of An Old Song 
(a film by John Cohen)

A Wee Droppie  
of Scots & Irish 

(Alan Reid & Len Graham)

Art Saves Lives 
(a staff panel 
discussion)

2:30-3:45
Singing With 

the Banjo  
(Adams)

Shape Note 
Singing  

(Goforth)

The Irish & Appalachian 
Connection in Song 

(Graham)

Songs of Hank Williams: 
Honky-Tonk Blues  

(Watroba)

Accompanying Songs 
with DADGAD Guitar 

(Sproule)

Duet Song Arranging 
(Robin & Linda 

Williams)

Gospel Choir  
(Bullock)

4:00-5:15
If You Talk, 
You Sing  
(Bullock)

Developing a 
Repertoire  

(Robin & Linda 
Williams)

Instant 
Angelic Choir  

(Roth)

Choices: How to Get the Most 
Out of the Songs You Sing   

(Watroba)

Happy Songs From the 
Irish Tradition 

(Graham)

Songcatching: Singing 
Traditional Appalachian Ballads  

(Adams)

5:00-6:30 Supper

6:15-7:15 Singing Sessions by Genre (Monday: Shape-Note Sing; Tuesday:  Ballad Singing Session; Country Western,  
Wednesday: Community Sing; Thursday:  Bluegrass & Old-Time;  Friday: Gospel)

7:30-? Evening Events (concerts, dances, jam sessions, etc.)
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SCOTS SONGS OF LOVE & COURTSHIP (Alan Reid)
The language of Scots is perhaps not readily associated with romance and 
gallant wooing. Yet, despite an often sober and pragmatic approach to life, 
not to mention a climate liable to dampen any lustful ardour, there exists 
in the country a rich vein of love songs both before and after Robert Burns. 
This class will search out some of these gems and have fun along the way. 
Recording devices and inquisitiveness are encouraged. Lyric sheets provided. 
(No class limit)

SONGS IN THE  
LOWLAND SCOTS TRADITION (Alan Reid)
The geography of Lowland Scotland is varied. As a consequence so are the 
language and music of the people. This class will tap into the tradition of 
urban and country life as seen through their songs. Vocabulary and pronun-
ciation, which may seem daunting to the unfamiliar ear will be clarified and 
explained within their historical cultural context. Please bring voices along 
and recording devices (if desired). Lyric sheets provided. (No class limit)

on. The words aren’t a problem. They’re written down in more collections 
than you can shake a stick at. But, if the story was the initial reason my 
mind chose to learn, it was the way they sang that took my heart over fifty 
years ago: the odd phrasing, the choice of words and the way they put those 
words together. This is what I hope to share with you in this class. I promise 
you, the songs are wonderful, but what will keep you singing is the way I’m 
going to teach you to do it. I’ll provide you with the words; the rest I’ll help 
you with, and those that really “get it” by the end of the week will help me 
carry this beautiful, ancient tradition a bit further down the road.

SINGING WITH THE BANJO (Sheila Kay Adams)
Sheila has played banjo over 50 years and in this class she’ll be sharing a 
bunch of traditional tunes with words she’s learned along the way – some 
of the verses are guaranteed to have you laughing. But, there’s another side 
to singing with the banjo lots of folks don’t explore – it can add a haunt-
ing quality to old love songs and we’ll work on some of these, too. So, come 
ready to learn some great tunes and songs and to have a blast while doing it.



IF YOU TALK, YOU SING (Kathy Bullock)
African and Caribbean Songs! From South African freedom songs, to 
Ghanaian praise and worship, to Jamaican folk songs and games, we will 
celebrate music from various areas of the African diaspora. Covering both 
traditional and popular forms, we will sing songs, learn the accompanying 
movements, and share the stories as we enjoy the musical and cultural con-
nections. (No class limit)

GOSPEL CHOIR (Kathy Bullock)
Come Share the Joy! Join us as we sing gospel and spirituals in the African 
American tradition. From nineteenth century folk spirituals through twen-
tieth and twenty first century traditional and contemporary gospel songs, we 
will celebrate music of the African American sacred tradition. This experience 
is a joyful, inspiring, celebration of life, spirit and community. (No class limit)

ACCOMPANYING SONGS  
WITH DADGAD GUITAR (Dáithí Sproule)
The DADGAD guitar tuning, invented by English guitarist, Davy Graham, 
entered the world of Celtic music via the recordings of master guitarist, Bert 
Jansch, but it is, in fact, an immensely versatile tuning whose open quality 
provides interesting harmonies and overtones for just about any musical 
style. On the one hand, it is much easier than standard tuning to get started 
on – while still providing very interesting sounds – and, on the other hand, it 
provides access to a wide variety of colors, harmonies and inversions without 
being too physically demanding. Dáithí was one of the first people to adapt 
and explore the tuning in Irish music and will show the many ways in which 
the tuning can be used to make your songs and tunes come alive.

IRISH TRADITIONAL SONGS  
AND THEIR RELATIVES! (Dáithí Sproule)
Explore the lyricism and melodic beauty of Irish traditional song with an 
eye to versions from other regions such as England, Scotland, and North 
America. Dáithí will share songs of love, history, local lore, and the Other-
world from his wide repertoire, provide simple helpful guidelines to their 
performance, and play rare recordings of some of the great source singers. 
Dáithí’s background in Celtic lore and language, as well as his lifetime of 
stories and travels with musicians and singers, will fill in the fascinating 
background of the songs. Everyone can and should sing, so why not sing the 
most beautiful songs you can find? This class will feature both unaccompa-
nied and accompanied song, and some songs in the Irish Gaelic language. 
Bring a recording device.


 
We offer a full-day program, taught by Melissa Hyman, for children ages 
6-12. Children must have turned 6 by July 1st to participate. No exceptions 
please. Evening childcare for ages 3-12 will be provided at no additional cost.
 
This summer, we will explore the fascinating world of ANCIENT EGYPT! 
Journey back in time to visit one of the most powerful and colorful civiliza-
tions on Earth. Over 3,000 years of mummies, pyramids, mythology, and 
mystery will be our inspiration. We’ll learn about the ancient world of the 

Nile Delta through crafts, music, games and stories. We’ll make new friends, 
play our favorite messy games and dress up like kings and queens of the Old 
Kingdom. We’ll write our own original, Egypt-themed songs with the help 
of our very talented music teacher, Jane Kramer. At the end of the week, 
parents will get to hear us sing and see the crafts we’ve made, at our big 
performance at the Student Showcase. As a special treat, we will be visited 
throughout the week by wandering musicians and artists (Gathering staff ) 
who will perform just for our kids. We will, of course, continue our beloved 
traditions of shaving cream hairdos, movie night, crazy contests and the 
Gathering Scavenger Hunt. Hop into our time machine for the journey of 
a lifetime!! There will be a $30 art/craft materials fee for this class, payable 
to Melissa, the Children’s Program coordinator, on arrival.

CommunityGatheringTime
(Note: A highlight of the day’s schedule is when we gather together each 
day after lunch for these special events. No advance registration necessary.)

ROBIN & LINDA WILLIAMS: 
A 44-YEAR RETROSPECTIVE
Join us for a community camp concert with Robin and Linda Williams. 
They’ll sing old songs, new songs, gospel songs, secular songs, original songs, 
non-original songs, their own songs, other people’s songs, murder songs, 
Christmas songs, beach songs, mountain songs, songs for the audience and 
songs for themselves. Plus, they might take requests.

THE LIFE OF O’BRIEN
Join Tim O’Brien for an hour’s conversation featuring a number of road 
and off-road stories, recipes, travel tips, and reflections on his 40 years of 
making music.

MOVIE DAY: AN END OF AN OLD SONG
We’ll feature a documentary film by filmmaker and former member of the 
New Lost City Ramblers John Cohen, telling the story of ballad singer Dil-
lard Chandler from Sodom, North Carolina. Discussion afterwards led by 
Dillard’s cousin, Sheila Kay Adams.

A WEE DROPPIE OF SCOTS & IRISH
Join Alan Reid and Len Graham for an informal discussion as they share 
songs, stories and memories from a lifetime of singing and collecting the 
songs of Scotland and Ireland.

ART SAVES LIVES
Join a panel of staff members for an open discussion (with songs) about 
how cultural expression is an essential element of our everyday lives, led 
by Matt Watroba.
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MARTIN HAYES
Martin Hayes, from East Co. Clare, began playing the fiddle 
at the age of seven and went on to win six All-Ireland fiddle 
championships before the age of nineteen. He is the recipi-
ent of numerous awards including “Folk Instrumentalist 
of the Year” from BBC Radio, “Man of the Year” from the 
American Irish Historical Society and the Irish Arts Center, 
and “Musician of the Year” from TG4, the Irish language 
television station. Martin has contributed music, both origi-
nal and traditional, to modern dance performance, theatre, 

film and television. He is the artistic director of Masters of Tradition, an annual festival in 
Bantry, Co. Cork and musical consultant to the Kilkenny International Festival. Martin 
and guitarist, Dennis Cahill have collaborated with some of contemporary music’s most 
celebrated musicians including the quartet, Brooklyn Rider; viola da gamba player Jordi 
Savall; bluegrass legend Ricky Skaggs and jazz guitarist Bill Frisell. Martin and Dennis’ 
adventurous, soulful interpretations of traditional tunes are recognized the world over 
for their exquisite musicality and irresistible rhythm. They are both members of the 
influential Irish-American band, The Gloaming.  www.martinhayes.com

LIZ CARROLL
Since she was 18, when she astounded the Celtic music 
world by winning the Senior All-Ireland Fiddle Champi-
onship, Liz Carroll has been amazing audiences around 
the globe. She has been called a “virtuoso” (The Irish 
Times), a “celebrated torchbearer” (Lexington Herald-
Leader), and a “master of Irish traditional music” (NPR’s 
The Thistle & Shamrock). She is a NEA National Heritage 
Fellow, a 2009 Grammy nominee (“Best Traditional 
World Album,” Double Play with John Doyle), and the 
first American-born recipient of the TG4 Gradam Cheoil 

for Cumadoir/Composer – Ireland’s most significant music prize. Liz’s recordings 
are in the majority her own compositions, and they have given her a stature equal 
to that of her playing. She is celebrated for invigorating the traditional styles of Irish 
music, and her compositions have entered the repertoire of Irish and Celtic performers 
throughout the world. In Feb. 2016, the CD, Ireland: Crossroads of Art and Design, 
1690 - 1840, The Music launches, with Liz’s compositions comprising half the album, 
featuring fellow Swannanoa instructors Liz Knowles and Kieran O’Hare, along with 
Tríona ní Dhomhnaill and Catriona McKay. The first half of 2016 finds Liz guesting 
with Cherish The Ladies on their March tour, appearing at the Orkney Music Festival 

in May, and performing at the “Ireland 100: Celebrating a Century of Irish Arts and 
Culture”exhibition at the Kennedy Center in June. As always, Liz is most delighted to 
be back for this year’s Celtic Week!  www.lizcarroll.com

KEVIN BURKE
Kevin Burke’s fiddle playing has been at the forefront of 
traditional music for over 30 years. His work during the 
1970’s with Arlo Guthrie, Christy Moore, and the Bothy 
Band brought him international acclaim in both Europe 
and America. He also gained recognition as an exciting 
soloist with his milestone album, If the Cap Fits, a 30 year 
Anniversary Edition of which has recently been issued by 
Compass Records. His two albums with Bothy Band col-

league Mícheál O’Domhnaill, Promenade and Portland, continue to be highly influential 
resources for many traditional musicians. In 1985, Kevin was a founding member of 
the highly successful group Patrick Street, which has recently released its tenth album, 
On the Fly, on Kevin’s own Loftus Music label. Kevin spent much of the 90’s recording 
and performing in a series of acclaimed concert tours with Johnny Cunningham from 
Scotland and Christian Lemaitre from Brittany, as the trio, The Celtic Fiddle Festival. 
In 2005, Kevin and guitarist Ged Foley, his long time colleague from Patrick Street and 
The Celtic Fiddle Festival, released a highly-acclaimed independent CD entitled In 
Tandem, which led to the formation of Loftus Music. The first release on the new label 
was an exciting collaboration between Kevin and guitarist Cal Scott entitled Across the 
Black River, after one of Kevin’s compositions, and was named one of the Top 10 Notable 
World Music releases by the New York Times. In 2002, The National Endowment for 
the Arts awarded Kevin a National Heritage Fellowship, the country’s highest honor 
in the folk and traditional arts.  www.kevinburke.com

NUALA KENNEDY
Nuala Kennedy hails from Co. Louth in the northeast 
of Ireland. She sings traditional songs in English and 
Gaelic, plays the flute and low whistle, and is a song-
writer and tunesmith. Kennedy’s roots are first and 
foremost in Irish traditional music, and this  year, she 
celebrates the release of Behave the Bravest, her fourth 
solo recording and first solo release on her own label. 
(The fabulous artwork on the sleeve is by Amy Bogard 

 The musical traditions of Scotland and Ireland, possessing separate, distinctive personalities, nonetheless share a common heritage. Many of western 
North Carolina’s early white settlers were either Highlanders or ‘Ulster Scots’ – the Scots-Irish. Our Celtic Week acknowledges that varied heritage with a 
program that features some of the best from those traditions.
 This year’s lineup features present or former members of the supergroups the Bothy Band, Lúnasa, Ossian, Solas, Dervish, Battlefield Band, The House 
Band, Skylark, Patrick Street and Cherish the Ladies, several other exciting new faces, plus the return of some old friends. The week will feature classes, potluck 
sessions, concerts, jams and dances. For those taking any of the style classes for fiddle, it is recommended that students should play at an Intermediate level: 
students should have mastered beginning skills, be able to tune their instruments, keep time, play the principal scales cleanly, and know how to play a few tunes 
with confidence. Fiddle classes are double-length, and students may take either intermediate or advanced classes, but not both. The uilleann pipes class is also 
double-length. Fiddlers who plan on taking both Irish and Scottish fiddle should consider their stamina and the available practice time before registering for two 
daily 2 ½ hour classes. For novices, “Fiddle for Complete Beginners” will cover the basics, two sections of “Fiddle Technique” will address technical problems 
for players of all levels, and “Intro to Celtic Fiddling” will provide beginners with a repertoire of simple tunes, while “Tinwhistle for Complete Beginners” will 
provide whistle players with a similar repertoire. For those students bringing their families, we also offer a program for kids, but space is limited. Our Children’s 
Program for ages 6-12 features kids’ activities scheduled during all daytime class sessions, and evening childcare for ages 3-12 is provided at no additional cost.
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one of her Swannanoa Gathering flute students.) In addition to her own music, Nuala 
currently performs in The Alt with fellow Swannanoa alumni John Doyle and Eamon 
O Leary. Nuala enjoys collaborating across genres and a few years ago she recorded 
Enthralled, an album of original duets for fiddle and flute with the late great Canadian 
composer Oliver Schroer. Whatever she is doing, Kennedy always comes back to her 
traditional Irish roots. Her 2007 debut solo album, The New Shoes, was voted Album 
of the Week in the Irish Times, was featured in Hotpress’ “Top Ten Folk Albums” of the 
year, and named BBC Radio Scotland’s “Traditional Album of the Year” in 2008. She 
has received numerous awards and accolades, including several international invited 
residencies and collaborations, and has a strong interest in education, holding degrees 
in Design, Education and Music from Edinburgh College of Art, The University of 
Edinburgh, and Newcastle University respectively.  www.nualakennedy.com

JOHN DOYLE
John Doyle is one of Ireland’s most talented and innovative 
musicians. Originally from Dublin, and a longtime resident 
of Asheville, John is an accomplished singer and songwriter, 
multi-Grammy nominee, and an extraordinary master of the 
Irish guitar whose hard-driving style has influenced a genera-
tion of players. A founding member of the acclaimed group 
Solas, his powerful guitar playing provided the signature 
rhythmic backbone for the band, and his delicate and emo-
tional finger-style playing and creative vocal harmonies can be 
heard on four of Solas’ recordings as well as a plethora of other 

recordings. John regularly performs solo, and has toured the world with such artists as 
Joan Baez, Mary Chapin Carpenter, Linda Thompson, Jerry Douglas, The Alt, Usher’s 
Island, Liz Carroll, Eileen Ivers, Tim O’Brien, Michael McGoldrick and John McCusker, 
Alison Brown, Mick Moloney, Kate Rusby and a host of other world class performers. 
John has been featured on over 100 recordings of traditional and contemporary Irish, 
folk and Americana music, including most recently, The Alt with Nuala Kennedy and 
Eamon O’Leary. He is a great lover of traditional song, an encouraging and enthusiastic 
teacher, and his nearly non-stop touring, producing and recording schedule attests to 
his high standing in the world of traditional Irish music. We’re pleased to welcome John 
back for his tenth Gathering.  www.johndoylemusic.com

CATHIE RYAN
Cathie Ryan is one of Celtic music’s most emulated sing-
ers. Her 25-year career is distinguished by an unerring 
taste in song, critically acclaimed songwriting, and a 
history of excellence in recording and performance. She 
has released five CDs, is featured on over 50 compila-
tions of Celtic music, and tours internationally with her 
band, headlining at performing arts centers, festivals, 
and guest-starring with symphony orchestras. Born in 

Detroit to Irish parents from Kerry and Tipperary, she grew up in a home steeped in 
song and storytelling and continues to research the myths and excavate and sing the old 
songs. Cathie has taught workshops on Irish traditional singing, and myth and folklore 
throughout North America and Ireland, both in conjunction with and separate from 
her concert appearances, including several years at the Gathering.  www.cathieryan.com

KEVIN CRAWFORD
Born in Birmingham, England, Kevin Crawford’s 
early life was one long journey into Irish music and 
Co. Clare, to where he eventually moved while in his 
20’s. He was a founding member of Moving Cloud, 
the Clare-based band who recorded such critically-ac-
claimed albums as Moving Cloud and Foxglove, and 
he has also recorded with Grianin, Raise the Rafters, 
Joe Derrane, Natalie Merchant, Susan McKeown and 
Sean Tyrrell. Kevin appears on the 1992 recording, 

The Maiden Voyage, recorded live at Peppers Bar, Feakle, Co. Clare, and appears on the 
1994 recording, The Sanctuary Sessions, recorded live in Cruise’s Bar, Ennis, Co. Clare. 
He now tours the world with Ireland’s cutting-edge traditional band, Lúnasa, called by 
some the “Bothy Band of the 21st Century,”with eight ground-breaking albums to their 
credit: Lúnasa, Otherworld, The Merry Sisters of Fate, Redwood, The Kinnity Sessions, 
Sé, The Story So Far and La Nua. His latest project is the Teetotallers, a supergroup 
trio that also features Martin Hayes and John Doyle. A virtuoso flute player, Kevin has 
also recorded several solo albums including The ‘D’ Flute Album, In Good Company, 
On Common Ground, a duo recording with Lúnasa’s piper, Cillian Vallely, and his most 
recent, Carrying the Tune.  www.lunasa.ie.

BRIAN McNEILL
Our Scottish fiddle instructor from our very first Gathering 
twenty-five years ago, Brian McNeill celebrates the 44th 
year of a career that has established him as one of the most 
acclaimed forces in Scottish music. Described as “Scotland’s 
most meaningful contemporary songwriter” by The Scotsman, 
his work and influence as performer, composer, producer, 
teacher, musical director, band leader, novelist and interpreter 
of Scotland’s past, present and future describe a man who has 

never stood still. He has been a member of several of Scotland’s most influential bands, 
including Clan Alba and Battlefield Band, which he founded in 1969, and with whom 
he performed around the globe. Brian plays fiddle, octave fiddle, guitar, mandocello, 
bouzouki, viola, mandolin, cittern, concertina, bass and hurdy gurdy, and his many 
songs about Scotland’s past and future, such as “The Yew Tree,” “The Lads O’ The Fair,” 
“The Snows of France and Holland,” to name a few, have established him as one of 
Scotland’s leading songwriters. His first novel, The Busker, was published in 1989, and 
a year later he left Battlefield Band to concentrate more on writing and solo projects. 
Another novel, To Answer The Peacock, followed, but he has by no means slackened off 
on his musical career, touring with Dick Gaughan, Clan Alba, Kavana, McNeill, Lynch 
and Lupari, Martin Hayes, Natalie MacMaster and Feast of Fiddles. His audio-visual 
shows, The Back O’ The North Wind, about Scottish emigration to America, and the 
sequel, with accompanying CD, The Baltic Tae Byzantium, which explores the influence 
of the Scots in Europe, have won wide critical acclaim. For six years he was Head of 
Scottish Music at the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama. His latest novel 
is In The Grass, and his new novel, No Easy Eden (the third in the Busker series) is due 
out soon.  www.brianmcneill.co.uk

LAURA RISK
Laura Risk grew up in the thriving San Francisco Scottish 
fiddle scene of the 1980s and 90s, learning her craft from 
acclaimed fiddler Alasdair Fraser. Laura performs and teaches 
internationally when she is not home in Montreal, Quebec, 
teaching at McGill University or researching Québécois tra-
ditional music, jazz violinist Ginger Smock, or the diffusion 
of the “chop!” Laura has over a dozen albums to her credit, 
including Celtic Dialogue (a Boston Globe Top Ten CD) and 
the acclaimed 2000 Miles, on which she teams up with some 
of Quebec’s hottest traditional and jazz musicians for a new 

take on tunes from the great Scottish collections of the 18th and 19th centuries. Says 
Living Tradition, “Laura plays in a powerful, percussive style, with tight control and 
beautiful tone but bursting with energy and passion, turning reels into romps and slow 
airs into soul-searches.” Known as a inspirational teacher, Laura has taught fiddling at 
numerous summer camps and was an Instructor of Fiddling for five years at Wellesley 
College. She is a co-author of The Glengarry Collection: The Highland Fiddle Music of 
Aonghas Grant and was recently awarded a Prix Mnémo for her co-production of the 
community CD Douglastown: Music and Song from the Gaspé Coast. Laura is thrilled 
to be returning to Swannanoa again this year!   www.laurarisk.com

LIZ KNOWLES
(See bio in Fiddle Week, page 44)



KIERAN O’HARE
Kieran O’Hare is a highly respected and sought-after 
performer of Irish music on the uilleann pipes, flute, and 
tinwhistle. While attending university at Trinity College, 
Dublin, he was the first American-born player of Irish music 
invited to perform in the annual ‘Ace and Deuce of Piping’ 
concert, held in Ireland’s National Concert Hall. Kieran has 

since performed at countless festivals and concerts across North America, Europe, and 
Asia, with such artists as Liz Carroll, Mick Moloney, the late Jerry Holland, Bonnie 
Raitt, the Paul Winter Consort, Josh Groban, and Don Henley. He has appeared in 
the film Road to Perdition, the Broadway musical The Pirate Queen, the PBS special pre-
sentation Celtic Origins with the Irish choral group Anúna, and as a soloist at Carnegie 
Hall with the New York Pops Orchestra. Kieran works internationally with his wife 
Liz Knowles in the production and design of large-scale theatrical and musical produc-
tions, and the two perform with Pat Broaders with the acclaimed trio Open the Door 
for Three. Kieran serves on the Board of Directors of Ná Píobairí Uilleann in Dublin, 
Ireland, an organization dedicated to the preservation and promotion of uilleann pip-
ing worldwide. Kieran also works in the literary field, and is the founder, co-publisher, 
and editor of Éirways, a magazine about Irish culture and people at home and around 
the world.  www.eirways.com

ANDREW FINN MAGILL
Finn is a two-time finalist at the All-Ireland Championships. 
He has toured the U.S., Canada, France, Africa, and Brazil and 
performed with many Irish and Scottish luminaries including 
John Doyle, Liz Carroll, Aidan O’Rourke, Flook, Martin Hayes 
& Dennis Cahill, Teada and the Paul McKenna Band. At age 
17, he released his first CD of Irish fiddle music, Drive & Lift, 
featuring fellow SG staffers John Doyle and John Skelton, 
and in 2016 will be releasing a new 2 CD Irish fiddle project 

that features many of the artists with whom he has collaborated with over the last ten 
years. Finn has served as an instructor in Irish fiddle at the Swannanoa Gathering for 
seven years. Since 2014, he has been living in Rio de Janeiro, studying Brazilian choro 
intensively with many of this genre’s foremost musicians. In 2015, he founded the choro 
group The Andrew Finn Quartet which has already been featured in several performance 
series in Brazil. The band features many of Finn’s own compositions which highlight an 
ongoing study of contemporary choro composition with highly-accoladed composer 
and clarinetist Pedro Paes.

ALAN REID
Born in Glasgow, Alan Reid has been taking Scottish folk mu-
sic all over the world since 1975. Invited to join the fledgling 
Battlefield Band in 1969 by Brian McNeill, he recorded almost 
30 albums with this hard-working and enduring band, garner-
ing a respected reputation for his original keyboard work and 
his singing. With encouragement from band mates, he began 
writing in the 1980s, and from 1990 was the band’s principal 

songwriter, writing songs often noted for their storytelling element while being grounded 
in Scots history. His first songbook, Martyrs, Rogues and Worthies, was published in 
2001, and in 2009 he was nominated as Composer of the Year at the Scots Traditional 
Music Awards. Alan also contributed to Linn Records’ mammoth CD series recording 
the complete songs of Robert Burns. In 2010 Alan left the ‘Batties,’ to concentrate on 
his duo with guitarist/singer Rob van Sante. He wrote all the music for the duo’s album, 
The Adventures of John Paul Jones, a dramatic presentation of which was performed 
at the 2012 Dumfries and Galloway Arts Festival (near Jones’ birth place) and at the 
2013 Edinburgh Festival. The duo also developed a show that tells Jones’ story through 
narration, songs and a slide show. Alan’s music was featured in the National Theatre of 
Scotland’s production of The Glasgow Girls while his singing and speaking talents were 
utilised in The Life and Times of Scrooge, the solo album of Finnish rock star Tuomas 
Holopainen. The latest Reid/van Sante CD is Rough Diamonds.

CILLIAN VALLELY
At age seven, Cillian Vallely began learning the whistle and pipes 
from his parents, Brian and Eithne at the Armagh Pipers Club, a 
group that has fostered the revival of traditional music in the north 
of Ireland for over four decades. Since leaving college, he has played 
professionally and toured all over North America, Europe, Japan, 
Hong Kong and Australia. He has recorded on over fifty albums 
including guest spots with Bruce Springsteen, Natalie Merchant, 
Alan Simon’s Excalibur project with Fairport Convention and 

the Moody Blues, GAIA with the Prague Philharmonic and with Karan Casey. He has 
also performed and toured with Riverdance, Tim O’Brien & Mary Chapin Carpenter 
in The Crossing, Whirligig, and the Celtic Jazz Collective. He has recently recorded on 
two movie soundtracks, Irish Jam, and Chatham, and played pipes on the BBC’s Flight 
of the Earls soundtrack. Since 1999, he has been a member of the band, Lúnasa, one of 
the world’s premier Irish bands, with whom he has recorded seven albums and played 
at many major festivals and venues including WOMAD, the Edmonton Folk Festival 
and The Hollywood Bowl.  www.cillianvallely.com

BILLY JACKSON 
Billy Jackson was a founding member of the influential folk 
group Ossian in 1976, a band whose outstanding record-
ings remain a benchmark for Scottish music. Ossian was 
inducted into the Scottish Traditional Music Hall of Fame in 
September 2015. Acclaimed for his musicality on the Celtic 
harp, he is also a renowned composer whose work is inspired 
by the history and landscape of Scotland. In 1999, his song, 
“Land of Light” was selected as the winner of The Glasgow 

Herald’s year-long Song For Scotland competition, coinciding with the restoration of 
the Scottish Parliament, to select a “new anthem for a new era in Scotland.” As a solo 
performer, he has toured extensively throughout Europe and North America, and has 
taught harp at many international festivals. Billy is also a trained music therapist, and 
in 2004, he received our Master Music Maker Award for lifetime achievement. As 
part of his work combining traditional and classical music, Billy has performed with, 
and composed for, a variety of orchestras including The Scottish Chamber Orchestra, 
Asheville Symphony and Cape Cod Symphony. Billy headed the music therapy program 
at Mission Hospital in Asheville for 10 years, and he now works part-time in music 
therapy in Sligo, Ireland.  www.wjharp.com

GRÁINNE HAMBLY
Gráinne Hambly comes from Co. Mayo in the west of Ire-
land. She started to play Irish music on the tin whistle at an 
early age, before moving on to the concertina and later the 
harp. She lived in Belfast for six years, where she completed 
a Master’s Degree in Musicology at Queen’s University. Her 
main research topic concerned folk music collections and the 
harp in 18th-century Ireland. In 1994, she was awarded first 
prize in the senior All-Ireland Fleadh Cheoil competitions 

for harp and concertina. As well as being an established performer touring extensively 
throughout Europe and North America, she is also a qualified teacher of traditional 
Irish music and is in great demand at summer schools and festivals both in Ireland 
and abroad. Gráinne was awarded the T.T.C.T. (a certificate for teaching traditional 
Irish music at advanced level, credited by Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann and the Irish 
Department of Education), and has also received her Graduate Diploma in Education 
(Music) from the University of Limerick. She has released three widely-acclaimed solo 
harp CDs and a collaborative CD with Billy Jackson, as well as appearing on a number 
of other recordings.  www.grainne.harp.net

LEN GRAHAM
(See bio in Traditional Song Week, page 4)
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ROBIN BULLOCK
Hailed as a “Celtic guitar god” by the Baltimore City 
Paper, Robin Bullock’s virtuosity on guitar, cittern and 
mandolin blends the ancient melodies of the Celtic lands, 
their vigorous Appalachian descendants, and the timeless 
masterworks of the Baroque and Renaissance eras into one 
powerful musical vision. Robin is a winner of “Editor’s 
Pick” and “Player’s Choice” Awards from Acoustic Gui-

tar magazine, the Association for Independent Music’s prestigious INDIE Award 
(with the world-music trio Helicon), multiple Washington Area Music Association 
WAMMIE Awards, a Governor’s Award from the Maryland State Arts Council, and 
a bronze medal at the National Mandolin Championships in Winfield, Kansas. His 
thirteen solo and collaborative recordings include Celtic Guitar Summit, with fellow 
Guitar Week staffer Steve Baughman, named one of the top CDs of 2003 by Acoustic 
Guitar; Rosewood Castle, featuring duets with guitar legends Alex de Grassi, Tony 
McManus, John Doyle, Al Petteway and Steve Baughman and Majesty and Magic: 
Music of Bach, Dowland and Carolan for Solo Guitar. In 2015, Robin released The 
Carolan Collection, a compilation of the legendary Irish bard’s compositions, sales 
of which will benefit animal rescue organizations in western North Carolina where 
Robin now lives. His next project, volume one of which is due out in the fall of 2016, 
is the first-ever complete recording of the Bach Cello Suites on solo mandolin. In ad-
dition to his solo work, Robin also tours internationally with Grammy-winning folk 
legend Tom Paxton, including Tom’s 2010, 2012, 2014 and 2015 “Together at Last” 
tours with fellow Grammy winner Janis Ian. This is Robin’s twenty-first Gathering.   
www.robinbullock.com

EAMON O’LEARY
Originally from Dublin, Eamon has lived in New York City 
for the last twenty years. He has toured extensively through-
out North America and Europe, performing and recording 
with many of Irish music’s great players. In addition to his 
performance schedule, Eamon has taught at numerous music 
programs including the Augusta Heritage Center, the Catskills 
Irish Arts Week, the Alaska Irish Music Camp and many years 
at the Gathering. In 2004, he and Patrick Ourceau released a 

live recording, Live at Mona’s, documenting their many years hosting a session on New 
York’s Lower East Side, and in 2012, Eamon released a recording of traditional songs, The 
Murphy Beds, with Jefferson Hamer, described by the Huffington Post as “ten beautiful, 
crystalline songs.” He has recently teamed up with old friends John Doyle and Nuala 
Kennedy to form The Alt. Their self-titled debut album was released in November 2014.   
www.eamonoleary.com

KIMBERLEY FRASER
Kimberley Fraser was born on Cape Breton Island and 
nurtured within its rich musical heritage. She first impressed 
audiences at the age of three with her step-dancing talents, 
and soon thereafter took up both the fiddle and the piano. 
She has performed around the world, from touring Sweden 
with Cherish the Ladies, to performing at the Celtic Con-
nections festival in Scotland and entertaining NATO troops 
in Afghanistan. Kimberley holds an honours degree in Celtic 
Studies and a minor in Jazz from St. Francis Xavier University 

in Nova Scotia, and is also a graduate of the Berklee College of Music. An advocate for 
the importance of traditional music education, she has been a long-time instructor at 
Cape Breton’s Gaelic College and Ceilidh Trail Music School as well as teaching at 
the Valley of the Moon Fiddle Camp, the American Festival of Fiddle Tunes, and the 
North Atlantic Fiddle Convention in Aberdeen, Scotland. Following the success of her 
award-winning recording, Falling on New Ground, Kimberley is currently working on 
her third album.  www.kimberleyfraser.com

JOHN WHELAN
Born in London, in his youth John was blessed to play with 
some great names of an older generation of players, such as 
Lucy Farr, Brian Rooney and Bobby Casey, to name but a few. 
After winning his first three All-Ireland button accordion 
competitions, he recorded his first LP, The Pride of Wexford, 
at the age of fourteen and an EP with Christine Considine, 
produced by the legendary Finbarr Dwyer. He made several 
appearances on RTE and British television before moving to 
the US in 1980 where he teamed up with Eileen Ivers, culmi-

nating in the recording, Fresh Takes with Mark Simos on guitar. In 1990, he released a solo 
CD, From The Heart, and in 1996, he signed with Narada Records and wrote, recorded 
and produce seven CDs bringing him into the Top Ten on the Billboard World Music 
charts with sales in excess of one million. Since coming to the US, John has helped no 
less than four students claim the All-Ireland button accordion championship. Two of 
those students became professional players, Buddy Connolly (Eileen Ivers & Immigrant 
Soul) and John McGroary (Blackthorn). Teaching has always been a passion for John 
and not just limited to button accordion: he also taught the great Karen Tweed, five-
time All-Ireland piano accordion player from England. John has also appeared on the 
Conan O’Brien Show and in two films, Ride with the Devil, directed by Ang Lee and 
Gods & Generals, directed by Ron Maxwell. He recently formed a new band featuring 
lifelong friend Brian Conway, with Máirtín de Cógáin and Don Penzien called Gailfean 
and will be touring the US this year.  www.johnwhelanmusic.com

ALAN MURRAY
Alan Murray hails from Glasgow in Scotland, where he was intro-
duced to the tinwhistle at an early age. He eventually turned to the 
guitar as his primary instrument, and later expanded his arsenal 
to include the bouzouki. Alan studied instrument-building and 
repair in Glasgow for two years, after which he moved to the US 
to further pursue his musical career. He was soon playing and 
recording with some of the best musicians on the New York Irish 

scene and was featured on 2012’s INDIE-nominated Manhattan Island Sessions record-
ing. He has taught at the Catskills Irish Arts Week and Fairbanks Summer Arts Festival 
and appeared at such well-known events as Denmark’s Tonder Festival, Milwaukee Irish 
Fest and Celtic Connections. He has shared the stage with such artists as Karan Casey, 
Niall and Cillian Vallely, Eileen Ivers and Scotland’s Battlefield Band, and has toured 
extensively across Ireland, Britain, Europe, Australia and the United States.

ROSE FLANAGAN
Rose Conway Flanagan originally began Irish music lessons 
with Martin Mulvihill while growing up in the Bronx and 
further developed her New York Sligo style of fiddling with the 
help of family friend and mentor Sligo fiddler Martin Wynne 
and her brother Brian Conway. Rose was recently inducted 
into the Mid-Atlantic Region CCE Hall of Fame alongside 
her father Jim and her brother Brian. She currently teaches in 
her hometown of Pearl River, NY where she is hard at work 

preparing the next generation of great traditional musicians, which include several 
All-Ireland winners and medalists. Among Rose’s past students are the fiddlers in Girsa 
and All-Ireland senior fiddle champion Dylan Foley. Rose has been an instructor at the 
Alaska Fiddle Camp, The Augusta Heritage Irish Week, The Catskills Irish Arts week, 
Colorado Roots Camp, Centrum Fiddle Tunes, Fiddle and Pick Irish Camp, Mad for 
Trad week, The O’Flaherty Irish Music Retreat, and several times at the Gathering. 
She has also taught at the DeDanaan Dance Camp in Vancouver, BC, the Scoile Eigse 
in Cavan and Sligo, Ireland, and workshops at the Northeast Tional, Cape Cod Ceili 
Weekend, Baltimore Trad Festival, and at various CCE conventions. Rose also runs 
seisuns, and performs throughout the New York area. She recently released Forget Me 
Not, a duo CD with Baltimore flute player Laura Byrne.



Songwriting and Composition from the North Carolina Arts Council. He performs solo 
on guitar, cittern, mandolin and vocals, and with his wife Beth (flute) and son Andrew 
Finn (fiddle) as the Celtic trio, The Magills. With numerous album and performance 
credits, including appearances with Emmy Lou Harris and Tom Paxton, Jim’s original 
songs have been covered by such artists as Mike Cross, The Smith Sisters, Cucanandy 
and the Shaw Brothers, and have been featured on NPR’s Thistle & Shamrock. In the 
world of graphic arts, his cover designs for the Gathering’s catalogs have won ten design 
awards, he’s twice been a finalist for Photoshop World’s Guru Awards, and he has served 
as a consultant on website design for several luthiers.  www.magillsmusic.com

MARLA FIBISH
A San Francisco native, Marla is one of the prominent 
voices of the mandolin in Irish music. She brings a mu-
sicality to the tradition that is not often heard on the 
mandolin. Her dynamic playing is featured on her CD 
with Three Mile Stone, and on The Morning Star, a duo 
CD with Jimmy Crowley, an all-instrumental project 
which features Irish music on an array of mandolin-
family instruments – mandolin, mandola, mandocello, 
bouzouki, and dordan. In addition to the mandolin, 
Marla plays mandola, tenor guitar and button accordion. 

She sings and writes music, and is known for her musical settings of works from a variety 
of poets. This work is featured in her current duo project Noctambule, with guitarist and 
husband Bruce Victor. An experienced and sought-after teacher, Marla teaches private 
students, classes, and has been a staff instructor at many music camps, including The 
Mandolin Symposium, O’Flaherty Irish Music Retreat, California Coast Music Camp, 
Lark Camp and Portal Irish Music Week.  www.marlafibish.com

SIOBHAN BUTLER
Siobhan Butler is an acclaimed performer and teacher of 
sean-nós and set dancing. She has been featured in many set-
tings including RTE and TG4 in Ireland and the prestigious 
Grand Ole Opry in Nashville, TN. Siobhan has performed 
and collaborated with many leading traditional artists 
including The Yanks, Kevin Burke, Cherish the Ladies, Nic 
Gareiss, Tony Demarco, Kieran Jordan, Patrick Ourceau 
& Tony McManus, Atlantic Steps, as well as a European 
tour with the renowned Irish dance show, Rhythm of the 
Dance. With over 15 years of dance experience, Siobhan’s 

dancing has been described as musical, joyful, and exciting. Her expertise in Irish dance 
traditions is showcased through in-demand workshops, demonstrations, and lectures. 
She has taught master classes all over the U.S. at such venues as Boston College, Vil-
lanova University, Milwaukee Irish Fest, and Sean-Nós Northwest to name a few. 
Siobhan is a recent graduate of Goddard College, where she studied ethnochoreology. 
www.siobhanbutler.com

MELISSA HYMAN
(see bio in Traditional Song Week, page 6)

ED MILLER
From the folk clubs of Scotland in the 1960s and 70s to the 
festivals, coffeehouses and music camps of America, Ed Miller 
has steadily established himself as one of the finest Scottish 
singers of both contemporary and traditional songs. He has 
been a regular staff member of Swannanoa’s Celtic Week for 
more than two decades, where his love and knowledge of 
Scots song, paired with a droll sense of humor, made him an 
excellent and popular teacher. Originally from Edinburgh, 

Ed has been based in Austin, TX for many years, where he received a PhD in Folklore 
from the University of Texas, but over the past 30 years he has gradually moved from 
academia to full-time performing. He also hosts a folk music show on SunRadio.com 
in Austin, leads folk music tours to Scotland each summer, and has released nine CDs 
of traditional and contemporary Scottish song, including his most recent, Come Awa’ 
Wi’ Me.  www.songsofscotland.com

JOHN SKELTON
London-born flute and whistle player John Skelton is 
probably best known to American audiences from his 
work with The House Band, with whom he recorded 
eight albums on the Green Linnet label. He has also 
released a solo album, One At a Time, and Double 
Barrelled, a highly regarded album of flute duets with 
Kieran O’Hare, as well as a series of tune collection 

books, A Few Tunes, A Few More Tunes, Yet More Tunes and Some Breton Tunes. John has 
performed at most of the major folk festivals in North America, Europe and Australia. 
He is an experienced teacher, and has taught at summer schools in the United States, 
Europe and Africa, and eighteen previous years at the Gathering. In addition to his 
background in Irish music, John is also well-schooled in the music of Brittany. He visits 
there regularly, and is a highly-regarded player of the Breton bombarde, a double-reed 
folk shawm. NPR’s Thistle & Shamrock described him as “the finest bombarde player 
outside of Brittany.” He also plays the ‘Piston’ (Low Bombarde), the ‘Veuze’ (the bagpipe 
of eastern Brittany) and the ‘Gaita Gallega’ (Galician pipes). In 2014, John and Kieran 
O’Hare recorded the CD, Two Tone, a follow-up to their highly regarded album of flute 
duets, Double-Barrelled. John serves as the ‘Host’ of Celtic Week.

MATTHEW OLWELL
Our bodhran instructor Matthew Olwell has been performing 
and teaching as a dancer and musician at festivals and theaters 
across North America and Europe since 1996. He grew up 
in a family of instrument-makers, immersed in a world of 
music, dance, and theatre, and toured for nine years with 
the Maryland-based Footworks Percussive Dance Ensemble, 
with whom he performed in Riverdance. His teachers include 
Myron Bretholz, Benoit Bourque, Dianne Walker, Baakari 
Wilder, Donny Golden, Eileen Carson, and The Fiddle Puppet 

Dancers. A co-founder of Good Foot Dance Company, director of The Beat Retreat, a 
percussive dancers co-op and professional development session in Charlottesville, VA, 
and co-coordinator of The Augusta Heritage Center’s American Vernacular Dance 
Week, Matthew is a multimedia artist who embraces his grandfather’s definition of a 
dilettante: “one who delights in many things.”  www.mattolwell.wordpress.com

JIM MAGILL
The Coordinator of Celtic Week is an award-winning songwriter 
and instrumentalist and a three-time finalist for College Enter-
tainer of the Year. He is the founding Director of the Swannanoa 
Gathering Folk Arts Workshops of Warren Wilson College, 
directs the Celtic Series of Mainstage Concerts at Asheville’s 
Diana Wortham Theatre, and was awarded the first Fellowship in 
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compositions. Composition by students during the week will be encouraged, 
as will student input on arrangement – the goal being to produce at least 
one complex and varied set of performable tunes by week’s end, plus one or 
more single tunes that can be put into any other sets the students might want 
to create. Regional variations in style will be considered, as will the use of 
harmonies and chords. Modern use of the fiddle as a backing instrument will 
be discussed, as will playing with other instruments, particularly bagpipes and 
accordion. All types of tunes: marches, strathspeys, jigs, reels and airs, will be 
considered. The history of Scottish music, both in its totality and with special 
emphasis on the fiddle, will be referred to throughout, as will the context of 
Scottish music in Scotland’s social history. Students should bring a small 
audio (not video) recorder and a big heart, and should remember that the 
ethos of the class will be that no student shall be left behind. (Class limit: 30)

INTRO TO CELTIC FIDDLE (Andrew Finn Magill)
“What’s the difference between a jig and a reel?” “What makes it sound 
Irish vs. Scottish?” “How do you do a roll?” If you find yourself asking these 
questions, this might be the class for you. This class for intermediate players 
new to the style will focus on learning the “feel” of the musical genres which 
constitute Celtic fiddle, but with a focus on Irish fiddling. We will learn orna-
ments, how to stylize a tune, how to put tune sets together and what to listen 
for when listening to traditional music. The pace will be determined by the 
class, but I’ll give you plenty of sheet music, recording recommendations, and 
materials to take home and work on. The goal of this class (besides having 
fun) is to give you confidence, joy, and to teach you how to sound convincing 
as a traditional player. An audio recorder is recommended.

CAPE BRETON FIDDLE A & B (Kimberley Fraser)
(NOTE: This class for intermediate to advanced fiddlers is offered once in 
the morning and repeated in the afternoon) We’ll look at what makes Cape 
Breton music different from other music. We’ll talk a lot about bowing and 
how this gives the fiddle style its ‘accent,’ as well as common fingered embel-
lishments that you’ll hear in the style. Listening to recordings will also be a 
part of the class. We’ll use this as part of our ear training to identify common 
stylistic features and apply them in our own music. The class will be taught 
mostly by ear and we’ll talk about ways to improve your ear training. Sheet 
music will be provided as reference. We’ll learn jigs and reels and march, 
strathspey and reel sets, as the class desires. (Class limit: 25)

FIDDLE FOR COMPLETE BEGINNERS (Rose Flanagan)
Learn the fiddle from scratch in a week! This class offers an introduction to 
playing Irish traditional music on the fiddle for complete beginners. You will 
learn how to hold the fiddle, good bow-hold, left-hand position, notation 
and the basic scales. We will learn some simple tunes by note, or by ear if you 
are up for the challenge! Please bring along a recording device.

FIDDLE TECHNIQUE A (Andrew Finn Magill)
This class will be a mechanics class for Irish fiddling: What’s that bowing? 
What finger do you use? When do you ornament? We will go through each 
ornament and bowing pattern fiddle style by fiddle style and even fiddler 
by fiddler. We will also discuss the technique of the fiddle/violin itself and 
how to reduce risk of injury and adapt classical violin technique to a fiddle 
context. We will discuss how to practice traditional Irish music and how to 
maximize one’s practice time. This class is best suited for fiddlers who have 
some facility with the instrument and who are willing to be challenged. The 
class will be taught entirely by ear, however sheet music will be given out for 
any specific tunes we learn. (Class limit: 20)

Fddl

INTERMEDIATE IRISH FIDDLE A (Liz Knowles)
In this class for intermediate players, we will learn a few tunes, but the 
emphasis will be on establishing foundations for you to take home and apply 
throughout your own learning as well as answering any questions you may 
have. We will also cover basic violin/fiddle technique for tone, agility in the 
left hand, and intonation, as well as the basics of Irish fiddle technique: 
bowings, ornamentation and style. While learning tunes in the class, I will 
show you how to learn by ear more efficiently and productively, help you 
hear style and ornamentation so that you can imitate it as well and impart 
some “how-to-practice” methods that will help you with your music beyond 
the confines of the class. Sheet music will be provided for those who need it 
but mostly at the end of the class. Please bring a recording device. Once you 
have registered for the class, contact me at lizknowlesmusic@gmail.com 
three weeks before the class and I will send you a tune or two via email. Even 
if you already know the tune or have heard it before, LISTEN to it as much 
as you can. DO NOT TRY AND LEARN IT. Just listen! (Class limit: 30)

INTERMEDIATE IRISH FIDDLE B (Kevin Burke)
This class for intermediate players will feature discussions and demonstra-
tions of various techniques used in Kevin’s playing with particular attention 
being paid to ornaments and bowings. Other topics for consideration will 
include repertoire, musical history, arrangements and comparisons between 
group and solo performances. Questions on other aspects of fiddle playing 
will be encouraged. (Class limit: 30)

ADVANCED IRISH FIDDLE A (Martin Hayes)
This class for advanced players will explore Irish tunes from the ‘inside-out,’ 
and focus on the possibilities for variation and improvisation that exist within 
the tradition, as a means to our own personal expression and interpreta-
tion. There will be particular emphasis on bowing, rhythm and the creation 
of variations. Students should bring an audio recorder. (Class limit: 30)

ADVANCED IRISH FIDDLE B (Liz Carroll)
The advanced fiddle class will work on good bowing and ornamentation, 
and we’ll tackle interesting and challenging tunes. We’ll learn some new 
tunes and brush up on some old ones, and we’ll even learn a ‘Liz tune’ or 
two. (Class limit: 30)

INTERMEDIATE SCOTTISH FIDDLE (Laura Risk)
This course explores the stylistic nuances of Scottish fiddling. We’ll work 
on ornamentation and bowing, phrasing and expression, playing ‘in the 
groove’, improvising melodic variations, and using accents to create rhythmic 
excitement. We’ll also discuss Scotland’s regional fiddle styles and listen to 
recordings of players from each style. Technique and theory topics – tone, 
practice methods, simple chord theory, playing with speed and precision – 
will be included as appropriate. All tunes, including strathspeys, reels, jigs, 
marches, and slow airs, will be taught by ear. Students are encouraged to 
bring a small audio recorder to record musical examples and repertoire. 
(Class limit: 30)

ADVANCED SCOTTISH FIDDLE (Brian McNeill)
This class will deal with bowing, phrasing and ornamentation of tunes 
ranging across the full spectrum of difficulty of Scottish music, and will be 
taught on a master/apprentice basis, which means that the tunes will be 
learned orally, and, where possible, by the students learning to sing the tunes 
as an aid to memory. Printed versions will be given at the end of the class 
if students want them. As composition is an ongoing feature of the Scottish 
fiddle tradition, the class will cover both traditional tunes and Brian’s own 

l
(Unless otherwise indicated, all classes have a limit of 15)



Celtic Week, July 10-16, 2016
7:30-8:30 Breakfast

9:00-10:15
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10:15-10:45 Coffee/Tea Break

10:45-12:00
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(cont’d)
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(cont’d)
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(Bullock)

Mandolin 
II  

(Fibish)

11:30-1:00 Lunch

1:15-2:30

Int./Adv.  
Celtic Harp 

(Jackson, 
Hambly)

Beg. 
Sean Nós 

Dance 
(Butler)

Int. Irish 
Fiddle A 

(Knowles)

Int. Irish 
Fiddle B 
(Burke)

Adv. Irish 
Fiddle A
(Hayes)

Adv. Irish 
Fiddle B
(Carroll)

Intro to  
Celtic 
Fiddle 

(Magill)
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(Reid)

Playing  
in 
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(Whelan)

Session 
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Accomp. II 
(Doyle)
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(Fraser)
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on the Fly 
(Murray)
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Trad. Songs 
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& Irish 
(Kennedy)

Uilleann 
Pipes 

(O’Hare)

2:45-4:00

Int. 
Sean Nós 

Dance 
(Butler)

Singing 
Scottish 
Songs 

(Miller)

Int. Irish 
Fiddle A 
(cont’d)

Int. Irish 
Fiddle B 
(cont’d)

Adv. Irish 
Fiddle A 
(cont’d)

Adv. Irish 
Fiddle B 
(cont’d)

Bodhran 
 II  
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Banjo 
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(cont’d)

4:15-5:15 Potluck Sessions & free time

5:00-6:30 Supper

6:00-7:00 Slow Jams/Song Swaps

7:30-? Evening Events (concerts, dances, jam sessions, etc.)

FIDDLE TECHNIQUE B (Rose Flanagan)
This class is for those who already play the fiddle but wish to improve their 
skills. We will concentrate on ornamentation, bowing and phrasing. Please 
note that this class is not for beginners. We will learn a few tunes throughout 
the week. Classes will be taught by ear, but notation will be available to all 
students on request at end of the workshop. Students should have a good 
knowledge of the fiddle and be able to play tunes at or close to speed. Please 
bring a recording device and feel free to ask as many questions as you wish!  
(Class limit: 20)

Fl&Twhl

INTRO TO IRISH FLUTE (Kevin Crawford)
This class offers an introduction to playing traditional Irish music on the 
flute for students who already have some experience with the basics of the 
instrument and can play some tunes at a slow pace with little or no orna-
mentation. We’ll discuss a ‘how-to-practice’ method and how to approach 
session playing. We’ll learn a few tunes but the emphasis will be on estab-
lishing foundations for you to take home and apply throughout your own 
learning as well as answering any questions you may have. Students will 
learn how to ornament tunes with rolls, cuts and tongueing. Tunes will be 
taught by ear so bring a D flute and a recording device. ABC notation will 
be provided for those who need it.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED FLUTE A (Kevin Crawford)
This class is for students who are skilled enough to play tunes in a variety of 
rhythms ( jigs, reels, etc.), with good technique and at a reasonable tempo. 
This course will expand on the skills and topics introduced in the intro class, 
with more attention given to ornamentation, breathing, style and repertoire, 

while continuing to emphasize rhythm and phrasing in the music. Tunes will 
be taught by ear so bring a D flute and a recording device. ABC notation 
will be provided for those who need it.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED FLUTE B (Nuala Kennedy)
Nuala grew up playing traditional Irish music in Dundalk, Co. Louth and 
has also spent many years living and playing music in Edinburgh, Scotland. 
She is also strongly influenced by the music of Cape Breton Island, Nova 
Scotia. In this class, she will explore some of the repertoire from these three 
places, looking at a variety of tune types including marches and strathspeys. 
We will also play in a range of keys. This class is for students who are skilled 
enough to play tunes in a variety of rhythms, and is suitable for those who 
wish to learn by ear. Music notation can also be provided afterwards for 
students who would like it.

INTRO TO IRISH 
TINWHISTLE A & B (Cillian Vallely, John Skelton)
This class is for students who already have some experience with the basics 
of the instrument, and can play some tunes at a slow pace with little or no 
ornamentation. Beginners will learn how to ornament tunes with rolls, cuts 
and tongueing. Emphasis will be placed on rhythm and phrasing. Tunes will 
be taught aurally, so bring a D whistle and a recording device. Sheet music 
will be provided for those who need it.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED IRISH 
TINWHISTLE A & B (Cillian Vallely, John Skelton)
This class is for students who are skilled enough to play tunes in a variety of 
rhythms ( jigs, reels, etc), with good technique and at a reasonable tempo. 
This course will expand on the skills and topics introduced in the beginners 
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class, with more attention given to ornamentation, breathing, style and 
repertoire, while continuing to emphasize rhythm and phrasing in the music. 
Tunes will be taught aurally, so bring a D whistle and recording device. Sheet 
music will be provided for those who need it.

TINWHISTLE FOR 
COMPLETE BEGINNERS (Billy Jackson)
This class is for students with no prior experience of the tinwhistle. Instruc-
tion will start with the most fundamental techniques and a few very simple 
tunes. By the end of the week, you’ll be well on your way to playing. Please 
bring along a recording device and a tinwhistle in the key of D.

Fd

CELTIC FINGERSTYLE GUITAR (Robin Bullock)
This class will explore the world of possibilities presented by traditional Irish, 
Scottish and Breton repertoire arranged for solo fingerstyle guitar. Some 
tablature will be offered, but students will also create their own individual 
settings of airs, jigs, reels and the 18th-century harp music of Turlough 
O’Carolan, sharing arrangement ideas in an informal, hands-on environ-
ment. Alternate tunings such DADGAD, CGCGCD and “Werewolf ” tuning 
(CGDGAD) will be used extensively to open up the instrument’s full sonic 
potential. A good time will be had by all. An audio recorder is recommended.
 
DADGAD GUITAR (Eamon O’Leary)
This class will explore approaches to the accompaniment of Irish music – both 
instrumental and vocal – with the unique DADGAD tuning. Focus will 
be placed on rhythm, chord selection, phrasing, and right- and left-hand 
techniques. No experience with this tuning is necessary. Chord charts will 
be provided.

CELTIC BOUZOUKI ( John Doyle)
In this class we will explore the first basic chord structures for backing tunes 
and songs, rhythmic patterns in Celtic music, and then explore further into 
counter-melodies, hammer-ons, and other techniques used to make bouzouki 
accompaniment dynamic and unique. Students should bring bouzouki, pick, 
capo and recording device.

ACCOMPANYING TUNES ON THE FLY (Alan Murray)
This class is for progressing guitarists looking to hone their skills and focus 
when in a session environment. Here, students can find a deeper look at the 
aspects of chord substitutions, rhythm, and the elusive “lift” and “drive” that 
everyone is looking for in their playing. We’ll delve deeper into tune structure, 
keys, modes, and time signatures and discuss how to recognize them quickly 
in a session. In this class, students will learn to “hear” more of the music 
they already play. An audio recorder is recommended.

SESSION GUITAR  
ACCOMPANIMENT I (Alan Murray)
This class is for newer guitarists and those new to traditional Irish music. 
Students will learn chord shapes and patterns for dropped-D tuning and 
strumming patterns for jigs, reels and other melodies. We will focus on 
common keys within Irish traditional music, how to be creative with your 
own playing, and also discuss the “ins and outs” of playing with others. An 
audio recorder is recommended.

SESSION GUITAR  
ACCOMPANIMENT II ( John Doyle)
In this class for advanced students, players will further master different 
strumming techniques to a variety of types of tunes, add dynamics to their 
playing through syncopation and emphasis, confident chord substitutions, 

fingerpicking techniques, tips and tricks for playing in sessions, how to work 
out the right chords for tunes and alternate tunings for the guitar. Students 
should be familiar and comfortable with strumming, have a good working 
knowledge of Irish music and of music theory. Chord sheets in dropped-D 
tuning will be provided. Students should bring a capo.

FLATPICKING CELTIC GUITAR (Robin Bullock)
This intermediate-level class will focus on making traditional Celtic tunes 
come to life flatpicked on steel-string guitar. We’ll discuss technique, lift, 
ornamentation, and other facets of making Irish, Scottish and Breton tunes 
sound authentic on guitar, as well as alternate tunings, capo techniques and 
methods for picking up tunes by ear. Sheet music and tab will be available if 
required. Students should bring a capo. An audio recorder is recommended
 
TENOR BANJO (Eamon O’Leary)
In this course for banjoists of all levels, Eamon will cover right- and left-hand 
technique, ornamentation, tune settings, and different banjo styles. Tunes 
that are particularly well-suited to the banjo will also be incorporated into 
the class. Students are advised to bring a recording device.

MANDOLIN I (Marla Fibish)
This class will focus on getting the feel, pulse and flow of Irish music on the 
mandolin. We’ll start by acknowledging that the mandolin is fundamentally 
a rhythm instrument on which we are trying to play melodies. In order to 
do that, there are two main areas of focus – getting the right hand moving 
in rhythm to create the framework, while then focusing on the left hand 
to maximize sustain and tone production to get a flowing melodic sound. 
We’ll work on understanding the pulse of the music and getting your right 
hand ‘drummer’ going. We’ll learn and practice picking patterns for various 
tune types ( jigs, reels, polkas, etc.), engaging the wrist (and the rest of your 
body) to create a full and rhythmic sound. We’ll do exercises and learn tunes 
together (by ear) and use those tunes to demonstrate, drill and practice what 
we learn. Bring a recording device!

MANDOLIN II (Marla Fibish)
This class will review and then build on the basics (see Mandolin I class 
description above), focusing on musicality, and learning technique to sup-
port it. We’ll look at phrasing and ornamentation, as well as using dynamics 
and variation to apply the unique qualities of the mandolin to Irish music, 
respecting the core of the tradition on this ‘newcomer’ of an instrument. We’ll 
learn tunes together (by ear) and explore different ways to give those tunes 
life and lift, applying the concepts and techniques that we learn in class. We’ll 
also look at tunes you already know, but feel ‘stuck’ on, perhaps unable to 
take them beyond the way you learned them and trying to open a few doors 
for you to stroll through as your playing develops. Bring a recording device!

Rd

UILLEANN PIPES (Kieran O’Hare)
This class will introduce tunes new to students, chosen to illustrate a particular 
technique. As students will vary greatly in terms of experience and ability 
level, it is possible that this class will include some individual or small group 
attention and tutelage. More experienced students will focus on matters of 
technique, ornamentation, articulation, and style. Various points of pipe 
maintenance may also be explored, though this will not include the making 
of reeds. The class will emphasize the development of classic piping technique, 
through detailed demonstration, and through scrutiny of the recordings and 
approach of master pipers. The goal is to enable each student to get rewarding 
and musical returns from the time they spend learning their instrument in 
class and beyond. A recording device is recommended.



BUTTON ACCORDION ( John Whelan)
In this class you will learn fingering techniques, bellows control, rhythm & 
phrasing and how to play stress-free with your accordion. You will learn to 
understand better how the accordion works with your physiology and how 
to relax so you can bring out the best in your playing. You’ll learn tunes that 
fit well with the accordion and bring out the essence of Irish music. You’ll 
also learn proper practice methods and how to improve your playing going 
forward. Hard work and dedication will not be wasted with the things you 
learn because it’s not the length of time you practice but the discipline you 
have doing it that matters.

PLAYING IN SESSIONS ( John Whelan)
Have you ever wondered why your session is so sparse, or the playing is too 
fast or too slow? Or how to manage your session with beginners, intermediate 
and advanced players? What do you do when you have twenty-five people 
or more? This class for all instruments will help you with all these questions 
and more, including: What session tunes to play. Which tunes you need to 
learn. Understanding how your session is effected by social, economic and 
demographic locations. Whether you have two or twenty people, you can have 
a wonderful session if you approach it in the right way. Remember that Irish 
music is inclusive not exclusive. Now go build your session!

ANGLO CONCERTINA (Gráinne Hambly)
This class is intended for students playing Anglo C/G concertinas, and
is open to all levels, from beginners with some basic playing experience up-
wards. It is not suitable for complete beginners, however, and all participants 
should be familiar with their instrument (location of the notes, etc). Basics 
of technique and style (e.g. bellows control, phrasing, alternative fingerings) 
will be covered, as well as ornamentation in the context of Irish traditional 
dance tunes. Participants are encouraged to bring an audio recorder. Written 
music will also be provided.

S&Fll

SONGS FROM THE IRISH TRADITION (Len Graham)
In this class, Len will share songs from his extensive collection of songs found 
in the Irish tradition in the English language. Many themes will be covered 
including including classic and broadside ballads, songs of love, politics, 
emigration and much more. Each song will be put in context, giving histori-
cal and social background. As an oral tradition these songs will be taught 
by repetition and ear with lyrics provided. Participants are encouraged to 
bring an audio recording device. (No class limit)

THE HUMOUR IS ON ME NOW (Len Graham)
Len has a large repertoire of songs on a humorous theme – a symphony 
of jingles, tongue-twisters, lilts, nonsense verses, songs of ceremony and 
FUN galore! This class is suitable for ALL ages 7-107. Most of the songs 
have rhythm and thus will lend themselves to instrumental arrangement. 
However, this class will be unaccompanied and will be taught by repetition 
and ear with song lyrics provided. Participants are encouraged to bring an 
audio recording device. (No class limit)

IRISH TRADITIONAL SONG (Cathie Ryan)
This course will feature songs in both Irish and English that Cathie has col- 
lected through the years and new ones she has recently discovered, including 
love songs, newly-composed songs written in the old style, children’s songs, 
humorous songs, historic ballads, singalongs, and more. We will focus on the 
oral tradition of sean nós (old style) singing and utilize those rudiments to 
deepen and develop our own individual singing styles. Please bring audio 
recorders with you to class. (No class limit)

IRISH MYTH & FOLKLORE (Cathie Ryan)
The stories and characters in Irish myth and folklore are endlessly fasci-
nating, and Cathie adds a further dimension to them by using a modern 
psychological perspective. In past courses, Cathie has led workshops on the 
Celtic Year, Celtic Fire Festivals, the heroic journey in Irish mythology, tales 
from The Táin and Gods and Fighting Men, as well as Irish folk tales and 
fairylore. This year her subject is the The Deep Heart’s Core. Drawing from 
the tales and archetypes of Irish myth as well as Celtic song, literature and 
poetry, the workshops will focus on the heart as the source of emotion and 
a guiding factor in how we relate to self and other - how the heart sustains, 
endures, and can transform, how it aids and can also befuddle our percep-
tion, how opening the heart opens us to loss, and how the absence of heart 
can drive us into shadow and darkness. No Celtic workshop on the heart 
would be complete without also spending time discussing the music of the 
heart. (No class limit)

TRADITIONAL SONGS 
IN ENGLISH & IRISH (Nuala Kennedy)
Much of Nuala’s repertoire consists of Irish songs in the English language 
she learned from her mentor and friend, Cathal McConnell of the Boys of 
the Lough. In this class we will learn a variety of songs from that repertoire 
as well as other songs which Nuala has picked up over several years perform-
ing and singing. We will try to learn some songs by ear, (old-style!) as well 
as from songsheets. Some basic phrases in Irish will be taught as well as a 
couple of simple Irish language songs. No previous knowledge of Irish is 
required. A relaxed and informal class, this is a good way to broaden your 
repertoire as well as share some of your own songs and singing experience 
with the group. Please come ready to share at least one song that you enjoy, 
and bring a recording device. (No class limit)

SINGING SCOTTISH SONGS (Ed Miller)
Each class period will focus on two or three songs, learning them by hear-
ing and singing them over several times. We’ll also listen to recordings by 
a variety of singers to hear how they present, express and decorate a song. 
Songbooks and sampler CDs will be available and the language and social 
context of the songs will be explained. However, the emphasis will be on 
learning a selection of traditional and more recent songs aurally and orally 
by repetition. (No class limit)

SCOTLAND IN SONG (Ed Miller)
The songs of the Scottish folk revival of the past 50 years cover everything 
from politics and social change to urban renewal and personal experience. In 
this class, we’ll listen to, talk about and SING serious and humorous songs 
by Adam McNaughtan, Ewan MacColl, Hamish Henderson, Robin Laing,  
Andy M. Stewart, Dougie MacLean and others, all of whom are keeping 
the Scottish song repertoire refreshed, vibrant and relevant. Songbooks will 
be available. (No class limit)

SCOTS SONG PAST & PRESENT (Alan Reid)
The advent of the folk revival in the 1960s and the emergence of the profes-
sional folk performer has seen a blossoming of  folk song writing, and Scotland 
has its fair share of exponents of this art. This class will study and compare 
classic songs from centuries past with those of more recent times, seeking out 
examples from well-known and not-so-well-known writers. Lyrics and some 
recordings will be provided and songs taught by ear in a friendly, relaxed 
atmosphere. Recording devices are helpful. (No class limit)

A STUDY OF SCOTS SONGS (Alan Reid)
A collection of Scots song seen through geography and history. This class will 
look at the diverse culture of Lowland Scotland by studying and singing 
Scots song from the various regions. We’ll pinpoint the subtle differences that 
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characterise each area and aim to demystify the more obscure vocabulary of 
the Scots tongue (students’ curiosity and participation are encouraged). We’ll 
sing songs of work, war and love and that have touched the lives of ordinary 
people. Lyric sheets will be available as well as some recording links. Songs 
will be taught by ear and repetition. (No class limit)

Hp

INTRO TO CELTIC HARP (Billy Jackson & Gráinne Hambly)
The beginning student will be introduced to the fundamentals of this grand 
and ancient instrument, including basic harp technique (e.g. hand position, 
posture, exercises). Arrangements of simple Scottish and Irish melodies 
will be taught by ear, with written music provided as back-up. Billy and 
Gráinne will each lead the class at various times during the week. In order 
for classes to commence on time, students are kindly requested to be tuned 
and prepared well in advance, and to ensure their instruments are in good 
working order. Students are also encouraged to bring a recording device, 
music stand, and spare strings.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED 
CELTIC HARP (Billy Jackson & Gráinne Hambly)
Class topics will include arranging, ornamentation, and accompanying 
voice and other instruments. A selection of Scottish and Irish material will 
be taught at a more advanced level and individual interests of participants 
will be taken into account. Billy and Gráinne will each lead the class at 
various times during the week. In order for classes to commence on time, 
students are kindly requested to be tuned and prepared well in advance, 
and to ensure their instruments are in good working order. Students are 
also encouraged to bring a recording device, music stand, and spare strings.

&D

BODHRAN I (Matthew Olwell)
This class will give students a solid foundation of technique for playing the 
bodhran, including tuning and tone production, hand and body alignment, 
and a variety of patterns for jigs and reels. Emphasis will be on playing by 
ear, musical sensitivity, and active listening. We will investigate the ways 
percussion is used in traditional Irish music and other styles, with a focus 
on ear development, and we will incorporate techniques from both top-end 
and double-ended styles of playing. Beginners are welcome, as are players 
who want to brush up on the basics or re-evaluate their technique. Audio 
recording devices are encouraged (Class limit: 25)

BODHRAN II (Matthew Olwell)
This class is designed for players with a solid foundation of technique, who 
are ready to sharpen their skills and take their playing to the next level. 
Class time will be devoted to playing as a group as well as individually. We 
will examine ways to accent rhythmic elements in different types of tunes, 
make smooth and interesting transitions within sets, and work well with 
other rhythm players. Students should be comfortable with both jigs and 
reels and be able to play with consistent timing. Audio recording devices are 
encouraged. (Class limit: 25)

BEGINNING SEAN NÓS DANCE (Siobhan Butler)
Sean-nós dancing is considered by many to be the original form of solo Irish 
dance. Literally translating to “old style,” sean-nós is an improvised dance 
style that is completely unique to each dancer. Dancing interpret the music 
through low-to-the-floor percussive movements. This class is a wonderful 

opportunity for those interested in starting, or returning to, the basics of 
sean-nós dance. Focusing on the rudimentary movements and rhythms in 
sean-nós, his class will give students the tools to begin building their reper-
toire and developing their sense of musicality. Students will leave the week 
having learned an expansive and fun series of steps. Please wear hard-soled 
shoes (leather or very hard rubber) and bring water and a recording device 
or notebook. (Class limit: 25)

INTERMEDIATE SEAN NÓS DANCE (Siobhan Butler)
This class is for those who have some experience in sean-nós dance or other 
percussive dance styles. Taught at a somewhat faster pace, students will 
expand their knowledge of sean-nós dancing by learning a more diverse 
repertoire from Connemara, Clare, Leitrim, and Mayo among others. 
Additionally, emphasis will be placed on musicality – how one’s dancing 
relates to the music. Students will learn an impressive series of steps and how 
to invigorate their beginner steps and create new ones of their own. Please 
wear hard-soled shoes (leather or very hard rubber) and bring water and a 
recording device or notebook. (Class limit: 25)

IRISH SET DANCING (Siobhan Butler)
Irish set dancing is the old country dancing from Ireland. Derived from 
European dances such as quadrilles, this style of group dance has seen a 
resurgence of popularity in Ireland since the 1970s. Sets are danced in square 
formations and made up of several figures or parts. The number of figures 
in a dance can vary between two and nine and are danced to varying tune 
types such as reels, jigs, polkas, slides, and hornpipes. This class for all levels 
is ideal for those hoping to learn new sets or to begin learning set dancing. 
It will cover an array of dances from several areas including Kerry, Clare, 
Sligo, and Connemara. Please wear hard-soled shoes (leather or very hard 
rubber) and bring water and a recording device or notebook. (No class limit)

OhEv

POTLUCK SESSIONS
In addition to the regular class sessions, in the afternoons the staff will offer 
Potluck Sessions serving up a different menu of one-hour workshops each day.

hld
 
We offer a full-day program, taught by Melissa Hyman, for children ages 
6-12. Children must have turned 6 by July 1st to participate. No exceptions 
please. Evening childcare for ages 3-12 will be provided at no additional cost.
 
This summer, we will explore the fascinating world of ANCIENT EGYPT! 
Journey back in time to visit one of the most powerful and colorful civiliza-
tions on Earth. Over 3,000 years of mummies, pyramids, mythology, and 
mystery will be our inspiration. We’ll learn about the ancient world of the 
Nile Delta through crafts, music, games and stories. We’ll make new friends, 
play our favorite messy games and dress up like kings and queens of the Old 
Kingdom. We’ll write our own original, Egypt-themed songs with the help 
of our very talented music teacher, Jane Kramer. At the end of the week, 
parents will get to hear us sing and see the crafts we’ve made, at our big 
performance at the Student Showcase. As a special treat, we will be visited 
throughout the week by wandering musicians and artists (Gathering staff ) 
who will perform just for our kids. We will, of course, continue our beloved 
traditions of shaving cream hairdos, movie night, crazy contests and the 
Gathering Scavenger Hunt. Hop into our time machine for the journey of 
a lifetime!! There will be a $30 art/craft materials fee for this class, payable 
to Melissa, the Children’s Program coordinator, on arrival.
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ERYNN MARSHALL
Erynn Marshall has carved out a niche for herself as an 
old-time fiddler in North America and abroad. She has 
played for thirty-five years, performed internationally, 
and learned old-time music from visiting 80-95 year-old 
southern fiddlers and singers. Erynn authored the book, 
Music in the Air Somewhere (on West Virginia fiddle 
and song traditions), filmed an instructional DVD and 
recorded five CDs, including her recent duet CD Sweet 
Memories Never Leave with husband Carl Jones. She 

has won many awards including a prestigious first place in fiddle at The Appalachian 
Stringband Festival in Clifftop, West Virginia and was the first woman and person from 
outside the US to do so. A Canadian native, Erynn enjoys living in Galax, Virginia when 
not traveling all over with her fiddle.  www.dittyville.com

PHIL JAMISON
Founding coordinator of Old-Time Music & Dance Week, 
Phil is nationally-known as a dance caller, musician, and flat-
foot dancer. Since the early 1970s he has been calling dances 
and performing and teaching at music festivals and dance 
events throughout the U.S. and overseas, including more than 
thirty years as a member of the Green Grass Cloggers. His flat-
foot dancing was featured in the film, Songcatcher, for which 
he also served as Traditional Dance consultant. From 1982 

through 2004, he toured and played guitar with Ralph Blizard and the New Southern 
Ramblers, and he also plays fiddle and banjo. A longtime proponent of traditional South-
ern square dancing, in 2004, he co-founded Dare To Be Square!, a weekend workshop for 
square dance callers. Phil has done extensive research in the area of Appalachian dance, 
and his book, Hoedowns, Reels, and Frolics: Roots and Branches of Southern Appalachian 
Dance, was published by the University of Illinois Press in 2015. Phil teaches mathematics 
and Appalachian music at Warren Wilson College, and in 2008, he became the twelfth 
recipient of the Gathering’s Master Music Maker Award for lifetime achievement.   
www.philjamison.com

JOHN HERRMANN
John has been traveling the world playing old-time music for 
over forty years. He plays fiddle with the New Southern Ram-
blers, but he has performed with many bands including the 
Henrie Brothers (1st place Galax, 1976), Critton Hollow, the 
Wandering Ramblers, One-Eyed Dog and the Rockinghams. 
Equally adept on banjo, fiddle, mandolin, guitar, and bass, he is 
known as the “Father of Old-Time Music” in Japan(!), and the 
originator of the ‘slow jam.’ John has been on staff at numerous 
music camps from coast to coast. He lives in Madison Co., NC.

ALICE GERRARD
Singer/songwriter/musician Alice Gerrard has performed on 
more than twenty recordings. She has produced or written liner 
notes for a dozen more, and she has co-produced and appeared 
in two documentary films about Appalachian music. Her nu-
merous honors include a Virginia Arts Commission Award, the 
North Carolina Folklore Society’s Tommy Jarrell Award, and 
an Indie Award. In 1987, Alice founded the Old-Time Herald 

magazine. Known for her groundbreaking collaboration with Appalachian singer Hazel 
Dickens during the 1960s and 70s, this duo produced four classic LPs and was a major 
influence and inspiration for scores of young women singers. Her solo CDs, Calling 
Me Home and Pieces of My Heart received critical acclaim. In 2010, Alice was awarded 
the Gathering’s Master Music Maker Award for lifetime achievement. Her 2015 album, 
Follow the Music, was nominated for a Grammy.  ww.alicegerrard.com

BRUCE MOLSKY
One of the most well-respected old-time fiddlers of his genera-
tion, Bruce Molsky comes at southern roots and blues on fiddle, 
banjo, guitar, and song with great depth of spirit. Known for his 
collaborations with musicians of other cultures, his wide-angled 
approach to traditional folk music has influenced a generation of 
players and listeners. Bruce is a member of Andy Irvine & Dónal 
Lunny’s acclaimed Mozaik, he tours frequently with Aly Bain & 

Ale Möller and with his new trio Molsky’s Mountain Drifters (with Allison de Groot 
and Stash Wyslouch). Bruce was featured on British rock legend Mark Knopfler’s most 
recent CD Tracker, and on Altan’s The Widening Gyre. He is also a Visiting Scholar at 
Berklee College of Music in Boston, and a frequent instructor at colleges and camps in 
the US and Europe. Bruce’s solo concerts and many CDs have become staples for fans 
of American and world music everywhere.  www.brucemolsky.com

EARL WHITE
For forty years, Earl White has been a prominent figure in the 
old-time music and dance community. A founding member of 
the Green Grass Cloggers in 1971, he is the creator of ‘The Earl,’ 
a popular syncopated clogging step that is now known by danc-
ers across the country. During his years with the Green Grass 
Cloggers, he had the opportunity to perform with many of the 
greats of the old-time fiddling world, including Tommy Jarrell, the 
Highwoods Stringband, the Plank Road Stringband, and the Red 

Clay Ramblers. Earl began learning the fiddle in 1974, and he is one of the few Black 
Americans playing and reviving the music that was once an important part of life in 
rural black communities and on the plantations in the South. Earl is widely known for 
his extensive repertoire of unusual tunes and his driving, energetic, heartfelt style. He 
currently performs with his band, “The Earl White String Band.”  www.fiddlersjam.com

 Celebrating our oldest program’s 25th year, Old-Time Music & Dance Week at the Swannanoa Gathering explores the rich music, dance, and singing 
traditions of the southern Appalachian region through a wide variety of classes taught by an experienced and supportive staff. The many diverse offerings enable 
students to explore new areas; fiddlers sing, singers dance, and dancers learn to play instruments. Students enroll in as many as three regular classes during the 
week, and each afternoon a variety of short workshop topics are offered during the Potluck Sessions. The daily Communal Gathering features master musicians, 
singers, and dancers from across the Appalachian region. Evening activities include jam sessions, singing, square dances, clogging, concerts, and the popular 
Late-Night Honky-Tonk Dance! To accommodate families, we offer the Teen Gathering, a class specifically for teenagers, Young Old-Time, an evening jam for 
young players, and a Children’s Program for ages 6-12 with kids’ activities scheduled during all the daytime class sessions. Space, however, is limited. Evening 
childcare for ages 3-12 is provided at no additional cost.
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BRAD LEFTWICH
Brad Leftwich’s music is a direct link to the traditions of the 
southern Appalachian and Ozark regions. He grew up hearing 
the old-time music of his father, grandfather, and great-uncle, 
and learned first-hand from many of the last great traditional 
musicians from the turn of the 20th century. A noted fiddler, 
banjo player, and singer, Brad has been performing since the 
early 1970s, both solo and in bands including Plank Road, 

Leftwich & Higginbotham, the Humdingers, Tom, Brad and Alice, and the Hogwire 
Stringband. Recordings of his music appear on the County, Copper Creek, and Rounder 
labels, and he has published instructional materials with Homespun Tapes and Mel Bay 
Publications — in fact, he counts the late country music star Buck Owens among the 
enthusiastic students of his instructional videos. Brad has won the fiddle contest at the 
Appalachian String Band Music Festival in Clifftop, West Virginia, and his fiddling has 
been acclaimed by critics in magazines from Billboard to Bluegrass Unlimited. He tours 
internationally, and has performed at venues from the White House to the Philadelphia 
Folk Festival.  www.bradleftwich.net

JOHN HOLLANDSWORTH
A native of Christiansburg in southwest Virginia, John grew up 
listening to friends and relatives play stringed instruments, and he 
developed his own autoharp style incorporating both chromatic 
and diatonic techniques. John has performed and led workshops 
at the Mountain Laurel Autoharp Gathering, the Willamette 
Valley Autoharp Gathering, Sore Fingers Summer School, Au-

gusta, the John C. Campbell Folk School, and elsewhere. He has served as editor of the 
“Interaction Lesson” feature in Autoharp Quarterly magazine, and in 1991, he became 
the first champion of the prestigious Mountain Laurel Autoharp Gathering Competi-
tion. He has been named the “Best All-Around Performer” of the Galax Old Fiddlers’ 
Convention three times, the only autoharp player ever to win this recognition. In 2010, 
John was inducted into the Autoharp Hall of Fame.  www.blueridgeautoharps.com

BEN NELSON
Ben Nelson grew up in a family of old-time musicians in south-
western Virginia, tagging along to fiddlers conventions across the 
southern Appalachians throughout his childhood. After he began 
playing old-time music as a teenager, Ben was awarded a Thomas J. 
Watson Fellowship to spend a year immersed in traditional music 
communities in Ireland and West Africa, studying the historic 
heritage of the fiddle-banjo duet. A passionate educator living in 

Asheville, NC, Ben works as an elementary school science instructor and traditional 
music teacher. He gives banjo and fiddle lessons to young people through the Junior Ap-
palachian Musicians ( JAM) program and to students at Warren Wilson College, and he 
has also taught at the Augusta Heritage Center and the John C. Campbell Folk School. 
When he’s not playing old-time music, Ben enjoys flatfooting and calling square dances.

CARL JONES
Carl Jones is an American songwriter and multi-instrumentalist. 
Born in Macon, Georgia, Carl presently lives in Galax, Virginia. 
He is widely respected for his instrumental talents and original 
songs about the joys and tribulations of day-to-day life in the 
South. Carl’s songs have been recorded by The Nashville Blue-
grass Band, Kate Campbell, Rickie Simpkins with Tony Rice, 

and others. His song “Last Time on the Road” appears on the Grammy-award-winning 
album, Unleashed. In the 1980’s Carl played mandolin with James Bryan, Norman and 
Nancy Blake as part of the Rising Fawn String Ensemble. Today he performs with his 
wife, fiddler Erynn Marshall and the Bow Benders. Carl’s recordings feature a collection 
of all original songs and tunes entitled Traveling Star.  www.dittyville.com

SHEILA KAY ADAMS
(see bio in Traditional Song Week, page 5) 

PAUL BROWN
Paul Brown has been hooked on traditional southern music since 
early childhood, when he started picking up songs his mother 
had learned as a kid in piedmont Virginia. Paul took up banjo at 
age ten, and fiddle a bit later. His playing bears influences of the 
North Carolina and Virginia masters he sought out as a young 
adult, and he loves to share what he learned from these memorable 
players. He also loves dancing and playing fiddle and banjo for 

square dances. Paul has appeared at camps and festivals around the U.S. since the early 
1970s. He’s recorded and produced highly-regarded traditional music albums, and won 
numerous banjo and fiddle contests.  www.paulbrown.us.com

JOHN LILLY
John Lilly has been playing and singing old-time and early country 
music for more than 40 years. A former member of Ralph Blizard’s 
New Southern Ramblers and the Green Grass Cloggers, John is a 
respected solo performer, known for his fine guitar and mandolin 
playing, as well as his singing, yodeling, and songwriting. John 
lives in Charleston, West Virginia, where he is the former editor 

of Goldenseal, West Virginia’s state folklife magazine. According to one reviewer, “If 
Hank Williams had a sunny disposition, he’d be John Lilly.”  www.johnlillymusic.com

ELLIE GRACE
Ellie was born into a deep musical tradition and began her life-
long love affair with Appalachian clogging at the ripe old age of 
five. She has spent her life performing professionally as a singer, 
multi-instrumentalist, songwriter, and dancer, first as a young 
member of her family band and now as an independent artist. 

She has toured internationally with her sister duo (Leela & Ellie Grace), the Dirk 
Powell Band, the all-female old-time trio Blue Eyed Girl, and several percussive dance 
companies. Ellie is an experienced and dynamic teacher, having taught at camps, schools, 
and festivals across the country for well over twenty years. In 2015, Ellie was the first 
Appalachian clogger to graduate from Smith College in Northampton, Massachusetts 
with an MFA in Dance. As a teaching fellow, she has been busily infecting the undergrads 
with her ridiculous love of traditional dance.  www.gracefamilymusic.com

TOM SAUBER
For over fifty years, Tom has devoted much of his life to playing 
traditional music and is widely recognized as one of the master 
musicians of his generation. Equally at ease on banjo, fiddle, guitar, 
and mandolin, he has performed and recorded old-time music 
with older generation musicians such as Earl Collins, Ed Lowe, 
Bob Rodgers and Mel Durham, as well as such contemporaries as 

Blanton Owen, Tom Carter and Dirk Powell. Tom has also played and recorded his share 
of both bluegrass and cajun music with artists such as Byron Berline, John Hickman, 
Alan Munde, Joe Simien, and Wilfred Latour. An experienced teacher, Tom has taught 
numerous classes at music camps and workshops throughout the country and abroad. 
These days Tom performs primarily with Loafers’ Glory, an old-time and bluegrass band 
featuring his son Patrick, Herb Pedersen and Bill Bryson; and with the Brainstormers, 
along with son Patrick and harmonica virtuoso, Mark Graham.

EDDIE BOND
A native of Grayson County, VA, Eddie Bond has been performing 
old-time music since he was a child. Growing up with music on 
both sides of his family, he was steeped in the musical traditions 
of the Blue Ridge at an early age. All four of his great-grandfathers 
were old-time banjo players, and he was raised by his grandmother, 
who was a singer and guitar player. Eddie is now one of the region’s 

most respected old-time fiddlers, and he has won first place on fiddle, banjo, and auto-
harp at the Galax Old-Time Fiddlers Convention. Since 2001, he has been the fiddler 
and lead singer for the New Ballard’s Branch Bogtrotters, one of Virginia’s best-known 
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old-time string bands, and he has performed at the Smithsonian Folklife Festival, the 
National Folk Festival, the Kennedy Center, the Library of Congress, the Montana 
Folk Festival, the Berkeley Old Time Music Festival and the Gainsborough (England) 
Old-Time Festival, and he has carried his music to Ireland, Scotland, and Australia. In 
2015, Eddie’s band once again took first place at the Galax (VA) Fiddlers Convention.

GORDY HINNERS
A veteran of the old-time music and dance scene, Gordy is known 
for his distinctive clawhammer style on the fretless banjo and his 
masterful rhythmic footwork as a clogger and buckdancer. He 
plays banjo with the New Southern Ramblers and for many years 
was a mainstay of the Green Grass Cloggers. Gordy has taught 
at workshops throughout the country, and has been a part of the 
Gathering since its inception. He lives in western NC, and teaches 
Spanish at Mars Hill University.

RON PEN
Ron is a performer and scholar of the music of the Appalachian 
region. A founding member of the Appalachian Association 
of Sacred Harp Singers, with whom he performed on NPR’s A 
Prairie Home Companion, Ron is also Professor of Music and 
Director of the John Jacob Niles Center for American Music at 
the University of Kentucky. He is the author of I Wonder As I 
Wander, a biography of folk icon John Jacob Niles. Ron began 

fiddling thirty years ago in Rockbridge County, Virginia and has since participated 
in various workshops and festivals across the region including Hindman Settlement 
School’s Folk Week, Augusta’s Old-Time and Singing weeks, Berea’s Christmas Dance 
School, and many times at Swannanoa. He has also performed music across the globe 
with the Red State Ramblers.

DON PEDI
A spectacular mountain dulcimer player who can match the 
fiddle note-for-note on tunes, Don has been collecting, pre-
serving and performing Appalachian music for more than four 
decades. He has spent most of his life working, playing music and 
living alongside old-time musicians in North Carolina, Kentucky, 
Tennessee, and Virginia, and he has developed a playing style 

that translates the older style fiddle and banjo tunes, ballads, and songs to the dulcimer, 
while maintaining traditional rhythms and stylistic sensibilities. He’s performed at many 
festivals across the country, including the Smithsonian Folklife Festival in Washington, 
DC, and he played music and appeared in the film, Songcatcher.  www.donpedi.com

CAROL ELIZABETH JONES
Carol Elizabeth Jones has made her mark as a singer of traditional 
mountain music, a guitar player, and as a writer of new songs in 
the traditional style. She has many albums to her credit including 
those with Jones & Leva, Laurel Bliss, and most recently, the New 
Reeltime Travelers. Rounder Records has featured Carol Elizabeth 
on several anthologies including the bestselling O Sister – Women 

In Bluegrass collection. She has been a member of the Hopeful Gospel Quartet with 
Garrison Keillor and Robin & Linda Williams on A Prairie Home Companion. She 
has toured Africa and Southeast Asia as cultural ambassador for the U.S. Information 
Agency and has performed and taught at festivals throughout North America. Originally 
from Berea, Kentucky, Carol Elizabeth now lives in Lexington, Virginia where she is 
the Children’s Librarian at the Public Library. Dave Higgs of Bluegrass Breakdown says 
“…Carol Elizabeth has one of the most haunting and honest voices in acoustic music.”

MELISSA HYMAN
(see bio in Traditional Song Week, page 6) 

JOSH ELLIS
Josh Ellis discovered old-time music when he moved from his home 
in Bluefield, WV to Galax, VA many years ago. (Prior to that time, 
he was playing rock ‘n’ roll guitar in a punk band in Bluefield.) Upon 
moving to Galax, he learned from many local banjo players including 
Ray Chatfield, Peco Watson, Kirk Sutphin, and Enoch Rutherford, 

however, his playing is also influenced by Tommy Jarrell, Fred Cockerham, Kyle Creed 
and Wade Ward. Josh credits some of his playing style to a comment made by Ray 
Chatfield, who told him that the two most important parts of playing the banjo are to 
keep time for the dancers and to try to play what the fiddle is playing without losing 
the rhythm. Today, Ellis is an award-winning clawhammer banjo player and a member 
of the renowned old-time band, the New Ballard’s Branch Bogtrotters.

PAUL KOVAC
Paul Kovac started picking and singing as a teenager and quickly 
learned that his musical elders held the knowledge he craved, 
which put him on a path to meet, learn from, play and perform 
with as many musical heros as he could. His skills in old-time, 
bluegrass and fiddle music have landed him on stage with Bill 
Monroe, Hazel Dickens, Roy Clark, and Hank Thompson. Paul 
has also backed up fiddlers Chubby Wise, Art Stamper, Kenny 

Baker and Vassar Clements. Being mostly self-taught, teaching and sharing music has 
always been important to him. Paul has been on staff at numerous music and dance 
camps, he’s created a guitar instruction DVD, and coordinated the Bluegrass Week at 
the Augusta Heritage Center from 1996 to 2007.

MEREDITH McINTOSH
With a degree in music education and a great love for old-time 
music, Meredith is known as a patient and enthusiastic teacher. 
She plays fiddle, guitar, bass, flute and piano. Over the years she has 
performed with Ida Red, the Heartbeats, Balfa Toujours, the New 
Southern Ramblers, and most recently Chicken Train and Bigfoot. 

She lives in Asheville, NC where she is a certified Alexander Technique teacher and a 
licensed massage therapist.

RODNEY SUTTON
This year marks forty-four years since Rodney first danced with the 
Green Grass Cloggers and forty-five since he was told he would 
“never make a clogger”! Over the years, he has shared his love of 
clogging by teaching workshops for beginners at camps around 
the country, so that no one else will be told, or led to believe, that 
they cannot “make a clogger.” These days Rodney is known mostly 

for his smooth flatfooting. He is also a caller, musician, storyteller, a veteran of the early 
days of the Green Grass Cloggers, and co-founder of the Fiddle Puppets (now known 
as Footworks). Over the years, he has traveled all across the US and in the British Isles, 
performing and teaching clogging, and calling square and contra dances. Rodney also 
produces, stage manages and emcee’s outdoor festivals and concerts. He currently is the 
Director of Joe Shannon’s Mountain Home Music Concerts in Boone, North Carolina.

TERRI McMURRAY
Terri McMurray shows up with a sharp wit, a memorable smile and 
great chops on 5-string banjo, banjo uke, and guitar. She looked 
and listened hard during her years around some of the great master 
traditional musicians in North Carolina and southern Virginia, and 
won the Galax, VA old-time banjo contest in 1982. Terri played for 
more than 20 years with the Toast String Stretchers, the most active 

band in the well-known metropolis of Toast, NC, between Round Peak and Mount 
Airy. She currently plays with Paul Brown in the Mountain Birch Duo.
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GINNY HAWKER  
& TRACY SCHWARZ
Ginny grew up in southern VA and has been singing gospel 
harmony, early bluegrass and the unaccompanied hymns of the 
Primitive Baptist Church all her life.Tracy has been a traditional 

music legend for over forty years and was a member of the seminal old-time stringband, 
The New Lost City Ramblers. Together their singing is strong and energetic and goes 
straight to the heart of southern Appalachian music and culture.

GREEN GRASS CLOGGERS
With feet flying, swirling calico skirts, and high-
kicking legs, clogging burst onto the national folk 
festival scene in the early 1970s, personified by a 
group from North Carolina known as the Green 
Grass Cloggers. 2016 marks the 45th anniversary of 
this legendary group, and their influence can be seen 

at old-time music and dance festivals across the country. Former and current members 
include Old-Time Week staff Rodney Sutton, Earl White, Gordy Hinners, and Phil 
Jamison.  www.greengrasscloggers.org

NEW BALLARD’S BRANCH 
BOGTROTTERS

The New Ballard’s Branch Bogtrotters of Galax, Virginia are one of the premier old-time 
string bands in the Blue Ridge of Virginia. Taking their name from the original Bogtrot-
ters, the famous Galax-area band of the 1930s, they are carrying on the musical tradition 
of the region into the new millennium. Featuring Eddie Bond on fiddle, Dennis Hall 
on guitar, and Josh Ellis on banjo, the band has won the old-time band competition at 
the Galax Old Fiddler’s Convention several times over the years, most recently in 2015.

LEE SEXTON
Lee Sexton was born in 1928 in Linefork, Kentucky. He and his wife, 
Opal, still live in Linefork about a hundred yards from his homeplace. 
He started playing banjo as soon as he was old enough to hold the 
instrument, and quit school after the eighth grade in order to earn his 
own way, first playing music and then working in the coal mines. His 

playing was featured in the square dance scene in Coal Miner’s Daughter. “Lee Sexton 
is one of the finest traditional old-time banjo players in the country.”– David Holt.

THOMAS MAUPIN
Thomas Maupin describes himself as a “self-taught buckdancer with 
a flatfoot style.” He has won First Place in the senior flatfooting 
competition at the Appalachian String Band Festival at Clifftop, WV, 
as well as the Silver Stars talent contest at the Ryman Auditorium in 

Nashville. A recipient of a Tennessee Folklife Heritage Award, Thomas was featured in 
a recent documentary film, Let Your Feet Do the Talkin’ and in 2013, he was inducted 
into American Clogging Hall of Fame. Joining him is his grandson, Daniel Rothwell, 
who plays banjo, sings, and tells stories. The two have been performing together since 
Rothwell was small, and they have appeared at the Grand Ole Opry, the Museum of 
Appalachia’s Fall Homecoming, Uncle Dave Macon Days, the Berkeley Old Time Music 
Convention, and the National Folk Festival.

BOBBY MCMILLON
In the summer of 1916, English scholar Cecil Sharp visited western NC 
and collected ballads in the Swannanoa Valley. To mark the centennial of 
this historic visit, Bobby McMillon will host a ballad singing round-robin 

to share songs collected by Sharp. Bobby grew up in a musical family and some of his 
relatives were among those who sang for Sharp. His singing was featured in the film, 
Songcatcher, and he is the youngest recipient of the North Carolina Folk Heritage Award.



 In keeping with the tradition and nature of Appalachian music, learning by ear is encouraged. Some instructors may provide tablature and other 
handouts as memory aids. Hand-held audio (not video) recorders are highly recommended for all instrumental and singing classes. Unless otherwise 
indicated, all classes have a limit of 15. Fiddle classes are offered at four different levels: 0 – Beginner; I – Advanced-Beginner; II – Intermediate; III – Advanced 
(see definitions on pg. 1). Please consider your skill level carefully when registering for classes.
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OLD-TIME FIDDLE 0 ( John Herrmann)
This class for complete beginners will start with the basics of tuning, bowing, 
and finding the notes on the fingerboard. By the end of the week students 
will have learned cross-tuning, a few simple bowing patterns, how to learn 
tunes by ear, and be able to play a few standard old-time tunes. Please bring 
a working fiddle and bow. No prior experience necessary.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE I A (Earl White)
This class will focus on enhancing and building upon bowing style and 
technique to help the student get that “old-time” sound. We will cover 
various tunes from different regions of the country with an emphasis on 
repertoire. In addition, the class will focus on tunes with interesting tun-
ings to aid the student in being more familiar with their instrument. Most 
of all, we’ll have fun.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE I B (Erynn Marshall)
This is a class for advanced-beginner fiddlers who already know a few tunes 
and would like to learn how to improve them, play with ease and join the 
jams. Bowing tips and left hand ornaments will be explored. Bring a recorder. 
We will learn tunes slowly by ear and have fun!

OLD-TIME FIDDLE II A (Erynn Marshall)
One of the best stringbands to come out of Virginia (Fauquier County) was 
John Ashby & The Free State Ramblers – one of the longest-running bands 
ever. This fiddle class will pay homage to Ashby (1915-1979) by learning 
several his great dance tunes. We will delve into old-time ornaments, bowing 
secrets and how to bring life to your fiddling. Bring a recorder and get ready 
to learn some blue-ribbon worthy tunes.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE II B (Bruce Molsky)
In this class, we’ll survey regional styles, from Texas to North Carolina to 
Georgia and the Midwest, making stops along the way to dig into some tunes 
in detail. Emphasis will be on using the bow to make rhythm, on proper 
phrasing, and just making the fiddle speak. We’ll spend some time learning to 
grab a tune from the air (the aural tradition) and put it on the instrument. If 
enough folks are interested, we’ll also do a session on singing with the fiddle.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE II C (Paul Brown)
We’ll explore three significant Appalachian styles: the graceful sounds of the 
old repertoire and bowing from the Galax, Virgnia area; the Round Peak 
fiddle tradition of North Carolina and Virginia; and the post-World War 
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II square dance style with a longer bow and strong attack. We’ll listen, sing, 
and play, focusing on excellent timing and phrasing, and considering what 
makes great fiddle playing great. Please bring a recording device if you can, 
listen to plenty of fiddle music before camp, and be prepared to learn by ear 
and to further train your ear in a welcoming and fun setting.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE II D (Earl White)
This class for intermediate fiddlers will focus mostly on building a repertoire 
of fiddle tunes. Students will be introduced to a range of tunes from the 
Midwest, the Ohio Valley, and the Appalachian Mountain and Shenandoah 
Valley regions. The class will explore tunes in different tunings, keys, tunes 
in two keys, as well as just plain old jamming. We will also explore strategies 
in bowing to get the sound you want when playing with just a banjo, twin 
fiddling, or leading a guitar. We’ll also be sure to have a good time.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE III A (Bruce Molsky)
In this class for intermediate and advanced fiddlers, we’ll take a deep look 
and listen to some classic old fiddle recordings. The goal is to discover what 
makes the performances so powerful, and to learn and play those tunes 
together. We’ll identify and develop the things that make old-time music 
strong and unique: ornamentation, intonation, pulse, and language. We may 
also have a session on harmonizing and accompanying songs with the fiddle.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE III B (Eddie Bond)
This class is for intermediate/advanced fiddlers. We will learn some of Eddie’s 
favorite tunes, especially tunes he would consider good fiddlers’ convention 
tunes (tunes with a lot of drive). Emphasis will be placed on bowing and 
expanding your repertoire. We will try to learn at least two tunes a day if 
possible. Students are encouraged to bring recording devices to this class. Come 
prepared to have a good time as well! We will talk about different regional 
styles of southern Appalachia, and the different influences they have had on 
Eddie’s personal style. He will be teaching tunes out of standard tuning as 
well as cross key, and we may even cross the border of Virginia into the West 
Virginia repertoire! Eddie trys to show up at least 20 minutes early each 
day and go over what we have learned so far that week, a sort of warm-up 
session before the class. A CD of the tunes that we will learn (slowed down 
version) will be provided as well.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE III C (Brad Leftwich)
We’ll build on the vocabulary of southern bowing rhythms by looking at 
some of the complex, syncopated rhythms that traditional fiddlers commonly 
use, and learn repertoire that gives them a good workout – one or two tunes 
a day, drawn from different parts of the south. We’ll also talk about other 
elements of style and quirks of individual fiddlers. This is an advanced class, 
so you should already have good facility on the fiddle (no difficulty keeping 
up with others in jam sessions or bands), be familiar with the most common 
keys (A, D, G, and C), and be able to learn short phrases by ear. We’ll use 
other tunings besides the standard GDAE, and you should be willing to learn 
to use them. Bring a recording device as well as extra strings.

FIDDLE & BANJO – GALAX STYLE (Eddie Bond & Josh Ellis)
Focusing on the old-time repertoire from the region surrounding Galax, 
VA, this class for intermediate and advanced players will focus on the tight 
interplay between the fiddle and banjo. These two instruments formed the 
basis of southern Appalachian dance music for the better part of a century, 
and they remain the core of the old-time band sound today. We will learn 
tunes from the Galax repertoire and explore the rhythmic connection between 
the fiddle and banjo, the relationship of melody to chords/drones, the abil-
ity to adapt to one another, in short, utilizing the complementary nature 
of these two instruments to create as much sound and rhythm as possible. 
(Class limit: 12 fiddles, 12 banjos).

Bj

OLD-TIME BANJO I (Ben Nelson)
In this class for the total beginner, we’ll build a solid foundation of clawham-
mer banjo technique layer by layer: driving rhythm, ringing tone, learning 
melodies by ear, and listening to other musicians. Our main focus will not 
be on learning repertoire, but we’ll learn one or two common old-time tunes 
that we can play together by the end of the week. Most important, we’ll cre-
ate a warm and welcoming musical community that offers an encouraging 
environment for learning! A recording device, an electronic tuner, and an 
open mind are all useful tools to bring to this class.

OLD-TIME BANJO II A (Gordy Hinners)
For advanced-beginner/intermediate clawhammer banjo players, who know 
some tunes in the clawhammer style, this class will focus on the rhythm of 
Southern clawhammer playing and explore tunes and “licks” in several 
banjo tunings. The use of a recording device is highly recommended, as all 
tunes will be taught by ear.

OLD-TIME BANJO II B (Sheila Kay Adams)
This class is for advanced-beginner banjo players who know at least a few 
tunes and want to expand their repertoire and learn more clawhammer 
technique. Students will work on a basic repertoire of tunes that are familiar 
to many musicians, as well as some North Carolina standards.

OLD-TIME BANJO II C ( Josh Ellis)
In this class for advanced beginner/intermediate players, we will concentrate 
on learning Galax/Round Peak-style clawhammer banjo, phrase by phrase. 
Different skill levels are welcome, so don’t worry about what level you think 
you may be, just come prepared to learn and have fun! Recording devices 
welcome and encouraged, but a CD of the tunes with slowed-down and full 
speed versions will also be available.

OLD-TIME BANJO III A (Brad Leftwich)
This class for advanced players will take a close look at the playing styles of 
northwest North Carolina and southwest Virginia – especially the exciting 
Round Peak banjo playing from Surry Co., NC. We’ll learn the musical 
elements that sound so distinctively “old-time,” and a couple of new tunes 
every day. You should already have command of the basic clawhammer (or 
frailing) right-hand technique, as well the drop-thumb lick and hammer-
ons, pull-offs, and slides. You should be able to keep up easily playing along 
with others and learn short phrases by ear. Bring a banjo that can be tuned 
up to standard pitch (G or double C) and a capo if you use one, extra strings 
(we’ll do a fair amount of retuning), and a recording device with plenty of 
extra batteries. I encourage you to learn by ear, so I don’t use tablature, but 
if you’re absolutely addicted to it be sure to bring paper and pencil so you 
can write it out for yourself.

OLD-TIME BANJO III B ( John Herrmann)
This class for intermediate/advanced banjo players will focus on playing 
banjo with a fiddle. Emphasis will be placed on the rhythmic connection 
between the two, the relationship of melody to chords/drones, and the tight 
interplay between these two instruments, which are the core of the old-time 
band. This is not a tune-oriented class. We will mainly cover technique and 
theory and there will be tips on how to play tunes you don’t already know.

OLD-TIME BANJO III C (FINGERSTYLE) (Paul Brown)
This class will explore two- and three-finger picking in multiple tunings and 
keys. We’ll try repertoire from established masters; effective backup styles; 
some of your instructor’s better-known tunes and songs, and take time to 
experiment and create new arrangements. All the while, we’ll train our ears 
and keep the banjo’s core characteristics in mind as we expand our abilities 
and banjo-picking tool kits.  Bring a recording device if you can, listen to 
banjo playing ahead of camp, and be prepared to learn by ear.
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OLD-TIME GUITAR I (Carol Elizabeth Jones)
This intro to rhythm guitar is for beginners who can play basic guitar chords 
(G, C, D, F, E, A, Am, Em) but want to learn to play music with others. We’ll 
play backup for songs and learn to parse the structure of fiddle tunes. You 
will learn to play solid rhythm and understand how to hear chord changes 
in songs and instrumentals.

OLD-TIME GUITAR II A (Tom Sauber)
While it’s great fun to play the melody on the fiddle or the banjo, it’s all 
too often overlooked that the instruments playing rhythm are every bit as 
important to the ensemble sound. This class will focus on the role of the 
rhythm guitar in a string band playing songs and fiddle tunes. We’ll cover 
the common keys of C, G, D, A, and E; also the what, when, and why of 
bass runs in those keys. An emphasis will be placed on the strumming pat-
terns for the right hand and how to develop a rock-solid feel that helps and 
supports the melodic instruments. We’ll try to de-mystify how chords (think 
I,IV,V) can be used to back up fiddle tunes and songs, whether they’re major, 
modal, or minor. Bring an electronic tuner, a capo, and extra strings (a 
strap would also be good).

OLD-TIME GUITAR II B (Carl Jones)
If you know a handful of basic chords, and can hold a flatpick you’re ready 
for this class. If you’d rather grab a bass with your thumb and add a finger 
strum that’s fine too. We’ll explore the art of back-up guitar for stringband 
tunes and songs. Topics will include: the boom-chuck rhythm, chord choices, 
bass notes and runs, keeping time, tuning, learning to listen, and putting 
it all together into a duet, trio, or band. Guitar students may get together 
with fiddle and banjo students during the week. The guitar is an incredibly 
versatile instrument, which we will enjoy and discover throughout the week. 
A recording device and notebook are always recommended.

FLATPICKING GUITAR (Paul Kovac)
Making the jump from playing chords, to “Maybelle”-style leads, to flatpick-
ing fiddle tunes in eighth-note style, requires good fundamental right-hand 
rhythm, comfort with a flatpick, some knowledge of the fingerboard, and a 
good ear for melody. In this class, we’ll use a few common fiddle tunes/songs 
to cover such topics as making the leap from quarter-notes to eighth-notes, 
pick direction and accenting (playing with a pulse), left-hand positions 
that put your fingers in the right spots, playing out of chord positions, using 
double stops to create leads, breaks and turnarounds, and good practice 
habits and exercises. If you can play “Wildwood Flower,” can kind of hear 
fiddle tunes in your head, and just need the skills to get to the next level, 
this is the class for you. This year we’ll also spend some time on what made 
Doc Watson so special, by learning some of Doc’s iconic runs, signature licks, 
tags, and endings.

OLD-TIME MANDOLIN I ( John Lilly)
Mandolin can add rhythm and melody to old-time tunes and songs. This 
class will teach beginners how to play simple chords and basic melodies using 
traditional fiddle tunes and songs. We will learn how to get the instrument 
in tune, how to hold the pick, and how to get a pleasing tone as we build a 
repertoire of essential chords and common melodies. Tunes and songs will 
be taught by ear. Please bring your mandolin, an electronic tuner, and a 
flatpick. A small recording device is also recommended.

OLD-TIME MANDOLIN II (Carl Jones)
This intermediate-level class will focus on learning old-time songs and tunes, 
with a good dose of music theory included. We’ll come to appreciate just 
how handy and amazing the mandolin really is. Two- string chord shapes 
will be our springboard for making it easier to improvise and feel more 
comfortable in all the common keys and anywhere on the fingerboard. An 
audio recording device and notebook is recommended and having fun while 
learning will be unavoidable.
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OLD-TIME BAND 101 (Terri McMurray)
This is the right place for beginning to intermediate old-time musicians who 
can play several tunes and know some basic chords but want the thrill of 
bonding and playing with other musicians in a no-stress fun string band. 
Bring your list of tunes and songs and we’ll learn to play and sing together. 
All stringed instruments and singers welcome! (No class limit)

OLD-TIME BAND LAB (Meredith McIntosh & Gordy Hinners)
Students in this class will form string bands and with a little coaching, learn 
how to play together and achieve a cohesive band sound. We will consider 
each individual’s responsibility in a band, how to start and end tunes, tempo, 
rhythm, lead, back-up, chord choices, singing, band dynamics, and play-
ing for dances or concerts. Bands will have the opportunity to perform at a 
Student Showcase or play for a dance at the end of the week. It is expected 
that students already know how to play their instrument, and that lead 
instrument players know a few tunes and/or songs in several keys with the 
accompanying chords. (No class limit)

OLD-TIME UKULELE (Terri McMurray)
My motto is “Uke Can Do It!!” We’ll learn the basic chords in the keys of 
A, C, D, and G and explore right-hand strumming techniques. We’ll work 
on hearing chord changes and we’ll play and sing a lot. Bring a working 
ukulele or banjo-uke. This class will be taught at intermediate level, but 
it’s easy enough that beginners should be able to do it, and guitarists will 
have an advantage.

BASS BASICS (Meredith McIntosh)
This class will cover the basics of old-time bass technique, including tuning, 
noting, listening, finding chord changes on tunes, songs and waltzes and most 
importantly, playing in the old-time groove. We will also talk about good 
body mechanics. It is strongly suggested that you bring your own instrument. 
If you don’t own a bass, the Swannanoa Gathering office can refer you to 
local folks and music stores for rentals. No experience necessary.

AUTOHARP I (John Hollandsworth)
The autoharp has been a part of mountain culture since the early 1900s and 
since then has played a prominent role in old-time and early country music 
with the original Carter Family, Pop Stoneman, Kilby Snow, and others. 
Drawing on tunes from the old-time repertoire, topics in this beginner-level 
class will include right- and left-hand techniques, finger memory, tuning, 
timing, playing in 3/4 and 4/4 rhythms, basic chord progressions, playing 
in major and minor keys, harp setup, and playing scales that will lead you 
into melody playing. Ability to read music or tablature is not necessary, but 
handouts on the tunes and techniques covered will be provided. Students 
must have an autoharp in good playing condition, one thumb pick, and two 
finger picks. A music stand might also be helpful.

AUTOHARP II (John Hollandsworth)
During the past twenty years the autoharp has had a huge revival, with 
some major performers and landmark recordings. This class will provide 
insight into what top players are doing and how to expand the role of the 
autoharp as a melody instrument. Drawing on tunes from the Appalachian 
tradition, we will cover both chromatic and diatonic playing, rhythm 
changes, syncopation, chord substitutions, playing in 3/4 and 4/4 time, ar-
ranging, alternate tunings, and how to interact with other instruments in 
a group situation. Students will refine their playing skills and gain a good 
understanding of clean melody playing on the autoharp. A basic knowledge 
of melody playing would be helpful, but ability to read music or tablature 
is not required, and handouts on the tunes and techniques covered will be 
provided. Students must have an autoharp in good playing condition, one 
thumb pick, and two fingerpicks.



Old-Time Music & Dance Week, July 17-23, 2016
7:30-8:30                                                       Breakfast, Tai Chi warmup (7:30-8:00)

 9:00-10:15
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10:15-10:45                                                                    Coffee/Tea Break

10:45-12:00
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11:30-1:00                                                                           Lunch
1:15-2:15                                Communal Gathering (Guest Master Artists, announcements)

2:30-3:45

OT 
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Teen 
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4:00-5:00 Potluck Sessions (M,T,W,F)
5:00-6:30 Supper
6:15-7:15                                                                Slow Jams & Singing
7:30-?                            Evening Events (concerts, dances, jam sessions, etc.) Student Showcase (Fri.)

MOUNTAIN DULCIMER I (Don Pedi)
Easy and fun! This class is for absolute beginners or those interested in building 
a solid foundation for playing mountain dulcimer in old-time music. Class 
will include dulcimer history, as well as playing techniques for developing 
the old-time sound. Traditional songs, tunes, and hymns will be taught by 
ear, but tablature will be provided. Bring a recorder.

MOUNTAIN DULCIMER II (Don Pedi)
This class for intermediate players and above will focus on playing techniques 
for old-time music on the mountain dulcimer. We will learn traditional tunes, 
songs, hymns, playing by ear, various noting techniques, different modes, 
dulcimer history, and more. The class will be taught by ear, but tablature 
will be provided. Bring a recorder.

TEEN GATHERING (Ellie Grace)
This class is for teens only! It’s a time for all of you to come together and make 
plans to take over Swannanoa and possibly the world with music, dance, 
and other creations. Some adventures may include a young old-time flash 
mob, arranging country songs and practicing two-stepping for the Honky 
Tonk, creating our own square dances, old-time-ifying pop songs, big group 
harmony singing, and a little clogging for good measure. Games and mischief 
abound. All proposals for fun activities will be considered! (Class limit: 20)

S&Fll

SHAPE-NOTE SINGING (Ron Pen)
We will engage in musical and social harmony through the recreation of a 
rural nineteenth-century singing school. Singing from the Sacred Harp tune 
book (1991 edition), which features intoxicating harmonizations written 
in a unique four-shape notation of triangles, squares, circles, and diamonds 
makes learning to read music easy and enjoyable. The class will also weave 
in background historical and social context. Songs from other tune book 
traditions will be explored, including the Southern Harmony, Christian 
Harmony, and the Shenandoah Harmony. The class will accommodate 

both total beginners and veteran singers. Books will be available to borrow 
for class use. At the end of the week, members of the class are invited and 
encouraged to participate in the eleventh annual Swannanoa Singing with 
dinner on the grounds. This will be held on Saturday, July 23 from 10:00 
AM-3:00 PM at the Warren Wilson College Pavilion. (No class limit)

UNACCOMPANIED SINGING (Sheila Kay Adams)
This class will cover the unaccompanied singing style of Appalachian songs 
and versions of ballads brought from the British Isles to western North 
Carolina in the 18th and 19th centuries. Handouts will be provided and 
there will be plenty of class participation. (Class limit: 20)

BE A SINGING JAM HERO (C.E. Jones & P. Kovac)
Everybody loves a “jam hero” – that’s the person who knows the songs that 
are fun to sing and easy to follow and who makes great song choices for each 
jam situation. The jam hero knows how to share the spotlight and can lead a 
song in a jam with confidence and good grace. This class will teach you how to 
be a jam hero with a selection of songs we’ll learn in class. Students will have 
the opportunity to learn harmonies and jam on those songs during the class 
period. Students should be able to carry a tune, and while it’s not necessary 
to play an instrument, those who do play should bring their instruments to 
class and will receive help with playing backup and breaks. (Class limit: 20)

HISTORY OF OLD-TIME MUSIC (Ron Pen)
What IS old-time music? How is bluegrass different from old-time? What 
do terms such as “authenticity” and “revivalism” really mean? What are 
drop-thumb, frailing, clawhammer, two-finger, and rapping? Where are 
Galax, Clifftop, and Mount Airy? Can you dance a Tobacco Hill? What is 
a crooked fiddle tune? The answers to these and other such mysteries will 
all be revealed here. Focused presentations on “Overview of the Roots and 
Context,” “Bonaparte’s Retreat: An Appalachian Fiddle Tune Goes Viral,” 
“The Great Georgia Fiddle Contest of 1924,” “Affrilachian Music,” and 
“Music and Moonshine” will provide windows on the style and culture. 
Discussion, recordings, videos, and guest presentations will nurture an 
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overview of the history and context of old-time ballads, fiddle tunes, hillbilly 
music, and string bands from the Skillet Lickers to the Carolina Chocolate 
Drops. (No class limit)

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF A SONG (Alice Gerrard)
In this singing class, we will focus on style and repertoire in traditional 
country singing. We will explore ways to become a stronger singer by finding 
and using your natural voice to get that country, old-time sound. We will 
also touch on harmony, but that won’t be the main focus of the class. Bring 
recorders and voices. And bring some songs that you’re working on or need 
help with. (Class limit: 20)

SOUTHERN HARMONY (Alice Gerrard & Tom Sauber)
This harmony class will focus on how to find and sing traditional old-time 
and bluegrass duet harmonies. How do you find a harmony? How do you 
work with another person to get a good harmony sound? What goes into 
harmony singing besides the right notes? We will examine the challenges 
of different combinations: two women, two men, etc. One of the goals of 
the class will be to end up with students singing in duets. (Class limit: 20)

SINGING & YODELING  
LIKE JIMMIE RODGERS ( John Lilly)
This class will explore the music, career, and unmistakable vocal style of 
the “Father of Country Music:” Jimmie Rodgers. Also known as “America’s 
Blue Yodeler,” Rodgers pioneered the use of yodeling in early country music. 
This class will demystify this high, lonesome sound, teaching several useful 
yodels in various keys. We will also learn a variety of popular Rodgers songs, 
including “T for Texas,” “Mother, the Queen of My Heart,” “Dear Old Sunny 
South by the Sea,” “Peach Picking Time Down in Georgia,” and others. 
For the guitarists in the class, we will also discuss back-up for these songs, 
including Rodgers’ unusual picking style. We will listen to some recorded 
examples and briefly discuss Rodgers life, career, and influence on the history 
of country music. Open to all singers. Lyric sheets and guitar chords will be 
provided. (Class limit: 20)

D

SOUTHERN APPALACHIAN
SQUARE DANCE & DANCE CALLING (Phil Jamison)
This class, open to dancers as well as dance callers, of all levels, will focus on 
the traditional square dances of the southern Appalachian region. No prior 
experience is required. We will learn about, and dance four-couple squares 
as well as Southern big circle dances, and students will have the opportunity 
to try their hand (or voice) at calling out the dance figures. Dance callers of 
all levels will have the opportunity to expand their repertoire and receive 
feedback to improve their calling skills. Mainly though, we will have fun 
dancing and learning about the traditions of southern Appalachian square 
dances. (No class limit)

CLOGGING I (Rodney Sutton)
Let Rodney prove to you that everyone can learn Appalachain clogging steps. 
This class covers beginning southern Appalachian clogging and buckdanc-
ing from “step one.” Learn the basic steps and how to put them to use with 
live old-time music. Wear smooth-soled shoes – leather is best, and no taps. 
(No class limit)

CLOGGING II (Ellie Grace)
Are you ready to crank your dancing up a notch? If you have already taken 
beginning clogging or have previous percussive dance experience, this class 
for intermediate/advanced dancers is for you. The driving rhythms and 
beautiful style of Appalachian flatfooting will be explored, and you will 
learn specific techniques for making a clean, crisp sound and connecting 

with the music. The dancing will still be highly approachable, but we are 
going to have a grand time forging ahead towards clogging greatness! Tap 
shoes are welcomed and recommended, but not required. (Class limit: 25)

SplEv
T’AI CHI (Don Pedi)
Start the day with a smile with these ancient, gentle, easy to learn rejuve-
nation exercises. Reduce stress. Focus on breathing, balance, and gentle 
stretching. Includes: T’ai Chi, Chi Kung, Standing Meditation, Eight 
Pieces of Brocade, and more. No experience necessary and no registration 
required. (No class limit)

POTLUCK SESSIONS
In addition to the regular class sessions, Potluck Sessions are offered most 
afternoons. These one-hour mini-classes give students access to the entire 
teaching staff, and provide a wide variety of class offerings to choose from. 
No advance registration is necessary.

SLOW JAMS & SINGING
After supper each night, students have the opportunity to participate in slow 
jams and singing sessions. At the slow jams, common tunes are played at a 
speed that is accessible even to beginners. The singing sessions are a chance 
to share your voice and songs.

YOUNG OLD-TIME
During Old-Time Week, teenagers have the opportunity to get together each 
evening after supper for a young-folks-only hour of music and socializing 
facilitated by Ben Nelson. The Young Old-Time band that forms at this jam 
session for younger players will have the opportunity to play for the square 
dance on Wednesday night! Teenaged string players, singers, dancers, and 
non-musicians are all welcome.

EVENING DANCES
Evening dances will be held throughout the week, with plenty of chances to 
dance a variety of traditional Southern Appalachian squares and circles. 
Thursday features the long-standing weekly dance, the Old Farmers Ball.
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We offer a full-day program, taught by Melissa Hyman, for children ages 
6-12. Children must have turned 6 by July 1st to participate. No exceptions 
please. Evening childcare for ages 3-12 will be provided at no additional cost.
 
This summer, we will explore the fascinating world of ANCIENT EGYPT! 
Journey back in time to visit one of the most powerful and colorful civiliza-
tions on Earth. Over 3,000 years of mummies, pyramids, mythology, and 
mystery will be our inspiration. We’ll learn about the ancient world of the 
Nile Delta through crafts, music, games and stories. We’ll make new friends, 
play our favorite messy games and dress up like kings and queens of the Old 
Kingdom. We’ll write our own original, Egypt-themed songs with the help 
of our very talented music teacher, Jane Kramer. At the end of the week, 
parents will get to hear us sing and see the crafts we’ve made, at our big 
performance at the Student Showcase. As a special treat, we will be visited 
throughout the week by wandering musicians and artists (Gathering staff ) 
who will perform just for our kids. We will, of course, continue our beloved 
traditions of shaving cream hairdos, movie night, crazy contests and the 
Gathering Scavenger Hunt. Hop into our time machine for the journey of 
a lifetime!! There will be a $30 art/craft materials fee for this class, payable 
to Melissa, the Children’s Program coordinator, on arrival.



 Guitar Week is one of the finest programs of its kind in the world, staffed by some of the best players and instructors available. We have been awarded 
both the Bronze Medal and Silver Medal Player’s Choice Award for music camps by the readers of Acoustic Guitar magazine, and this high standard of quality 
is what keeps guitarists from across the globe coming back year after year.
 For the 25th Anniversary of the Swannanoa Gathering, it seemed fitting to present some of our favorite instructors from past years. Steve James and 
Robin Bullock will be back along with Al Petteway, the Guitar Week Coordinator. All three were instructors during the very first Guitar Week. Since then, 
we’ve expanded from five to a whopping seventeen instructors teaching everything from gypsy jazz to blues ukulele to acoustic funk. Brand-new to the staff this 
time is contemporary Italian guitarist Peppino D’Agostino. Back by popular demand, last year’s Guitar Week newcomer, Josh Goforth will be joining other all-
time favorite instructors including Vicki Genfan, Greg Ruby, Sean McGowan, Steve Baughman, Gerald Ross, Del Rey, Muriel Anderson, Tony McManus, Pat 
Donohue, Sean McGowan, Scott Ainslie and Pete Kennedy. In addition to guitar classes, we will be offering four classes in ukulele ranging from beginning to 
advanced. Our world-class guitar instructors will be teaching flatpicking and fingerstyle classes in jazz, swing, Celtic, bluegrass, Appalachian, reggae, Brazilian, 
African, acoustic funk, blues and of course, contemporary fingerstyle for all skill levels. We will offer a variety of beginning level classes to accommodate those 
students who aren’t quite ready for the intermediate-to-advanced levels, as well as a few classes suggested for more advanced players, so please read the descriptions 
carefully before you decide where you belong – we want everyone to get the most out of their week. For most of our classes it is recommended that students 
should play at least at an intermediate level: students should have mastered beginning skills, be able to tune their instruments, keep time, play scales cleanly, 
and know how to play a few tunes with confidence. For those who want some extra practice time at a slower pace, there will be a slow jam after lunch each day 
in the Pavilion. One of the country’s top repairmen, Randy Hughes, will be available for consultations throughout the week. Our legendary Luthiers Exhibit 
will feature amazing guitars from a selection of the world’s most respected builders including John Slobod, Michael Bashkin and Gerald Sheppard, as well as a 
selection of instruments from the inventory of the renowned guitar boutique, Dream Guitars. Guitar Week runs concurrently with Contemporary Folk Week, 
and students may take classes from either program.

PEPPINO D’AGOSTINO
Peppino D’Agostino emerged on the musical scene in the late 
1980’s and helped redefine the boundaries of the acoustic gui-
tar. His virtuosic technique, penchant for open tunings, and 
percussive effects are the basis of his unique compositional style. 
He has performed in more than 26 countries; been featured at 
prestigious international music festivals in Montreal, Los Ange-
les, Vancouver, and Ravello; and performed in world-renowned 
venues such as the Kölner Philharmonie in Cologne, the Palace 

of Fine Arts in San Francisco, and the Cemal Reşit Rey Concert Hall in Istanbul. He 
frequently plays with such prominent artists as Tommy Emmanuel, Leo Kottke, Martin 
Taylor, and Eric Johnson. With 17 recordings to his credit, he has been hailed as “a 
guitarist’s guitarist” by Acoustic Guitar magazine and “a giant of the acoustic guitar” by 
the San Diego Reader. D’Agostino was voted “Best Acoustic Guitarist” by Guitar Player 
magazine readers in 2007 and his album, Every Step of the Way was named one of the top 
three acoustic guitar albums of all time by Acoustic Guitar readers in 2008. In addition 
to performing, Peppino also makes time for teaching. He meets with individual students 
as well as providing group instruction and vacation learning packages like the Acoustic 
Guitar Cruises or Creative Vacances in La Moreau, France and online instructional 
videos for the company, Truefire.  www.peppinodagostino.com

PETE KENNEDY
Guitarist Pete Kennedy has been on the road for over thirty 
years, touring with his wife Maura as The Kennedys, and back-
ing artists like Mary Chapin Carpenter and Nanci Griffith on 
stage and in the studio. On Nanci’s Grammy-winning CD Other 
Voices, Other Rooms, he shared the lead guitar duties with Leo 
Kottke and Chet Atkins. His solo guitar work reflects his wide 

experience as a sideman with artists ranging from Dr. John and Taj Mahal to Leonard 
Bernstein and the National Symphony. His mentors include Joe Pass, Johnny Smith, 
Doc Watson and Danny Gatton, and he spins some highly entertaining stories, drawn 
from his many years traveling up and down the highways of America and the British Isles. 
Pete considers himself a perpetual student of every facet of the guitar, and he loves to 
pass that lifelong experience and enthusiasm on to his students.  www.petekennedy.com

PAT DONOHUE
Pat is one of the most listened-to fingerpickers in the 
world. As songwriter and guitarist for Guy’s All Star Shoe 
Band on NPRs A Prairie Home Companion, for twenty 
years Pat got to show off his savvy licks and distinctive 
original songs to millions of listeners each week. He now 
tours nationwide, conducts guitar workshops and teaches 
at such popular music camps as the Augusta Heritage 
Center, the Swannanoa Gathering and Puget Sound 
Guitar Camp. Pat’s musical tastes are eclectic. Though he 
considers himself a folk guitarist, Pat’s influences are rooted 

in bluesmen Blind Blake, Robert Johnson, Duke Ellington, Muddy Waters and Miles 
Davis. Pat manages to blend jazz and blues with folk, and he has captivated audiences 
with his unique original compositions, dazzling instrumentals and humorous song 
parodies, including “SushiYucki” and “Would You Like to Play the Guitar?” Honors 
include a 2005 Grammy for his participation on Pink Guitar, a compilation of Henry 
Mancini tunes on acoustic guitar, several Minnesota Music Awards, and a National 
Finger Picking Guitar Championship. His original tunes have been recorded by Chet 
Atkins, Suzy Bogguss and Kenny Rogers. Pat has also been a featured performer at major 
music festivals including the Newport, Telluride and Philadelphia Folk Festivals . The 
Martin Guitar Company recently introduced a Pat Donohue Signature Edition Series 
OM30DB guitar designed to his specifications.  www.patdonohue.com

VICKI GENFAN
Guitar Player Magazine’s 2008 “Guitar Superstar,” Vicki 
Genfan defies categorization. A unique and fiercely original 
musical talent, she has been called the ‘Jimi Hendrix of acous-
tic guitar.’ “While others make noise with tapping stylings, 
Genfan understands the power of melody and instead makes 
music.” – Kirk Albrecht, www.minor7th.com. Drawing from 
folk, jazz, pop, soul and world music, Vicki has a distinctive 
style that pushes the boundaries of the singer/songwriter 
genre. An international phenomena, Vicki has lit up stages in 
venues as diverse as the International Montreal Jazz Festival, 
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Germany’s Open String Festival, Italy’s Soave Guitar Festival and Festival Across Styles 
in the Czech Republic. She has four CDs to her credit and five instructional DVDs, 
and in 2009 Luna Guitars unveiled the Vicki Genfan Signature Guitar built by Luthier 
Gray Burchette. Vicki has enjoyed teaching privately and in groups for over 25 years 
and brings her warmth, humor and inspiration to all who have experienced her many 
workshops, clinics and classes. And... she’s thrilled to be back at Swannanoa for the 2016 
season! “If I could play like Vicki, I would stay home and entertain myself ” – Steve Vai   
www.vickigenfan.com

SEAN McGOWAN
Sean McGowan is a fingerstyle jazz guitarist who combines 
many diverse musical influences with unconventional 
techniques to create a broad palette of textures within his 
compositions and arrangements for solo guitar. His first 
recording, River Coffee, won the Best Independent Release 
of the Year Award (2002) from Acoustic Guitar magazine 
and music from the recording has been published in Japan’s 
Acoustic Guitar magazine and Mel Bay’s Master Anthology of 
Fingerstyle Guitar, Vol. 3. His subsequent recordings, Indigo, 

and Sphere: the Music of Thelonious Monk offer compelling portraits of jazz standards 
performed on solo electric archtop guitar. Sphere was named one of Acoustic Guitar 
magazine’s “Essential Albums of 2011”, and Sean was featured on the Summer 2012 
cover of Fingerstyle 360 magazine. His most recent recordings include Thanksgiving & 
Christmas Tidings is a collection of seasonal hymns and carols arranged for solo guitar, 
and My Fair Lady a collection of songs from Lerner & Loewe’s masterpiece. As a solo-
ist, Sean has performed at several festivals including the Novi Sad International Jazz 
Festival in Serbia, the Healdsburg Guitar Festival in Napa Valley, Copper Mountain 
Guitar Town, the Newport Guitar Festival, and the Classic American Guitar Show in 
New York. He has also collaborated with several dance and improv companies, as well 
as with jazz and acoustic musicians throughout the Rocky Mountain region. Sean is 
an avid arts educator and currently serves as an Associate Professor of Music and the 
Guitar Program Director at the University of Colorado, Denver. He earned a DMA 
in Guitar Performance from the University of Southern California in Los Angeles 
and conducts workshops at colleges throughout the country. As a strong advocate for 
injury prevention and health education for musicians, his workshops incorporate a 
holistic approach to playing. He is also a contributing editor and educational advisor 
for Acoustic Guitar magazine, and the author of the Stringletter book/DVD instruc-
tional projects, Fingerstyle Jazz Guitar Essentials and Holiday Songs for Fingerstyle.   
www.seanmcgowanguitar.com

STEVE JAMES
Steve has recently relocated to Seattle from his long-time 
home in Texas, but the fabled fogs of the great northwest 
have not dampened his musical enthusiasm. He returns to 
the Swannanoa Guitar Week staff, (as he has done regu-
larly since the very first Guitar Week), with a unique and 
informed fingerstyle and slide guitar repertoire to share. 
Although vocally proud of his “under the radar” status in 
the media-driven world of commodified music, Steve has 
been extensively recorded, and has played concert and 

festival dates around the globe. He has also been heard live on NPR’s Morning Edition, 
A Prairie Home Companion and Austin City Limits, to name a few. His extensive body of 
musical instruction has been the subject of books, print- and online lessons for Acoustic 
Guitar plus DVD workshops for Homespun Music.  www.stevejames.com 

ROBIN BULLOCK
(See bio in Celtic Week, page 13)

PAUL ASBELL
From his early years, playing blues on Chicago’s South Side, 
to his present multi-faceted career based out of northern 
Vermont, Paul has earned an underground reputation as a 
true “musician’s musician”. He has played and recorded with 
blues legends Muddy Waters, Paul Butterfield, Eric Clapton, 
Steve Winwood, John Lee Hooker and Lightnin’ Hopkins; 
jazz greats Jon Hendricks, Betty Carter, Sonny Stitt, Biréli 
Lagrène, Joshua Redman and the Sun Ra Arkestra, folk icons 

David Bromberg, Paul Siebel and Mary McCaslin. Performance venues are numerous 
and include the Kool Jazz Festival at SPAC, the Atlanta Jazz Festival, the Montreal Jazz 
Festival, MerleFest, the Montreux Jazz Festival in Switzerland, the Roskilde Festival in 
Copenhagen, the Java Jazz Festival in Jakarta, Indonesia, the Newport, Healdsburg, 
and Montreal Guitar Shows. Paul’s solo CDs, have received glowing reviews in Guitar 
Player, Vintage Guitar, Acoustic Guitar, Downbeat, Dirty Linen, Sing Out!, and others. 
He has taught for years at the University of Vermont and Middlebury College, and has 
given master-classes at Skidmore College, Dartmouth College, Johnson State College, 
and Marlboro College. He presently sees between 10-25 private students/week, of 
every conceivable age group, stylistic orientation, and playing level. Past students have 
included professionals in jazz, rock, folk, etc, including Phish songwriter/guitarist/icon 
Trey Anastasio. www.paulasbell.com

AL PETTEWAY
Our Guitar Week Coordinator, Al Petteway is a Grammy and 
Indie Award-winning guitarist who has performed, toured and 
recorded with many of the best-known artists in folk and Celtic 
music. Though his primary instrument is the guitar, he also 
studied lute, string bass, percussion and music composition. Al’s 
compositions and arrangements for acoustic fingerstyle guitar 
are strongly influenced by his love of Celtic, Appalachian, Folk, 
and Blues styles. His music is featured on dozens of CDs and 

instructional DVDs as well as the soundtracks of numerous documentaries by filmmaker 
Ken Burns, most notably the Emmy-winning PBS series, The National Parks-America’s 
Best Idea. Al was voted one of the “Top Fifty Acoustic Guitarists of All Time” by the 
readers of Acoustic Guitar magazine where he also won Silver and Bronze medals for 
Celtic and Fingerstyle guitar in the magazine’s Player’s Choice Awards. Al’s CD, Caledon 
Wood was an “Editors’ Pick” as one of the “Essential Albums of the Past Twenty Years” 
in Acoustic Guitar’s 20th Anniversary issue. His most recent CD, It’s Only The Blues was 
listed as one of the “Top Ten Essential Albums” of 2012 by two of the magazine’s editors. 
In 2013, Al recieved the Gathering’s Master Music Maker award “in celebration of a 
lifetime of musicianship and teaching.” His most recent solo fingerstyle guitar CDs are 
Dream Guitars, Vol II and Mountain Guitar which was inspired by the Western North 
Carolina mountains where he lives.  Al performs regularly with his wife Amy White, and 
as a soloist for various guitar festivals throughout North America.  www.alandamy.com

TONY McMANUS
To find a unique voice on so ubiquitous an instrument as 
the acoustic guitar is quite an achievement: to do so within 
a centuries-old idiom where the instrument has no real his-
tory is truly remarkable. In little over ten years as a profes-
sional musician, Tony McManus has come to be recognized 
throughout the world as a leading guitarist in Celtic music. In 
Tony’s hands the complex ornamentation normally associated 
with fiddles and pipes are accurately transferred to guitar in a 

way that preserves the integrity and emotional impact of the music. His 2002 recording, 
Ceol More, was Acoustic Guitar’s “Critic’s Album of the Year” and named “Album of the 
Year” by the Live Ireland Awards. He is a regular performer at the Chet Atkins Festival in 
Nashville, and has appeared at guitar festivals in Soave and Pescantina, Italy; Frankston, 
Australia; Issoudun, France; Kirkmichael, Scotland; Bath and Kent, England; Bochum 



and Osnabrueck, Germany and five of Steve Kaufman’s Acoustic Kamps in Maryville, 
TN. Born in Scotland with strong Irish roots, he now lives in Canada and travels the 
world performing in numerous combinations, including intimate solo performances 
and various duos with friends Alain Genty, Bruce Molsky, and Alasdair Fraser, to the 
quartet, Men of Steel, with fellow guitarists Dan Crary, Beppe Gambetta and Don 
Ross. www.tonymcmanus.com.

STEVE BAUGHMAN
One of digitaldreamdoor.com’s Top 100 Acoustic Guitarists, 
Steve is a Rounder Records recording artist and a pioneering 
Celtic and old-time fingerstyle guitarist and banjo player. 
Steve produced and plays on the landmark Banjo Gather-
ing double CD, which was recently described by Bluegrass 
Unlimited as “a momentous undertaking and a ‘must’ addi-
tion to any serious collection of old-time music.” He is the 
author of five guitar books by Mel Bay Publications and a 

DVD on clawhammer technique called The Power of Claw. Steve lives on a boat in San 
Francisco Bay. His most recent projects are a DVD called Zen Banjo., produced with 
Rev. Heng Sure, Director of the Berkeley Buddhist Monastery, and a duo album with 
Robin Bullock, Alone and Together, a followup to their famed Celtic Guitar Summit 
CD.  www.celticguitar.com
 

DEL REY
Del Rey started playing guitar when she was four years old. 
At thirteen, she was immersed in the world of folk music, 
via the San Diego Folk Festival. She has tried to get her solo 
instrument to sound like a whole band from the beginning. 
This gives her music an interesting complexity, especially when 
applied to the ukulele. Rags, blues and tunes of the early 20th 
century are her specialty, even as she writes new music to add 

to the tradition. She has taught and played all over the world, and brings her distinc-
tive fingerstyle approach to guitar and ukulele to her teaching DVDs on Homespun: 
Boogie-Woogie Guitar, The Music Of Memphis Minnie, Memphis Uke Party and Blue 
Uke. She plays solo concerts world-wide and also presents a concert/lecture on women 
musicians called Women In American Music. She also collaborates and tours frequently 
with Steve James, Suzy Thompson and Adam Franklin and writes about music for vari-
ous publications, including Acoustic Guitar.  www.delreyplays.com

GERALD ROSS
Gerald Ross is comfortable with just about every type of 
“roots” music there is, from western swing, bluegrass, Ha-
waiian, blues, jug band music, jazz standards, Tin Pan Alley, 
New Orleans rhythms to boogie-woogie, and he plays it 
all on guitar, lap steel, Dobro and ukulele. He’s performed 
in concert with Bonnie Raitt, Arlo Guthrie, Doc Watson, 
Johnny Gimble, Riders In The Sky, Brownie McGhee and 

many others. Gerald won the Solo Artist Category of the 1993 WEMU Jazz Competi-
tion and has appeared many times on A Prairie Home Companion. These days, Gerald 
is one of America’s best-known performers, entertainers and advocates for the ukulele. 
He’s released six ukulele CDs, published instructional materials, and is very much in 
demand as a music festival instructor.  www.geraldross.com

GREG RUBY
(See bio in Fiddle Week, page 44)

MURIEL ANDERSON
One of the world’s foremost fingerstyle guitarists and harp- 
guitarists, Muriel Anderson is the first woman to have won 
the National Fingerstyle Guitar Championship. An engag- 
ing performer, her obvious joy of music, humor, and facility 
across musical genres is revered by guitarists worldwide. She 
has recorded with country legend Chet Atkins, performed 
in New York with Les Paul, at Chicago’s Orchestra Hall 
with the Chicago Symphony and in Tennessee with the 

Nashville Chamber Orchestra. She is host and founder of the All-Star Guitar Night 
and the Music for Life Alliance charity. She is a prolific composer of music on guitar 
and harp guitar, and tours year round in North America, Europe and the Far East. Her 
new double CD, Nightlight Daylight is a culmination of her vision and is getting great 
attention as the first ever with an animated fiber optics cover. www.murielanderson.com

SCOTT AINSLIE
Scott Ainslie is a traditional acoustic blues singer, guitarist, 
historian and songwriter with personal roots in the Civil 
Rights era and a longstanding affection for cross-cultural 
exchange. A musician all his life, Ainslie took up guitar 
after hearing Virginia bluesman John Jackson play a couple 
of songs in the middle of one of Mike Seeger’s concerts in 
Alexandria, VA in 1967. A Phi Beta Kappa and honors 
graduate of Washington & Lee University, Ainslie also 

studied with elder musicians on both sides of the color line in the old-time southern 
Appalachian fiddle and banjo traditions, as well as with black gospel and blues musicians. 
He transcribed, wrote and published a book on Delta Blues legend Robert Johnson, 
Robert Johnson/At The Crossroads (Hal Leonard, 1992), and has an instructional DVD 
on Johnson’s guitar work, Robert Johnson’s Guitar Techniques (Hal Leonard, 1997) and 
in 2014 released his sixth solo CD, The Last Shot Got Him. Ainslie maintains an active 
recording, performing, and teaching schedule that carries him around the country, 
to Canada, and to Europe. He has received numerous awards and grants for his work 
documenting and presenting traditional music, including grants from the National 
Endowment for the Arts and the Folklife Section of the North Carolina Arts Council. 
www.cattailmusic.com

RANDY HUGHES
Randy Hughes has earned a reputation throughout the 
southeast as the kind of instrument repairman to whom 
you could entrust your priceless vintage guitar without a 
second thought. A superb luthier with a thriving repair busi-
ness, Randy first came to Guitar Week in 2001 to inspect 
and adjust students’ instruments and share his vast store 
of maintenance tips. He is also an exceptional guitarist 
and taught fingerstyle jazz at the Gathering for two years. 
Randy will be here after lunch several days during the 

week to examine and evaluate the playing condition of participants’ instruments.   
www.randyhughesguitars.com

JOSH GOFORTH
(See bio in Traditional Song Week, page 5)
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CLAWHAMMER GUITAR (Steve Baughman)
This class is about All Things Clawhammer for guitar. We will begin with the 
basic pattern and spend some time internalizing it. Then we will move on to 
the various pyro-picking techniques that Steve demonstrates in his YouTube 
video lesson, “Wasilla Weed.” This class is for fairly advanced players and it 
is recommended that participants spend some time working on the YouTube 
lesson before camp starts. Class is gonna be rigorous, and fun!

ORKNEY TUNING (Steve Baughman)
Do you feel stuck in a musical rut? Does your guitar playing sound to you 
clichéd, predictable and dull? Tune to Orkney (CGDGCD) and instantly 
experience a new lease on your musical life. In this total-immersion class we 
will learn chord shapes, riffs, textures, vocal accompaniment tools and maybe 
an instrumental tune. There will also be a chance for students to share their 
explorations and discoveries with the class. Great for singer/songwriters as 
well as instrumentalists.

RHYTHM (Steve Baughman)
Rhythm is everything. You can know all the notes and the chords, but put-
ting them together is what makes it musical. In this class we will spend lots 
of time grooving on various rhythms, beginning with simple rhythms where 
we focus on locking with each other and keeping good time. We will then 
experiment with odd rhythms like seven and eleven and even a twenty five. 
The goal will be to learn to play better with others and to break away from 
the rhythmic ruts that we tend to find ourselves trapped in. Beginners to 
advanced players welcome.

THE CELTIC/APPALACHIAN CONNECTION:  
SOLO FINGERSTYLE ARRANGEMENTS  
IN DADGAD (Al Petteway)
The first acoustic guitar solos I remember learning were flatpicking ar-
rangements of traditional fiddle tunes by guitarists like Doc Watson and 
Clarence White. After playing tunes like Red-Haired Boy, Frosty Morn, 
Bonaparte’s Retreat, Shady Grove and others for many years in bluegrass 
bands, my interest in their origins led me back to the British Isles. Many of 
the tunes survived the crossing of the ocean almost unchanged while others 
had evolved into similar tunes with slightly different melodies and names. 
After playing for a few years in Scottish and Irish groups and being corrected 
from all sides as to which was the proper version of any given tune, I decided 
to come up with my own arrangements for solo fingerstyle guitar. Of course, 
a solo player without a band to provide backup has to find a way to create 
their own accompaniment. I found DADGAD tuning to be perfectly suited 
for this since I could use my fingers to play the melodies across the strings, 
much like a banjo or harp, while playing the bass with my thumb. In this 
class, we will explore, step by step, the process I go through when arranging 
traditional tunes and demonstrate some of the more important techniques 
and ornaments used to spice up these arrangements. It’s just one more small 
step to composing your own “traditional” tunes, but we’ll have to save that 
for a another class!

CELTIC FLATPICKING (Tony McManus)
Intermediate/advanced players already with some flatpicking facility can 
find some techniques to make jigs and reels work in this style of guitar. How 
does “Celtic” flatpicking differ from bluegrass? What rhythms are typical to 
Celtic music? We’ll look at jigs/reels/slip jigs etc. What ornaments can we 
steal from, say, fiddlers to make the guitar more idiomatic? How might we 
accompany jigs and reels? Come to this class and find out!

CELTIC FINGERSTYLE (Tony McManus)
We’ll look at the meaning of the term “Celtic Music” and how the guitar 
fits into it. We’ll look at music from Scotland, Ireland, Spain, Brittany and 
the different rhythms and grooves in these tunes and look at some altered 
tunings (DADGAD, CGCGCD, DAAEAE) as well as standard to make 
these tunes come alive for fingerstyle guitar.

CELTIC GUITAR (Tony McManus)
I have found some really beautiful tunes over the years that make ideal 
entry level guitar pieces. Come and explore airs, strathspeys, marches etc. 
We’ll cover some basic ideas in DADGAD and Dropped D tunings – basic 
enough that they can be used by those who first picked up a guitar two weeks 
ago, but useful for more experienced players also.

BLUES/ROOTS FINGERSTYLE BASICS (Steve James)
Using simple but attractive and bluesy song arrangements for solo guitar 
as a vehicle, these classes will offer a “hands-on” approach to syncopated 
thumb-and-finger picking combined with the essentials of blues harmony. 
Steve will quote some past masters and also demonstrate some of his own 
tunes and techniques. Some tab/handouts will be supplied at the conclusion 
of each session, and accommodation will be made for participants who wish 
to use portable recording devices.

VASTOPOL-AMERICAN ROOTS GUITAR 
IN OPEN-D TUNING (Steve James)
As its common name suggests, this open tuning (D-A-D-F#-A-d or, more 
exactly, I-V-I-III-V-I) has a long history. Called ‘the learning key” by Furry 
Lewis, it was the modal weapon of choice for slide guitar icons from Tampa 
Red to Elmore James; and found its way into various styles-from the pristine 
parlor/country of Harvey and Copeland to the kinetic Texas skrank of Frankie 
Lee Sims. Steve will host a hands-on excursion through a tonal territory full 
of musical surprises. Some tab/handouts will be supplied at the conclusion 
of each session, and accommodation will be made for participants who wish 
to use portable recording devices.

BLUES GUITAR TOOLBOX (Steve James)
Basing these sessions around some of his more popular workshop themes over 
past decades, Steve will demonstrate some of his favorite song arrangement 
ideas. Expanding on these, the sessions will cover topics including chord 
harmony, picking “behind the beat”, and getting good tone quality and into-
nation with a bottleneck slide. Hands-on as always, with Q & A encouraged.

SIX EXERCISES TO IMPROVE  
YOUR PLAYING (Pete Kennedy)
Pete has been incredibly lucky to play guitar everyday for decades without 
encountering the common pitfalls of muscle tension, musical boredom or 
frustration with technique. He’s managed to avoid these creative obstacles 
with a few techniques that his mentors, including great players like Joe Pass, 
Tony Rice and Doc Watson, showed him early on. In this workshop, he will 
pass those tips along to you. We will 1) cover a basic daily warmup that 
includes a hand relaxation routine, 2) learn an easy exercise to keep the 
fingers strong and flexible, 3) discover a short cut to learning all the notes on 
the neck, 4) begin some right hand exercises to increase your picking skills, 
5) learn how triads will open the upper reaches of the neck, and 6) get an 
introduction to some techniques using harmonics that will make you feel 
like you are playing a whole new instrument. These exercises are all things 
you can start doing right away, and you will see results quickly, even if you 
have limited time to practice at home.

l
(Unless otherwise indicated, all classes have a limit of 15)



FIVE TUNINGS IN FIVE DAYS (Pete Kennedy)
As great as standard tuning is, there is an alternate world of sound when 
the guitar is tuned to resonances that bring out a tone that is often darker, 
deeper and richer. Pete will introduce you to a different tuning each day and 
include songs and stories from some of the players noted for their exploration 
of open tuning. In the course of learning the basics of G tuning, Sawmill tun-
ing, Open D, DADGAD and D minor tunings, we will hear how Ry Cooder 
influenced the Rolling Stones, Taj Mahal influenced the Allman Brothers, 
and we will see what Joni Mitchell and Keith Richards have in common. 
We will also look at some licks that will unlock some of the secrets of Robert 
Johnson and the mysterious Skip James. This is a basic introduction for 
intermediate players. We won’t be doing any exotic tunings, multiple capos, 
etc., just getting a thorough overview of the most common open tunings.

GROOVES: ACOUSTIC FUNK, REGGAE,  
BRAZILIAN & AFRICAN (Pete Kennedy)
This is going to be fun! These rhythms require ensemble playing, so there 
will be class participation. I will teach the simple component parts of these 
wonderfully orchestrated styles. We will work up a James Brown tune, a 
Jamaican reggae “riddim”, learn the secret to Brazilian guitar, and put 
together a multi-layered African Soukous piece that is guaranteed to make 
you smile while you groove along. None of the parts are difficult, but they 
will require intermediate level ability to play riffs around the fretboard.

SONG ACCOMPANIMENT LAB: QUICK  
ARRANGEMENT ENHANCEMENTS (Scott Ainslie)
Do you have a guitar accompaniment that you think could sound better? 
Feel stuck in what you know? For this class for all levels, bring a song you’re 
in the middle of working out (or have played forever) and we’ll listen to 
your accompaniment and dress it up, expanding your technique, knowledge, 
and musical thinking in the process. We’ll look at guitar alternatives in the 
accompaniment you already have established: chord forms, altered tun-
ings, strategic use of the capo, bass runs, use of dynamics, delivering on the 
emotions of the lyrics with both guitar and vocal coaching. Most musicians 
get through building one accompaniment, heave a sigh of relief and turn 
to the next song. Our goal is to take the next step, make another version of 
the accompaniment and strengthen the piece by using all the artistic tools 
at your disposal. The beauty this course is that these are five minute fixes, 
not “Go home and practice your minor pentatonic scales in all keys starting 
on the sixth string, the fifth string, the fourth string – then play them in 
thirds, fourths, etc.” We’ll explore concrete guitar instruction built solidly 
on the foundation of what you already know.

PIEDMONT & DELTA BLUES (Scott Ainslie)
These two great branches of African American traditional blues form the 
backbones of country, boogie-woogie, rhythm ‘n’ blues, and rock ‘n’ roll. 
This intermediate class will explore some of the repertoire and showcase the 
differences between the ragtime-based, East Coast/Piedmont styles with the 
more clearly African rhythms of the Delta Blues. We’ll look at Robert Johnson 
pieces in both traditions and examine common figures in the usual solo blues 
guitar keys in both styles. This course will function as a lexicon for develop-
ing expertise and new arrangements based on those who have gone before.

FINGERSTYLE ESSENTIALS (Muriel Anderson)
Improve your technique and interpretation organically through cool new 
easy tunes handpicked for this intermediate class, including “Settling the 
Spirit.” Based on Muriel’s Essentials Fingerstyle course, Muriel will first 
perform an arrangement and then break it down, measure-by-measure 
emphasizing key concepts, techniques and creative approaches.

EASY FINGERSTYLE ARRANGEMENTS (Muriel Anderson)
In this intermediate class, we’ll go through the process of creating easy fin-
gerstyle arrangements of popular and handy seasonal tunes such as “Auld 
Lang Syne” and more.

ADVANCED FINGERSTYLE  
MASTER CLASS (Muriel Anderson)
In this class Muriel will focus on advanced techniques and interpretation, 
teaching some of her own arrangements, as well as giving individualized 
instruction to each student on his/her own arrangements and playing styles.

FINGERSTYLE GUITAR BASICS (Peppino D’Agostino)
In this class for beginning/intermediate players we will learn right- and 
left-hand exercises to improve strength and precision. We will also exam-
ine a few simple tunes in different musical styles using ear training and 
basic theory that can be applied immediately to the guitar fingerboard.

SOLO STYLES AND TECHNIQUES (Peppino D’Agostino)
In this intermediate class we will explore different musical styles, techniques 
and rhythms from various cultures: Fingerstyle, Bossanova, Country, 
Blues, Classical. How are these styles adapted to the acoustic guitar and 
what techniques are necessary to make them interesting and effective in 
solo guitar arrangements? The following acoustic sound effects will be 
demonstrated and explained: string bending, percussive techniques, slide 
techniques, bent harmonics.

COMPOSING FOR  
FINGERSTYLE GUITAR (Peppino D’Agostino)
A variety of composing techniques will be covered in this class using Peppino’s 
own compositions. The challenges in composing for steel-string guitar are 
multiple and difficult to overcome. The general tendency is to either relax 
into predictable and boring musical territory or to show off with useless 
displays of speed. As a composition instrument, the steel-string guitar will 
be approached as an orchestra with infinite possibilities. Where can guitar-
ists look for inspiration when composing and how will their compositions be 
used (video games, movies, documentaries, etc.)?

INTRO TO SLIDE TECHNIQUES (Scott Ainslie)
For this intermediate class, we’ll begin in standard tuning, taking one string 
at a time, and developing five new skills. We’ll look at slide in standard tuning 
first and all the muting techniques necessary to make the music work without 
the harmonic support of open tunings. Then, having established the basics, 
we’ll move to open tunings. When we’re done, you’ll understand and possess 
the keys to the kingdom of slide guitar. Hand and guitar posture, controlled 
slide movement, getting a decent tone and developing several types of vibrato 
will all be covered as we proceed through slide in several major and modal 
open tunings and take a look at solo and ensemble slide playing in standard 
tuning as well. Even if you currently play some slide guitar, this review of 
basics will be useful. The music of Muddy Waters, Robert Johnson, Mississippi 
John Hurt as well as my slide arrangements will be featured. Bring a slide 
that fits snugly on your little finger. For notes on choosing a slide see: http://
cattailmusic.com/ForGuitarPlayers/choosing-a-slide.htm

INTRO TO PERCUSSIVE TECHNIQUES  
FOR GUITAR (Vicki Genfan)
This intermediate class is for any player who would like to learn some of the 
percussive techniques used by Vicki and players like Michael Hedges, Don 
Ross, Kaki King, Jon Gomm, Andy McKee, and many others. We’ll cover 
finding the drum sounds on your guitar, playing simple strum-drum patterns, 
harmonics, thumb slapping, and growing your ‘rhythm chops.’ We will play 
in open tuning as well as standard. Handouts galore! Bring a tuner! Check 
this video for a taste: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JHEECOA9JdI

RHYTHM FOR GUITARISTS –  
AND EVERYONE ELSE! (Vicki Genfan)
This class is for all levels, no experience necessary, and guitars are not 
required! Drawing from eastern and western traditions, we’ll sharpen our 
rhythmic awareness and expand our rhythmic vocabularies by combining 
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Guitar Week, July 24-30, 2016
7:30-
8:30                                                                   Breakfast

 9:00-
10:15

Chord 
Melody for 

Solo Ukulele
(Ross) 

Stealin’ 
From Chet 
(Donohue)

Six Exercises 
to Improve 

Your Playing 
(Kennedy)

Easy  
Fingerstyle 
Arrange-

ments 
(Anderson)

Boss Guitar 
(McGowan)

Intro to Slide 
Techniques 

(Ainslie)

Blues/
Roots 

Fingerstyle 
Basics 
(James)

Guitar for 
Beginners 
(Goforth)

Celtic 
Flatpicking 
(McManus)

Solo Styles & 
Techniques

(D’Agostino)

Music of 
Turlough 

O’Carolan
(Bullock)

Gypsy Jazz: 
Lead Guitar

(Ruby)

10:15-
10:45                                                             Coffee/Tea Break

 10:45-
12:00

Intro to 
Swing  

Ukulele 
(Ross)

Acoustic 
Grateful 

Dead 
(Bullock)

Intro to 
Percussive 
Techniques 
(Genfan)

Bluegrass 
Guitar 
Backup

(Goforth) 

Piedmont 
& Delta 
Blues

(Ainslie)

Memphis 
Minnie 

Songbook
(Rey)

Fingerstyle 
Guitar Basics
(D’Agostino)

Fingerstyle 
Jazz Essentials

(McGowan)

Celtic/
Appalachian 
Connection
(Petteway)

Slick Licks 
& Tricks 

(Donohue)

Swing/Jazz 
Guitar Styles 

(Asbell)

Vastopol: 
American 

Roots Guitar 
in Open D 

(James)

Rhythm 
(Baugh-

man)

11:30-
1:00                                                                     Lunch

1:00-
2:15                                      Guitar Maintenance & Repair, Luthier’s Exhibit, Slow Jam

2:15-
3:30

Flatpicking 
Fiddle 
Tunes 

(Bullock)

Blue 
Uke
(Rey)

Claw-
hammer 
Guitar

(Baughman)

Blues 
Guitar 

Toolbox 
(James)

Song 
Accomp-

animent Lab
(Ainslie)

 Gypsy Jazz: 
Rhythm 
Guitar
(Ruby)

What Do I 
Need Theory 

For?
(Asbell)

Rhythm for 
Guitarists & 

Everyone Else 
 (Genfan)

Five 
Tunings in 
Five Days 
(Kennedy)

Celtic 
Guitar 

(McManus)

Composing 
for Fingerstyle 

Guitar 
(D’Agostino)

Advanced 
Fingerstyle 

Master Class
(Anderson)

3:45-
5:00

Improvising 
Bluegrass 

Guitar
(Goforth)

Ukulele 
Parlor 

Orchestra 
(Rey)

Orkney 
Tuning

(Baughman)

Intro to 
Jazz Guitar
(McGowan)

Gypsy Jazz: 
Guitar Basics 

(Ruby)

Fingerstyle 
Essentials 

(Anderson)

Open 
Tunings for 

All Guitarists 
(Genfan)

Celtic 
Fingerstyle 
(McManus)

Blues 
Moves 

(Donohue)

Grooves 
(Kennedy)

Fingerstyle 
Blues 

(Asbell)

Intro to 
Swing 

Rhythm 
(Ross)

5:00-
6:30                                                                     Supper

7:30-?                                    Evening Events (concerts, dances, jam sessions, etc.)
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inner (meditative) work with outer (walking, chanting, moving) rhythm 
exercises. Through group rhythm circles, we’ll explore pulsation, syncopation, 
beat, off-beats, sub-division and more – all with a sense of spontaneity, flow 
(Boom Whackers, of course!) and FUN!!

OPEN TUNINGS 
FOR ALL GUITARISTS (Vicki Genfan)
This intermediate/advanced class is for any player who wants to dive into 
the world of open or alternate tunings, in a safe and fun environment! 
Drawing from Vicki’s instructional course, Essentials: Open Tunings, we 
will explore 4 or 5 open tunings, from the more common to the sublime. We’ll 
learn arrangements of popular songs specially created around each tuning. 
Some examples: CGDEAD - What’s Going On  https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=sB5bxcQuw70; DADEAD - Norwegian Wood  https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wiEDePep-3k; CGEbFBbD - Free Falling   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Obd0L9TXrs. Arrangements will be 
available to accommodate both Intermediate and Advanced levels. Handouts 
included. Bring a tuner, extra strings AND a capo!

BOSS GUITAR (Sean McGowan)
This advanced class will explore the styles of ‘Boss Guitarists’ Wes Mont-
gomery and George Benson. Through a study of transcriptions and playing 
through examples, we’ll examine rhythm and post-bop vocabulary, octave 
& block chord technique, and how to adapt jazz language in blues, and the 
blues in jazz standards.

FINGERSTYLE JAZZ ESSENTIALS (Sean McGowan)
In this intermediate/advanced class, we’ll take a look at and work through 
the nuts and bolts of solo fingerstyle jazz guitar. Topics of discussion and 
practice will include practical chord voicings and substitutions, walking 
basslines, ‘piano-style’ concepts, playing multiple parts, rhythm and phras-
ing, and ideas for improvisation. We’ll take a look at a few extended fretting 
techniques to add color to arrangements of jazz standards and other songs. 
Included will be a module on how to organize practice sessions at home, and 
developing repertoire and strategies for solo gigs in local venues. This class 
will be of interest to fingerstyle players who want to add some jazz elements 
to their arrangements, and also to jazz guitarists who primarily play with 
a pick, but would like to explore some fingerstyle techniques.

INTRO TO JAZZ GUITAR (Sean McGowan)
This intermediate class will provide a basic overview of jazz guitar styles 
through comping and improvising over tunes from the Great American 
Songbook. This class will not emphasize theory but rather direct application 
using basic chord shapes and rhythmic ideas, plus solo lines based on the 
melody, vertical arpeggios, and pentatonic substitutions.

IMPROVISING BLUEGRASS GUITAR ( Josh Goforth)
Bluegrass is a melting pot of folk music styles that work together to create a 
unique sound. Learning to improvise within the parameters of this sound 
can be a daunting task. We will approach the topic both academically and 
aurally. This will ensure that no matter your learning style, you will be 
find a way to discover your own creativity. We will focus on pairing your 



ears to your fingers... sounds weird but that is our main goal. Let’s create 
some bluegrass music together in a relaxed environment surrounded by the 
inspiring western North Carolina Mountains.

GUITAR FOR BEGINNERS ( Josh Goforth)
Have you always wanted to learn guitar but didn’t think you had the time? 
This is the class for you! We will focus on the basics in a fun and engaging way.  
The goal is to teach you how to teach yourself through practice techniques and 
motor skill methods that will cut your learning time in half. All you need 
is a guitar and an ear ready to be trained. Let’s have fun learning together.

BLUEGRASS GUITAR BACKUP ( Josh Goforth)
There is nothing more important in bluegrass music than learning how to 
make others sound good. Sure, taking a break is fun but nothing beats lending 
support to the rhythmic and dynamic sound that is bluegrass. In this class 
we will focus on rhythm styles, chord selection, and DYNAMICS! Whether 
playing in a jam, bluegrass band, or backing yourself up while singing, you 
will learn the tools to take your backup guitar playing to the next level.

STEALIN’ FROM CHET (Pat Donohue)
In this intermediate/advanced class we will explore the exhilarating world 
of Chet Atkins’ guitar style, and American fingerpicking in general. Starting 
with the alternating right-hand thumb pattern and moving to left-hand 
phrases, fingerings and licks that will put some “Thumb Style” in your style. 
We will steal from Chet, as many have, in terms of licks, tunes and arranging 
techniques for guitar. We won’t focus on note for note arrangements, but 
more pieces and parts that can be used in YOUR music. Recording device 
recommended.

BLUES MOVES (Pat Donohue)
Here is a strong intermediate fingerstyle class aimed at adding some movement 
to your guitar playing in both the left and right hand. We’ll cover common 
chord sequences and positions, mini progressions, bass lines, some single 
string soloing and other ways of playing what you play more spontaneously. 
We will take all these things and create a blues in G from the most simple 
to advanced and study how these devices can be used in thousands of songs. 
Recording device recommended.

SLICK LICKS & TRICKS (Pat Donohue)
Need a little pizzazz in your guitar playing? This intermediate/advanced 
class will focus on “cheap tricks” which as everyone knows, work every 
time. We will look at bass runs, licks using open and fretted notes together, 
pull-off licks, hammer-on licks, string-bending licks, slides, harmonics, and 
more importantly how to create them yourself which makes them not cheap 
tricks at all, but ways of keeping your audience (and yourself !) engaged and 
entertained by your playing. Recording device recommended.

WHAT DO I NEED THEORY FOR? (Paul Asbell)
Ever asked this rhetorical question? For a lot of guitarists, the words “music 
theory” suggests a dry, soul-killing bunch of “do’s and don’ts” that get used 
to dictate what is and what isn’t allowed in music-making. In reality, it’s 
not that at all. Rather, it’s a language which musicians use to express how 
our ears collectively hear stuff… and, armed with that language, guitarists 
can develop their own fingerings for chords and scales they need, figure out 
without trial and error what scales to play over progressions, and make 
educated guesses as to which chords are likely to sound good with one an-
other in a song. For most guitarists, it’s the biggest “weak link” in the chain 
of creative personal expression… but it doesn’t need to be as obtuse as it’s 
sometimes made to appear. In this class, we’ll examine how to “decode” the 
jargon and make practical, musical use of basic theory concepts, including 

major scale and chord construction, ear training, transposing keys, etc. Many 
worksheets will get handed out, and assignments that will pull the veil of 
mystery from this extremely misunderstood topic!

FINGERSTYLE BLUES (Paul Asbell)
Fingerstyle blues guitar instruction in the styles of Mississippi John Hurt, 
Lightnin’ Hopkins, Robert Johnson, Blind Blake, Merle Travis, Dave van 
Ronk, and others. Topics will include right-hand fundamentals, such as 
alternate-bass technique, Delta-style drones, palm-muting, and exercises 
to create effortless dexterity, syncopations and strong grooves. Left-hand 
issues range from basic chord concepts to sophisticated jazz and ragtime 
chord substitutions, moving bass lines, “guide tones,” etc. There will be added 
emphasis on creating your own licks, turnarounds and variations within the 
style. All levels welcome, but many ideas will be geared to the evolved player. 
Many worksheets will get handed out, with exercises, TAB transcriptions, 
chord fingerings, etc… enough to keep you busy for many months afterwards!

SWING/JAZZ GUITAR STYLES (Paul Asbell)
Jazz has its own language... and for most guitarists, it’s a foreign language. 
This workshop explores the skills you need to play Swing Jazz in an ensemble, 
or solo. This overview will cover chord progressions and rhythm skills, 
technique-building exercises for soloing, chord-melody approaches, bass-line 
comping, jazz harmony and terminology, and basic theory concepts that 
enable you to apply these skills to jazz standards. All levels are welcomed, 
but some experience with jazz will be necessary, as advanced topics will be 
covered. Many hand-out sheets will be provided, so you’ll have plenty of 
material to work on for years to come!

ACOUSTIC GRATEFUL DEAD (Robin Bullock)
The Grateful Dead, the rock band synonymous with the ’60s hippie culture 
and one of the top-grossing live acts of all time, started out as a jug band 
and never lost touch with their traditional-music roots. American folk 
archetypes sprang up constantly in their original songs, even at their most 
electric and psychedelic; they covered a vast amount of folk, bluegrass and 
country material, and recorded several albums featuring acoustic guitars 
predominantly or entirely. This intermediate-level class will examine a 
wide range of the Dead’s material, particularly the songs of Jerry Garcia 
and Robert Hunter, and explore possible acoustic guitar interpretations of 
it. We’ll also have a look at Garcia’s free-flying lead guitar work and Bob 
Weir’s innovative rhythm style, and listen to some of their lesser-known 
acoustic recordings. Tie-dye t-shirts optional.

MUSIC OF TURLOUGH O’CAROLAN (Robin Bullock)
The blind harper Turlough O’Carolan (1670-1738) was the greatest of 
the Irish bards, whose 200-plus surviving melodies, a unique and beautiful 
blend of Celtic and Baroque influences, have become an integral part of the 
traditional Irish repertoire – and are perfect for fingerstyle guitar. In this 
intermediate-and-above class we’ll learn several of Carolan’s pieces and 
discuss the art of arranging them for guitar, in the process exploring how 
altered tunings and “harp-style” melody playing can evoke the otherworldly 
sound of the ancient brass-strung Irish harp. Audio recorders recommended.

FLATPICKING FIDDLE TUNES (Robin Bullock)
Love the lilting, dancing sound of a bluegrass or old-time fiddle tune flatpicked 
on guitar in the tradition of Doc Watson, Norman Blake or David Grier? 
Want to create some of that magic yourself ? This intermediate-and-up class 
will take an organic approach to the music, liberating us from dependence 
on tablature and bringing the tunes to life while opening up the path to 
creative expression and improvisation within the melody. We’ll learn some 
cool tunes, learn how to pick up tunes by ear on the fly, and do lots of playing 
together. Audio recorders recommended.
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SplEv
(Note: There is no advance registration necessary for the following events.)

GUITAR MAINTENANCE & REPAIR (Randy Hughes)
Come have your instrument checked out and pick up a few ‘care & feeding’ tips.

LUTHIERS EXHIBIT
Throughout the week we will have several of the finest luthiers in America 
on hand displaying some of their instruments, including Gerald Sheppard, 
www.sheppardguitars.com, Michael Bashkin, www.bashkinguitars.com, 
and John Slobod, www.circaguitars.com, as well as a display of some of 
the amazing inventory from Dream Guitars, www.dreamguitars.com, 
an award-winning local shop specializing in the world’s finest high-end 
instruments.

SLOW JAMS (various)
Each day, after lunch, a staff member will lead jam sessions of common tunes 
at a tempo slow enough for folks to learn the tunes as they play.

DIS-ORIENTATION DINNER
On Friday, come experience Happy Hour and a special final dinner to end 
Guitar Week.

GYPSY JAZZ: GUITAR BASICS (Greg Ruby)
Gypsy jazz is fun and accessible. This hands-on class is intended for either 
a beginning guitar player or a player new to Gypsy jazz. We will use tunes 
from the repertoire to learn the basics of chord voicings, rhythm guitar, pick 
technique, melodies and using licks to build a solo. Plan to be jamming over 
your favorite tunes by the week’s end.

GYPSY JAZZ: RHYTHM GUITAR (Greg Ruby)
This workshop will expand your understanding of Gypsy jazz rhythm guitar 
by focusing on the essential elements that drive an ensemble. Using repertoire 
common to the genre, participants learn ‘la pompe’, ‘four to the bar’, Gypsy 
bossa, and swing waltz rhythms. Launch into chord inversions to expand 
your chordal vocabulary.

GYPSY JAZZ: LEAD GUITAR (Greg Ruby)
This workshop will focus on the key elements to effective lead guitar playing 
in the Gypsy jazz realm. Using a variety of tunes, we will investigate melody 
interpretation, improvising, and adding chordal elements into your solos. 
We will also look at ways to learn and add Gypsy jazz licks and ideas to 
your vocabulary.

MEMPHIS MINNIE SONGBOOK FOR  
FINGERSTYLE GUITAR (Del Rey)
You should be able to maintain an alternating bass with your thumb and 
be comfortable with first position chords. We’ll learn the guitar vocabulary 
you need to figure out most any Memphis Minnie song you might want to 
learn. Since her style is such a big influence on early 20th century guitar 
blues, you will be able to apply this vocabulary to other musicians like Big 
Bill Broonzy, Lonnie Johnson Bumble Bee Slim etc. This class is organized 
by keys-G, C, E, D. We’ll listen to a selection of Memphis Minnie originals 
in each key in class and learn how to figure them out. We’ll also learn ways 
to make duet guitar parts work on solo guitar (Minnie often worked with a 
partner). Recorders encouraged.

BLUE UKE: FINGERPICKING  
BLUES ON UKULELE (Del Rey)
You should be familiar with basic chords and be able to keep time while 
changing them. This class will give you an introduction to right-hand fin-
gerpicking and to what makes a melody “blue”. We’ll listen and learn a song 
each day (by ear-no tab) in class. You will soon be  picking solo arrangements 
of great old tunes from Gus Cannon, the Memphis Jug Band, Frank Stokes, 
Bo Carter and other giants of ‘20s string band music. Recorders encouraged. 
Re-entrant tuning preferred.

UKULELE PARLOR ORCHESTRA (Del Rey)
Parlor music is something interesting and important from our musical past. 
Getting together to play beautiful songs was a favorite musical activity. In 
this intermediate/advanced class, we’ll learn the oddly-named “Yaaka Hula 
Hickey Doola”one of the first Tin Pan Alley tunes to cash in on the Hawaiian 
music craze of the 1910s. There will be 3 parts, taught by ear, music and 
tablature and we’ll work on listening and playing with one another as a 
group. Recorders encouraged.

INTRO TO SWING RHYTHM GUITAR (Gerald Ross)
Swing rhythm guitar is fun to play and easy to learn. As the rhythm guitarist 
in a swing session you “drive” the band with a steady pulse and dance-able 
beat. We will begin with basic barre chords and use classic tunes from the 
Swing Era songbook to transform you into a rhythm-machine! We will also 
touch upon the three-note rhythm chord style made famous by Freddie Green 
of the Count Basie Orchestra. This class will teach you how to get the swing 
feel in your playing, movable chords, flat-pick and finger-style techniques. 
At the end of the week you will be able to confidently sit-in on swing jam 

sessions. A steel string acoustic guitar with fairly low action is recommended 
(we will play chords up-the-neck). No music theory needed. No music reading 
required. Please contact me with any questions: gerald@geraldross.com.

INTRO TO SWING UKULELE (Gerald Ross)
The 1930s and 40s were a magical time in the history of popular music. 
Swing was mainstream. The ukulele was made for swing music! Any uke 
song can swing and sound jazzy. Its easy to make your instrumental ac-
companiment more interesting through chord substitutions, syncopation, 
strumming patterns and single note lead work. The material covered in this 
intermediate class is not exclusive to the jazz/swing world – it can be used 
for all styles of music. No music theory needed. No music reading required. 
No knuckle-busting chord shapes to learn. Just fun! A concert or tenor sized 
uke tuned GCEA is recommended. Please contact me with any questions: 
gerald@geraldross.com

CHORD/MELODY FOR SOLO UKULELE (Gerald Ross)
Chord Melody is a solo approach to fretted instrument playing where both the 
chord and melody line are played at the same time. This is a very popular style 
in the guitar world where many virtuoso players exist – look no further than 
the Swannanoa faculty for excellent examples. Can this solo style of playing 
be achieved on the tiny ukulele with its four strings and very short scale? Yes 
it can! Have no fear – this class could actually be titled “Four strings are 
plenty enough!” This fingerstyle technique will use chord substitutions and 
single-note lines to craft complete, stand-alone arrangements. Songs from 
the Swing Era will be used as tools to learn this very rewarding technique. 
We’ll start with easy melodies and progress as the week goes on. A concert 
or tenor sized uke tuned GCEA is recommended. Some basic right-hand 
fingerpicking skills under your belt will speed you along as well. No music 
theory needed. No music reading required. No knuckle-busting chord shapes 
to learn. Please contact me with any questions: gerald@geraldross.com



KATHY MATTEA
Twice named Female Vocalist of the Year by the 
Country Music Association, Kathy Mattea estab-
lished herself in the late 1980s and 1990s as an artist 
at ease both with country tradition and free-ranging 
innovation, with a penchant for songcatching. In 
1990, the West Virginia native won the first of 
her two Grammy Awards, earning the Best Female 
Country Vocal Performance award for her moving 
“Where’ve You Been,” co-written by husband Jon 
Vezner. She is among the most successful women 
in the genre’s history, yet her creative spirit has led 
her to explore musical territory extending well 
beyond its confines. Her recent recordings have 
intertwined Celtic, gospel and bluegrass influences 

with the folk and acoustic music that have always served as her artistic anchor. Increas-
ingly in demand as a public speaker, Kathy regularly presents educational programs, 
both separately and in conjunction with concert appearances, at colleges and civic 
venues across the country. These range from vocal and songwriting workshops for 
Berklee College of Music, North House Folk School, and the Swannanoa Gathering, 
to topical and motivational talks about the arts, climate change, and “Finding Your 
Path,” to her multi-media presentation “My Coal Journey,” a discussion of music’s role 
in social change, featuring live musical performances and a powerpoint slideshow. An 
early spokesperson and advocate for AIDS awareness and research, Kathy’s long history 
of activism has led her to bring public attention to several current environmental issues, 
including climate change and the controversial mining practice called “mountaintop 
removal” in her native Appalachia.  www.mattea.com

MARY GAUTHIER
An adopted child who became a teenage runaway, 
Gauthier found her first shelter among addicts and drag 
queens in New Orleans at the age of 15. Following a career 
as a chef while battling addiction and eventually finding 
sobriety, Gauthier started writing songs at the age of 35. 
By 2005, Mercy Now, her first major label release, was 
named the #1 Record of the Year on the year-end list of 
The New York Times and Billboard magazine. Rolling Stone 
magazine recently listed the title track “Mercy Now” as 
one of the 30 saddest country songs of all time. Soon after, 
the Americana Music Association recognized her as “New 
Artist of the Year.” 10 albums, several world tours and a 

Grand Ole Opry debut later, Gauthier was called “One of Americana’s most admired 
artists – across the US and around the world,” by The Wall Street Journal. Upon the 2015 
release of Trouble and Love, The Los Angeles Times put her in a class with such greats as 
Kris Kristofferson, John Prine and Bob Dylan, for her “razor-sharp eye for detail and her 
commitment to unsentimental self-reflection.” Mary’s songs have been also recorded by 
other artists, including Blake Shelton, Jimmy Buffet, Mike Farris (who won a Grammy 
with “Mercy Now,”) Amy Helm, Candi Staton, Bettye Lavette (nominated for a Grammy 
for “Worthy,” penned by Mary Gauthier and Beth Nielsen Chapman) and Bill Chambers. 
Mary is currently working with Songwriting With Soldiers, a group that offers veterans 
and their families a chance to work with professional songwriters to craft songs about 
their experiences, often about combat and the return home, and is currently writing 
a book for Yale University Press called The Art of Song, due to be released in 2017.   
www.marygauthier.com

 Contemporary Folk Week celebrates our 25th Anniversary with a world-class staff of returning artist/instructors including our first Master Music 
Maker, folk legend Tom Paxton and the timeless artistry of Janis Ian. We’re honored to also welcome back favorites from last year and previous years including 
Grammy-winners Kathy Mattea, Jon Vezner, and Don Henry, folk stalwarts Ellis Paul, Cliff Eberhardt and Amy Speace, vocal coaches Siobhan Quinn and 
Danny Ellis, and music theory guru Ray Chesna. We welcome an exciting new addition to this year’s staff in one of the leading lights in today’s contemporary 
folk scene, the wonderful Mary Gauthier.
 Drawing on tradition and innovation, our instructors bring a world of practical and imaginative experience to help you create and perform the music 
that makes your heart sing. Whether you’re trying out material at a local ‘open mike’, a performer with some experience, a working musician looking for some 
help in reaching your next goal, or someone who would simply like to feel more confident pulling that guitar out in front of others, we’re here to help, and our 
foundations are support, fun, and community. Our top-notch staff, knowledgeable in the various aspects of both the art and business of contemporary acoustic 
music, can help you achieve your goals. In addition, our limited enrollment and small campus encourage community-building at its best – frequent and informal 
interaction between students and staff, all doing our utmost to ensure that you go home energized and empowered to make the most of your music in hands-on 
and meaningful ways.
 Choose from a wide variety of songwriting, performance, vocal and creativity classes which all stress supportive interaction among staff and students 
and individual attention to students’ needs. Each day’s schedule will address both artistic and commercial questions and concerns, while also providing time 
for sharing music on an informal basis, and social activities will include open mikes, concerts, song circles, special events, and spontaneous music-making. 
Contemporary Folk Week runs concurrently with Guitar Week using the same schedule, so it’s easy to take classes in either program. Please note, however, that 
the Contemporary Folk Week open mikes are open only to those who have declared themselves to be Contemporary Folk Week students and are taking at least 
two classes in the Contemporary Folk Week program.
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force of the Greenwich Village New Folk movement and well-known among his peers, 
Cliff ’s songs have been covered by the likes of Richie Havens, Buffy St. Marie, Erasure, 
Lucy Kaplansky and the folk superstar band “Cry, Cry, Cry” (Dar Williams, Richard 
Shindell, Lucy Kaplansky). A consummate performer, Cliff engages the audience with 
funny but true stories tinged with irony, accompanied by an unparalleled guitar style. 
Cliff has been an acclaimed instructor at many songwriting camps, colleges, schools, 
and workshops, and is currently fulfilling one of his dreams – writing music for the 
theater. Never one to start small, he was asked to write all of the songs for, and perform 
in, the Folger Shakespeare Library’s production of The Taming of the Shrew, in Wash-
ington, DC. We’re pleased to welcome him back for his seventh Swannanoa Gathering.  
www.cliffeberhardt.net

TOM PAXTON
Nanci Griffith has said, “I think we were all born 
singing Tom Paxton songs,” and truly, there are few 
whose original work blends so seamlessly with those 
traditional songs distilled over generations of the 
oral tradition. Tom has been an integral part of the 
folk music community since the early 60’s Greenwich 
Village scene and continues to be a primary influence 
on today’s ‘New Folk’ performers. In the words of 
John Gorka, “I would give every hair on my head to 
be able to write songs like Tom Paxton.” In a career 

that spans more than four decades, Tom has performed thousands of concerts and 
continues to find new fans throughout the world. Paxton songbooks, award-winning 
children’s recordings, and a catalog of thousands of songs, recorded by everyone from 
Willie Nelson to Placido Domingo, all serve to document a remarkable career, but 
his ultimate legacy is the profound influence and admiration his music has engen-
dered among three generations of musicians and fans. In 1996, Tom received the 
first of our Master Music Maker Awards for lifetime achievement, and serves on our 
Advisory Board. He’s also received Lifetime Achievement Awards from ASCAP and 
Folk Alliance International, and a special tribute from Britain’s House of Commons.   
www.tompaxton.com

AMY SPEACE
“What Amy Speace says – what she sings – she says 
with a confluence of poetry and honesty, of emotional 
specificity,” (The New York Times). A contemporary folk 
singer-songwriter with a classic voice that inhabits a 
space somewhere between Joan Baez and Judy Garland, 
Amy has released 5 albums that have brought her critical 
raves from NPR, UK’s Mojo Magazine and rock critic 
Dave Marsh. Baltimore-born, she started playing guitar 
and writing songs in her 20’s while working as an ac-
tress and director in Greenwhich Village. Judy Collins 

discovered Amy and signed her to her own record label. After almost 20 years in New 
York City, Amy moved to Nashville in 2009. Her 2013 CD, How To Sleep In A Stormy 
Boat, was an ambitious song-cycle inspired by Shakespeare and she was featured on 
NPR’s All Things Considered. In 2015, she released, That Kind of Girl, her most personal 
record yet. In 2016, Gearbox/Caroline Records will release Applewood Road, a trio of 
Amy, Amber Rubarth and UK-based artist Emily Barker. She has taught performance 
and songwriting at Berklee College of Music, The Rocky Mountain Folks Festival Song 
School, The Kerrville Folk Festival, Sisters Americana Song Academy, leads her own 
intimate songwriter retreats in Nashville, Songs From The Well, and is grateful to also 
work with Songwriting With Soldiers. This is Amy’s third year teaching at Swannanoa, 
which she now calls her ‘happy place’.  www.amyspeace.com

ELLIS PAUL
Ellis Paul’s songwriting credentials are unassailable. They 
are as genuine as the 15 Boston Music Awards he has 
earned, as indelible as the tattoo of Woody Guthrie that 
adorns his arm, and as authentic as the musical roots he 
draws upon with every note he plays. At the invitation 
of Woody’s daughter, Ellis wrote a song with Woody’s 
unpublished lyrics and was given an honorary citizen-
ship to Woody’s hometown of Okemah, OK. Ellis is one 
of those gifted singer/songwriters who can tell their own 
story through songs that also encapsulate the essence of 

people and places who have helped define our times and shared history. Traveling in 
the footsteps of Guthrie, Dylan and Springsteen, Ellis relates his own experiences to 
those with whom he shares a common bond. Some may refer to him as a folksinger, 
but he is also singular storyteller, a musician whose words reach out from inside and 
yet also express the feelings, thoughts and sensibilities that most people can relate to in 
one way or another, regardless of age or upbringing. He has 19 releases, a documentary 
film, a book of poems/short stories, and a children’s book to his credit. Ellis’ songs have 
been featured in films such as: Me, Myself & Irene, Shallow Hal and Hall Pass, as well 
as TV shows and documentary films. He has performed on stages at the Newport Folk 
Festival, Carnegie Hall, clubs and coffeehouses all over the world, and was awarded an 
Honorary Degree from the University of Maine and inducted into the Maine Music 
Hall of Fame.  www.ellispaul.com

JANIS IAN
Ten Grammy nominations in eight different categories. 
Three Grammys, in three different categories, almost 
forty years apart. What does that mean? “Either I don’t 
do anything well for very long, or I bore easily.” Janis Ian 
wrote her first song at 12, was published at 13, made 
a record at 14, had a hit at 15, and was a has-been at 
16. It’s been uphill ever since. Her writer’s catalogue 
includes “Stars”, recorded by artists as diverse as Mel 
Torme, Glen Campbell, and Nina Simone; “Society’s 
Child,” which provoked the burning of a radio station 

and the firing of DJs who played it, “Jesse”, and the seminal “At Seventeen”, recorded 
most recently by Celine Dion. The very first musical performer on Saturday Night Live, 
her list of interests includes technology (her article “The Internet Debacle” was cited 
in the Grokster and Napster cases), science fiction (nine short stories published in the 
field, with Prayerville adapted for theatre by Sci-Fest LA), children’s books (The Tiny 
Mouse was a Kirkus Children’s Book of the Year), and her own life (her autobiography, 
Society’s Child, was starred by Publisher’s Weekly and her narration of it won her another 
Grammy, for “Best Spoken Word”). A favorite guitarist of the late Chet Atkins, she was 
also the first female player to have a signature acoustic guitar by a major company (Santa 
Cruz.) She truly believes artists should know about everything, without limitation, and 
she hopes passing on some of her own hard-earned knowledge will help others avoid 
her mistakes – or at least, not care as much about them. We are delighted to welcome 
Janis back for her third Swannanoa Gathering.  www.janisian.com

CLIFF EBERHARDT
Red House recording artist Cliff Eberhardt knew by age 
seven that he was going to be a singer and songwriter. As 
a child, Cliff taught himself to play guitar, piano, bass and 
drums. In his teens, Eberhardt was fortunate enough to 
live close to the Main Point (one of the best folk clubs on 
the East Coast), where he received an early and impressive 
tutorial in acoustic music from such artists as James Taylor, 
Joni Mitchell, Bruce Springsteen, Howlin’ Wolf, Muddy 
Waters, Bonnie Raitt, and Mississippi John Hurt. A driving 



DON HENRY
Grammy-winner Don Henry has written songs recorded 
by legends Ray Charles, Patti Page, Conway Twitty, 
Gene Watson, and B.J. Thomas, as well as by young hit 
makers Blake Shelton, Lonestar, and Miranda Lam-
bert. Don’s played with performers as diverse as Joey 
Ramone at New York’s famous Bottom Line and Keith 
Urban at Nashville’s legendary Bluebird Cafe. The wit 
and wisdom of Don’s songs are widely renowned, from 
campfire favorites, the hilarious “B.F.D.” and biker 
lullaby, “Harley,” to the wonderfully poignant tribute 

to Martin Luther King, “Beautiful Fool.” Kathy Mattea’s version of the Grammy 
Award-winning “Where’ve You Been,” also won Don and co-writer Jon Vezner 
Song of the Year honors from the ACM, the CMA, and the Nashville Songwriters 
Association International, the first song in country music history to be awarded all 
four honors in the same year! Miranda Lambert had a big hit in 2013 with Don and 
Phillip Coleman’s song, “All Kinds Of Kinds,” with Don singing background vocals 
on Miranda’s record. Don tours extensively as a solo performer and as a member of 
The Don Juans with Jon Vezner – their debut album will be released this year. He also 
tours with Tom Kimmel and Sally Barris as The Waymores, whenever schedules allow. 
www.donhenry.com   www.thedonjuans.com   www.waymores.net

JON VEZNER
Grammy award-winning songwriter Jon Vezner is a 
tunesmith of rare sensitivity and dry wit. His catalogue 
of recorded songs, topped by the poignant “Where’ve 
You Been?” co-written with his good friend Don Henry, 
reflects his straight-to-the heart sensibility and sensitivity. 
Vezner weaves the particulars of his own feelings with the 
lives of people he has known, creating universal themes 
that deeply touch listeners’ emotions. “Where’ve You 
Been?” won the Grammy as well as being voted song of 
the year by CMA (Country Music Association), ACM 
(Academy of Country Music) and NSAI (Nashville 
Songwriters Association International). Vezner was sub-
sequently named “Songwriter of the Year” by the NSAI. 

Jon’s songs have been recorded by a varied list of artists such as Martina McBride, Faith 
Hill, Janis Ian, Judy Collins, John Mellencamp, Nanci Griffith, Steve Wariner, Reba 
McEntire, Kathy Mattea, Lorrie Morgan, Vonda Shepard, Aaron Tippon, The Wiggins, 
Garth Brooks, Ronnie Milsap, Clay Walker, Bill Miller, Diamond Rio, and many more. 
Vezner also has quite a list of production credits, including projects for the wonderful 
and iconic Patti Page, Danny O’Keefe, John Berry, Victory Shaw, and Andrew Walesch. 
Jon is presently producing a project for Livingston Taylor. Jon is also one half of the duo 
The DonJuans, with his long time good buddy Don Henry. Following the philosophy of 
“giving back,” Jon has become very active as an instructor in various songwriting schools 
and workshops across the country.  www.jonvezner.com

DANNY ELLIS
An accomplished and eclectic musician, straddling 
rock/pop/jazz/folk, Danny crafts songs that hold a rare 
intimacy and honesty. Born in Dublin, Ireland, his first 
musical experiences came from playing trombone at the 
age of 8 in a Dublin orphanage band. His songs have 
been recorded by many top Irish artists, three of which 
entered the Top Ten. He toured with Graham Parker 

and the Rumor, The Foundations, and was a session singer for London’s Abbey Road 
Studio for four years. For his acclaimed biographical CD, 800 Voices: My Life In An 
Irish Orphanage, he was awarded “Lyricist of the Year” by Just Plain Folks, the biggest 
independent music award organization in the world. This album has been hailed by 
Hotpress, Ireland’s leading musical magazine, as “one of the classics of contemporary 
Irish music.’” Danny has written a book and a play based on this CD. The book, The 
Boy at the Gate, was published in the fall of 2012 to international critical acclaim and 
reached #2 on the Irish book charts. Danny is a much-sought-after vocal coach amongst 
pros and beginners alike. In between touring, he teaches voice and songwriting privately 
and in workshops. Lately, he has expanded his lessons to Skype and added mindfulness 
and meditation for musicians to help with anxiety and stage-fright. As well as teach-
ing traditional techniques and tools, Danny aims to help the student find the native 
authenticity that often gets buried by the obsession to get it “right”. When this natural 
ease is found, everything else falls into place without fuss.  www.dannyellismusic.com

RAY CHESNA
An accomplished guitarist and songwriter, Ray is fluent in 
a wide range of styles including western swing, folk, blues, 
country and bluegrass, and has been a long-time fixture at 
Contemporary Folk Week, as the sideman of choice for open 
mikes and concerts. A private music teacher since 1971, Ray 
has also been on staff at the Augusta Heritage Center in Elkins, 
WV, the Guitar Intensive at Bar Harbor, ME, Club Passim 
in Cambridge, MA, and has led workshops for the South 
East Bluegrass Association in Atlanta, GA. He continues to 

teach privately at his home studio in Asheville, NC, where he also maintains a guitar 
repair business. Ray records for Echo Lake Records and is the author of Guitar Tools, 
a guitar theory manual, featuring his unique method of understanding the guitar.   
www.raychesna.com

SIOBHÁN QUINN
A profoundly versatile vocalist and teacher, Siobhán writes 
and performs songs in folk, blues and adult contemporary 
pop styles. She is known as a dynamic singer of Chicago & 
New Orleans style electric blues and has performed many 
other styles from jazz and big band to r&b and rock; early 
song to renaissance music, and medieval madrigals in five 
languages. Truly one of the most popular vocal instructors 
around, she tours internationally, and is accompanied at 

Swannanoa by her music partner and husband, songwriter Michael Bowers. Her careful 
attention to each individual is renowned, and students often return to her workshops, 
learning new tools each year. She has taught at such programs as WUMB Summer 
Acoustic Music Week, Kerrville Folk Festival, Rocky Mountain Folks Festival Song 
School, NERFA, Great American Masters Music Industry Workshop, and coached voice 
at the Summersongs & Wintersongs songwriting retreats. When at home in Alexandria, 
VA, Siobhán teaches individuals, and coaches vocal performance for recordings. She 
consistently updates her own credentials through such programs as the international 
British Voice Association Conference master classes in performance/otolaryngology, and 
CCM at Shenandoah Conservatory. Awarded a WAMMIE for Best Traditional Folk 
Vocalist, Siobhán has also been a top-five songwriting finalist in the prestigious Boston 
Folk Festival Songwriting and (with Michael Bowers) Kerrville New Folk Competitions 
and Emerging Artist at Falcon Ridge Folk Festival.  www.dreamersloversandoutlaws.com
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Contemporary Folk Week, July 24-30, 2016
7:30- 8:30 Breakfast

9:00- 10:15 Writing Melodies
(Eberhardt)

Guitar Tools:  
String Theory A

(Chesna)

The Writer’s  
Voice A 

(Gauthier)

Co-Writing
(Vezner)

The Sound  
of You A
 (Ellis)

Sing What You Mean,  
Mean What You Sing

(Speace)

10:15- 10:45 Coffee/Tea Break

10:45- 12:00
How to Create a Stage Show When 
You’re the Only Thing On Stage A

(Paul)

Guitar Tools:  
String Theory B 

(Chesna)

Master Class: 
History of  
the Artist

(Ian)

What I Learned 
From Pete & Woody

(Paxton)

Song Critiques
(Vezner)

Vocal Clinic 
(Quinn)

11:30- 1:00 Lunch

1:00- 2:15 Free Time

2:15- 3:30
How to Create a Stage Show When 
You’re the Only Thing On Stage B

(Paul)

The Writer’s 
Voice B 

 (Gauthier)

Vocal  
Master Class 

(Mattea)

The Muse Loves to 
See You at Work

(Henry)

Conversations: 
Beyond the Fourth Wall

(Ian)

It’s All About  
the Song
(Quinn)

3:45- 5:00 Performance
(Mattea)

Don’t Drop the Ball,  
Tear Down the Wall 

(Henry)

The Sound  
of You B
 (Ellis)

Writing a 
Traditional Song

(Paxton)

Song Editing 
& Arranging 
 (Eberhardt)

What Writer’s Block? 
Let’s Get Unstuck

(Speace)

5:00- 6:30 Supper

7:30- ? Evening Events (open mikes, concerts, dances, jam sessions, etc.)
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WHAT WRITER’S BLOCK?  
LET’S GET UNSTUCK (Amy Speace)
When I feel I’ve got writer’s block or I’m in that place where I feel like I’ve 
either got no new ideas or I’m just plain “stuck” – either stuck plagarizing 
my last 3 songs, stuck in a groove rut, a lyric or a musical rut, that’s when it’s 
time for the Amusement Park of Songwriting. In this class, we’ll be writing 
songs from Games to Get You Unstuck. Some of the fun we’ll have: the 20 
minute song (yes, you can write a fully-formed song in 20 minutes, I know 
you can, and you’d be surprised at how deep you go when you’re not thinking 
so hard about it); The 20 Word-Limit Song; the ‘everyone gets the same hook 
line’ song; Songs from Improvisation; partnering and swapping stories for 
songs, etc. We’ll also talk about techniques for writing exercises to try when 
you’re already writing a song and are stuck, how to access deeper writing 
and the story to bring to that lyric, and we’ll look at your own songs where 
you may be stuck and try to unstick them.

SONG CRITIQUES ( Jon Vezner)
Songs chosen for critique each day will be drawn from “a hat.” Attendees 
will be encouraged to attend all sessions for it will be beneficial to be a part 
of the process whether your song has been chosen or not. Critiques will be 
very in-depth, and we’ll hope to cover two to three songs per 75 minute ses-
sion. We will address song form and structure, prosody, storyline, melody, 
arrangement and last but not least, commercial potential.

CO-WRITING (Jon Vezner)
The class will explore the benefits and advantages of co-writing, how to 
choose a co-writer, discussion of the co-writing process, and the division of 
copyright. Students will be paired up with someone in the first class session 
to be their co-writer for the week. Co-writers will then work on their songs 
on their own time. Class time will be set aside each day to discuss progress, 
problems etc., and the songs (complete or incomplete) will be performed 
during the last day of class.

l
(Unless otherwise indicated, all classes have a limit of 15)
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to improve your melodies, how to make the songs have more memorable 
melodies, and how to insert intros, bridges and endings. By the end of the 
week we will try to reconstruct your work into a complete beautiful song. 
Usually during the week most students start to get it and add their own sug-
gestions. That’s when I get to take cat naps. The point is, I’ve never taught 
this class where the students didn’t have a great time.

SONG EDITING & ARRANGING (Cliff Eberhardt)
In this class we will explore how to arrange songs to put them in a concise 
form ready for performance and or recording. As a group, we will look at 
every part of the song from lyrics to melody, including solos, intros and 
endings. We will discuss production values, what instruments we hear that 
will enhance the overall sound of the song. We will work on the arrangement 
of the instrument that you play with your song. Please bring at least two 
printed copies of your lyrics and bring a song that you are willing to work 
on – not one that has already been recorded.

Vl

VOCAL MASTER CLASS (Kathy Mattea)
In this class we’ll do individual singing in front of the group, and play 
with techniques including phrasing, presence in the lyric, technical tips for 
breathing, relaxing, and getting out of our own way. This class is for anyone 
who wants to inhabit their own songs more comfortably. We work to create 
a safe environment to explore and take risks. Really fun!

THE SOUND OF YOU A & B (Danny Ellis)
(NOTE: This class is offered twice. Each section covers the same material.)  
Finding your Authentic Voice by Deep Listening. The key to authenticity is 
deep, active listening. This intentional listening is extremely transformative. 
Almost entirely by itself, the natural intelligence of this feedback, between 
mind and ear, brings about effortless change. Unfortunately, many of us 
don’t really listen because we’re so busy trying to impersonate. And because 
we fail at that, we feel like failures ourselves. In this class we’ll learn to stop 
emulating and trust our voice to find its own unique contours. It’s then we 
make the most awesome discovery: It’s so liberating – and hilarious – to 
finally realize that what you’re disliking in your voice is not you, it’s your 
failure to imitate another. We may still, of course, need to make some changes 
to our technique. But when we learn deep, intelligent listening, we realize 
that, without this calm sobriety, any technique is just another source of stress. 
Deep listening changes the whole focus from gross efforting to allowing, and 
from there, technique can serve rather than burden. Then we’ll explore other 
traditional tools to set your voice free; breath, posture, placement, resonance 
and register blending, and some cool anchoring techniques to dispel anxiety 
and doubt. We’ll do a lot of fun vocalizing and some song/performance 
critique for those who want it. For beginners and pros alike.

IT’S ALL ABOUT THE SONG (Siobhán Quinn)
This is intended as a next step for prior students of the Vocal Clinic class, but 
also available to those with a bit of vocal experience. We’ll spend the first 
day on basics, getting everyone on the same page, then immediately focusing 
on tools to capture your best performance in songs of your choice. There will 
be individual work/performance and interactive vocal warm-ups each day. 
Everyone will learn crucial vocal and performance skills for translating 
technical singing skills into excellent vocal performance of songs – whether 
humorous, sensitive, deep, dark songs, or the wailing blues. Siobhán may even 
use video to record and show you exactly what’s happening when you sing.

THE MUSE LOVES TO SEE YOU AT WORK (Don Henry)
It’s a beautiful moment when a wave of inspiration hits you. However, if 
you’re like most of us, it can be a long time between those moments. Fortu-
nately, the Muse is kind to those who are busy at work! Inspiration never 
travels without the companion of craftsmanship, and we’re going to use the 
whole toolbox: hard and soft rhymes, cadences and chord changes, cut and 
paste, puns and juxtapositions. In the process we’ll conquer three challenges 
during the week: assignment writing, writing lyrics without an instrument, 
and putting music to a co-writer’s lyrics. Come explore how creativity can 
blossom from boundaries.

DONT DROP THE BALL,  
TEAR DOWN THE WALL (Don Henry)
Tired of writing yourself into a corner? How often have you found yourself up 
against the wall of writer’s block? Have no fear, there’s always a way through, 
and we’re gonna find it together. In the process, you’ll acquire some tools 
that can help you overcome future writer’s block. Bring a problem song, 16 
copies of the lyrics, and together we’ll tame that sucker!

WHAT I LEARNED FROM PETE & WOODY (Tom Paxton)
This class will include songs by Pete Seeger, Woody Guthrie and others and 
how they shaped Tom’s songwriting. We will write songs right from the 
news of the day. Bring 15 copies of anything of the kind you have written.

WRITING A TRADITIONAL SONG (Tom Paxton)
This is a songwriting class on traditional styles. Come explore what traditional 
songs have to teach us in the 21st century. We will write new verses for tradi-
tional songs, which will give us a new appreciation for this priceless heritage.

THE WRITER’S VOICE A & B (Mary Gauthier)
(NOTE: This class is offered twice. Each section covers the same material) 
In this class songwriters will be encouraged to dig deep into their inner 
selves to find and use their own unique voice in their songs. Songwriters 
often have to push through firewalls of fear, confusion and self-doubt to 
effectively articulate their truths in their songs, but the beauty of this chal-
lenging work is the discovery that the deeply personal is universal. Digging 
into our heart of hearts, we discover the whole world there. The universe 
lives inside each of us. Once we understand this, our work can connect us 
to ourselves, to other beings, and to the world in ways we never could have 
imagined. These new connections inevitably bring us joy. We are returned 
to our own hearts through the sharing of our humanity with others. We 
go from feeling narrated, into narrating. We go from being written on, to 
writing. We experience our own story in powerful new ways when we write 
it and sing it. We become a witness, take a step back and observe. The space 
created in this act offers an opportunity to discover, name, and release self-
defeating patterns. The uncovering and revealing of oneself is a primary 
source of transformative beauty, the creation of art. This class will teach 
students to listen for their own unique “Writer’s Voice,” access new levels of 
awareness in their songwriting, learn to truly listen to their lyric, explore 
the relationships between melody, chord choices, song structure and lyrics, 
break fear-based writing patterns and take risks.

WRITING MELODIES (Cliff Eberhardt)
We’ll start with a brief history of melodic writing and then show how to 
incorporate a melodic vocabulary into your songs, including what to look 
for to get out of melodic repetition. Bring in songs that are incomplete or 
songs that you feel need improvement, not songs that you are married to or 
have already recorded. You’ll be asked to start with just a verse and a chorus 
to work on, no complete songs until later in the week. We’ll talk about how 
to insert different chords and use different intervals of your existing songs 
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VOCAL CLINIC (Siobhán Quinn)
This class is for road-weary, occasional and even “never before” singers, 
especially guitarists! Everyone has a unique sound from the physical make-
up of their vocal cords/resonance chambers; learning vocal technique will 
help you claim your songs with your voice! Siobhán uses classical/modern 
technique as a foundation for vocal flexibility while helping you to maintain 
individual vocal personality. We’ll work individually to explore and enhance 
your voice and you will develop a personal basic regimen to maintain skills 
you learn in the workshop. Siobhán is an encouraging teacher who will help 
you to bring out the best parts of your voice within each song you sing. Be 
prepared to work on two songs – one you love to sing, and one you really 
want to sing. They do not have to be your own and a capella is just fine. We 
will cover 1) vocal/breath warm-ups leading up to advanced workouts, 2) 
physiology of the voice, how to use each part – knowledge crucial to getting 
the most out of your instrument, including vocal health issues, 3) specific 
issues and exercises for songwriters/guitarists, such as posture with instru-
ment, lack of breath, singing flexibly within your range, positioning and 
strengthening exercises to shake out the unsteady parts of your voice. We’ll 
work toward songs in the second half of the week, and how to translate the 
emotional intention of a song effectively.



PERFORMANCE (Kathy Mattea)
The intention of this class is to explore all aspects of performance, from the arc 
of a set, to being present with the audience and ourselves while we’re singing 
a particular song. We will explore the differences in the way a performance 
“feels” from the inside, for the performer, and how it comes across to an 
audience. We’ll also talk about pacing, “mini-sets” within a performance, 
what I call “Gozinta’s and gozouta’s” (which is, how do we prepare for the 
next song mentally, even when we’re still finishing up the previous song), and 
how do we have all the pieces in place so we can have choices in the moment 
based on what we’re experiencing from the audience and within ourselves. 
The goal is to have fun, and to create a safe space as a group, to experiment 
and get more information about what works and what doesn’t.

SING WHAT YOU MEAN, 
MEAN WHAT YOU SING (Amy Speace)
Performance isn’t easy. It’s hard enough to write a song. It can be really 
painful to think about getting up in front of people to sing it. How do you 
do that, do it truthfully, do it honestly night after night? How do you get 
over stage fright? This is a comprehensive performance workshop, looking at 
your songs, your performances and finding your way into a strong, connected 
performance without overacting. Along the way, we’ll look at everything it 
takes to create a meaningful performance, from song choices to banter to 
set lists and back to the basics of just getting up the nerve backstage to get 
out there. This is a fun, active, on-your-feet week, so be prepared with a few 
songs you’re ready to workshop. Even if you’ve never sung a song to anyone 
outside of the shower, this workshop will help you. And if you’re a seasoned 
performer, I guarantee this workshop will take your show to the next level.

HOW TO CREATE A STAGE SHOW WHEN 
YOU’RE THE ONLY THING ON STAGE A & B (Ellis Paul)
(NOTE: This class is offered twice. Each section covers the same material) 
This class will examine simple stage techniques that bring out the best 
dynamics from you and your show. We will break down a stage show and 
auditorium into their individual parts and show the artist how to fill the 
void of each them with music, presence and dynamics.
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MASTER CLASS: HISTORY OF THE ARTIST (Janis Ian)
This will be a traditional master class, normally offered on the university level 
and to colleagues in the arts, focusing on the role of and history of the artist 
through the ages and up to the modern world. We will be covering history 
– telling as it spread from the Cro-Magnon and Neanderthal to the ancient 
Greeks and those ugly Romans, the Dark Ages, the medieval troubadours 
and their role in spreading the news, the Renaissance, and why syphilis gave 
rise to the “artist as lunatic” perception. We’ll pay attention to fear and its 
effect on us as creative persons, the poetry and consciousness of wood, what 
to do when the well runs dry, the importance of both craft and talent, and 
the impossibility of living up to your ideals. There will be quotes and song 
illustrations as well. Students will be asked to read 3-4 short stories about 
artists before class begins. Contact me at janis@janisian.com for copies of 
these. Please bring a kazoo. (No class limit)

CONVERSATIONS:
BEYOND THE FOURTH WALL (Janis Ian)
There are things in “the arts” that no one talks about – bring them here! 
My “Master Class” will have a very defined fourth wall; it is an instruction 
class, not a discussion. Conversely, the afternoon class will be a guided 
free-for-all. Participants are encouraged to bring any and all questions 
and thoughts about art and business; discussions are expected. There may 
be a few guest interviews of select instructors and students, conducted by me 
and covering everything from “How political are the Grammys?” to “What 
do performers do when there’s no bathroom available?” to “How can I age 
gracefully in a youth-skewed market” and “Why do I even bother?!” and 
“How can I convince my family to give me my college money and let me 
spend it making a CD instead?” Both classes will take advantage of the 
fact that I’ve been doing this since I was twelve years old. I am 64, so I must 
have learned something by now. Chiefly, I no longer have anything to lose 
by telling the unvarnished truth. Bring questions you don’t think anyone 
else will answer. Bring your doubts, bring your confusions, bring your anger 
and pain. We will sort through as much of it as we can, and become stronger 
in the making. (No class limit)

GUITAR TOOLS: STRING THEORY
FOR GUITARISTS A & B (Ray Chesna)
(NOTE: This class is offered twice. Each section covers the same material) 
Ray breaks it all down then ties it all together. Be it your own personal 
style, your songwriting, blues, bluegrass, new age, Celtic, pop, jazz; the one 
thing that they all have in common is THEORY. This fun and involving 
course will explore melody (scales) and harmony (chords) in understand-
able terms and with simple concepts. The insightful, practical instruction 
will enable the student to easily apply the concepts to the guitar. This has 
been a popular course for several years now, and, of course, Ray has some 
new tricks up his sleeve. This year we will be spending more time on chords, 
chord progressions and deconstructing classic songs. Clear, helpful handouts 
will allow the student to bring this information home for continued study. 
Repeat offenders always welcome. 
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 Since the invention of the violin, the music of its unschooled alter-ego, the fiddle, has excited people to dance, evoked the devil and the spiritual, 
echoed the human voice and heart. It is an instrument that has made its way into the core of many different traditions and it speaks a language understood 
worldwide. Fiddle Week at the Swannanoa Gathering celebrates that universality with classes in traditional and contemporary styles ranging from Irish to Cajun, 
from bluegrass to blues. The week also includes classes in guitar, focusing on accompaniment in various styles, and there are related offerings for the fiddle’s 
bigger siblings, the cello and bass. The class schedule allows students to explore a rich variety of fiddle styles each day. Each instructor teaches different levels in 
their area of expertise, and students are asked to place themselves in the appropriate level. Most classes are taught at the intermediate or advanced level, but we 
continue to offer “Fiddle From Scratch” to help brand-new fiddlers get off to a good start. Intermediate classes are appropriate for advanced players who would 
like to explore a style that is new to them, or for experienced players who need to get more fluent playing by ear. The advanced classes are designed to build 
on previous experience in the style. Joe Craven’s “Blues & Improvisation” class is open to all levels. During the last hour of the day, there will be a special class 
time for students of any skill level to form bands, along with students from Mando & Banjo Week. With coaching from instructors, band members rehearse 
all week with the option of performing at the Student Showcase on Friday evening. Fiddle Week runs concurrently with Mando & Banjo Week, (see page 49 
for details), and students may take classes in either program. This year’s Luthier’s Exhibit features several instrument builders, including mandolin builder Will 
Kimble, bowmaker Roger Treat, Northfield Mandolins and Lawrence K. Brown, renowned luthier from Weaverville, NC, who will be building a violin during 
the week and will also have finished instruments on hand to sample. Master luthier Lynn Dudenbostel will once again be on hand to offer repair services.

RODNEY MILLER
Rodney Miller was designated a “Master Fiddler” in 1983 
by the National Endowment for the Arts. He is widely 
considered to be the foremost exponent of New England 
style fiddling, a uniquely American blend of French Ca-
nadian and Celtic influences. Over the past 35 years, he 
has toured the U.S., British Isles, Australia and Denmark, 
performed with contradance bands the Stringrays, Blue 
Ribbon Dance Band and the Rhythm Raptors, taught 
at hundreds of music and dance festivals, and recorded 
over ten fiddle albums. In 1999, Rodney represented the 

state of New Hampshire, playing traditional fiddle music at the Smithsonian Folklife 
Festival in Washington, D.C. He has appeared on NPR’s A Prairie Home Compan-
ion, performed live with the Twyla Tharp Modern Dance Company, performed at 
Lincoln Center in NY and was recorded on the album Songs and Sounds of the Sea 
for the National Geographic Society. In 2008, Rodney was asked to represent New 
Hampshire in the All-New England concert Crossroads: Music Traditions of New 
England, held in Quebec City to celebrate the 400th anniversary of the city’s found-
ing and the influence of French culture in North America, In 2014, he was appointed 
to a two-year term as New Hampshire’s Artist Laureate by Gov. Maggie Hassan, the 
NH State Council on the Arts and the NH Dept. of Cultural Resources, for being a 
“Master of New England Fiddling, Crafter of exquisite violins, Composer, Recording 
Artist, Renowned dance fiddler, Student of the history and social function of music, 
and a Generous teacher of traditional arts.”  www.rodneymiller.net

MICHAEL DOUCET
Michael Doucet and his band, BeauSoleil, have been 
the premier ambassadors of the Cajun sound for more 
than three decades, offering music that is usually me-
lodic and harmonically interesting, in addition to its 
riveting rhythmic drive. He grew up on his father’s farm 
about five miles west of Lafayette, Louisiana, and by 

1974, Doucet was playing in local hangouts when a French promoter asked him and 
his band to come to France for two weeks to play at a folk festival. “It was the turn-
ing point of my life,” he says, when he realized the correlations between old French 
songs from the Middle Ages and modern Cajun music. In 1975, he received a grant 
from the National Endowment for the Arts to study the music styles of such living 
Cajun music legends as Dennis McGee. Most of his time has been spent with double 

Grammy-winners BeauSoleil, and the group has toured throughout the states, Europe 
and the Middle East and recorded more than twenty albums. The band composed and 
recorded the sound track for the movie, Belizaire the Cajun, and the title song for the 
romantic thriller, The Big Easy. Doucet has collaborated with Richard Thompson, and 
the band has made several appearances on Garrison Keillor’s radio show, A Prairie Home 
Companion, and at former President Jimmy Carter’s inaugural gala. Keith Richards asked 
Doucet to play on his solo release, Talk is Cheap, and in 1990, BeauSoleil celebrated 
Mardi Gras with the Grateful Dead for 17,000 fans at Oakland Coliseum. In 2005, 
Doucet was awarded a National Heritage Fellowship from the National Endowment 
for the Arts. This will be his fifth year teaching here at what Michael calls “my favorite 
fiddling school!”

JOE CRAVEN
Creativity educator, former museum curator, visual artist, 
actor/storyteller, emcee and recipient of the 2009 Folk 
Alliance Far-West Performer of the Year, Joe has made 
music with many folks – from jazz violinist Stephane 
Grappelli, and Grateful Dead guitarist Jerry Garcia – to 
multi-string guy David Lindley and harmonica wizard 
Howard Levy. Always looking for the next expression 
and object to make music with, he is a musical madman 
with anything that has strings attached; violin, mandolin, 

tin can, bedpan, cookie tin, tenor guitar/banjo, mouth bow, canjoe, cuatro, berimbau, 
balalaika, boot ‘n lace and double-necked whatever. Joe has created music and sound 
effects for commercials, soundtracks, computer games and contributions to several 
Grammy-nominated projects. He has presented at numerous schools, universities and 
the American String Teacher’s Association, is a keynote clinician at Wintergrass in 
Seattle, Executive Director of RiverTunes in California and a coast to coast emcee of 
a variety of music festivals, including Delfest and Telluride Bluegrass. No matter who 
he’s connecting with – a community workshop in Costa Rica, a university lecture in 
Washington, jamming with Gnawa musicians in Morocco or on stage in front of thou-
sands of school kids in Scotland, he’s at home and loving every minute. “Everything 
Joe touches turns to music,” says mandolinist David Grisman, with whom Joe played 
for almost 17 years.  www.joecraven.com

LAURA RISK
(See bio in Celtic Week, page 11)
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MATT GLASER
Matt Glaser is the Artistic Director of the American Roots 
Music Program at the Berklee College of Music, and was 
formerly chairman of the String Department at Berklee for 
30 years. Glaser is the first non-classical string teacher to 
win ASTA’s prestigious Artist Teacher Award,whose past 
recipients include Joseph Szigeti, Pablo Casals, Isaac Stern, 
Yehudi Menuhin, Dorothy DeLay, and Ivan Galamian. 

Glaser has performed and recorded widely in a variety of idioms ranging from jazz to 
bluegrass to early music, and has published 12 books on contemporary violin styles 
including Jazz Violin, co-authored with the late Stephane Grappelli. He has performed 
with David Grisman, Bob Dylan, Stephane Grappelli, J Geils, Leo Kottke, Joe Lovano, 
Charlie Haden, Michael Brecker, Lee Konitz, Kenny Werner, Alison Krauss, Bela Fleck, 
the Waverly Consort, Fiddle Fever, and his own band, Wayfaring Strangers – a band that 
fuses jazz and folk music. The Boston Herald called him “possibly America’s most versatile 
violinist.” Matt served on the board of advisors of the Ken Burns’ Jazz documentary, and 
appears in the film as a ‘talking head.’ Matt served on the boards of directors of Chamber 
Music America and the American String Teachers Association. He has performed at 
the White House, and at Carnegie Hall with Yo-Yo Ma and Mark O’Connor as part 
of Stephane Grappelli’s 80th birthday concert. He has taught at the Mark O’Connor 
Fiddle Camp, University of Miami, American String Teacher Association conferences, 
International Association of Jazz Educator conferences, and many others.

ANDREA HOAG
Since hearing the Holy Modal Rounders at the age of 15, 
Andrea Hoag has been drawn to fiddle traditions where the 
serrated coincides with the sublime. This fascination led her 
inevitably to Sweden, where she studied with elder fiddlers 
Päkkos Gustaf, Påhl Olle, and Nils Agenmark on a fellowship 
from the Skandia Music Foundation. Andrea was the first 
non-Swede to graduate from Malungs Folkhögskola’s Folk 

Violin Pedagogy program, in 1984. Since then she has performed and recorded in nu-
merous combinations across the U.S. and overseas. Career highlights include a Grammy 
nomination for her CD, Hambo in the Snow with Loretta Kelley and Charlie Pilzer; 
a collaborative recording with Jacqueline Schwab, Bruce Molsky and others; leading 
Seattle’s Skandia Spelmanslag on a performance tour of Sweden; and the daily privilege 
of playing music for a living. A dedicated teacher, Andrea has been a guest instructor 
for the American String Teachers Association and the Berklee College of Music. Her 
music has been featured on NPR’s All Things Considered and Performance Today, at the 
Kennedy Center and Library of Congress, and at numerous venues around the U.S. and 
in Sweden.  www.andreahoag.com

LISA ORNSTEIN
Lisa Ornstein is best known as an outstanding interpreter of 
the traditional music of Québéc. She’s also a tune hunter, the 
kind of musician who is passionate about putting back into 
circulation all-but-forgotten gems she’s learned at the feet 
of old masters. A Connecticut-born Midwesterner, Lisa was 
befriended by North Carolina fiddle legend Tommy Jarrell 
while she was in her teens. She was an accomplished old-time 
musician when she became friends with Franco-American 

fiddler Louis Beaudoin and his family. That friendship inspired a twelve-year stay in 
Québéc, with tunes until dawn in kitchens and dance halls across the province, and a stint 
in La Bottine Souriante, the powerhouse trad group most responsible for kickstarting 
Québéc’s folk revival. After directing a cultural heritage center in an Acadian region 
of northern Maine, Lisa moved with her family toPortland, Oregon, where she now 
teaches fiddle and makes musical mischief with musicians such as Johnny B. Connolly 
and Leela Grace. She can often be seen  heading for the airport on her way to another 
gig with Québéc’s Le Bruit Court Dans La Ville (The Buzz Around Town) with André 
Marchand and Normand Miron.  www.lisaornstein.com

BEN SOLLEE
Ben Sollee is an American cellist, singer-songwriter, and com-
poser known for his innovative playing style, genre-bending 
songwriting, electrifying performances, and political and 
environmental activism. A native Kentuckian, Sollee has com-
posed for stage and screen at home and abroad. Following a 
performance at the Lincoln Center’s American Songbook series, 
the New York Times remarked how Sollee’s “…meticulous, fluent 
arrangements continually morphed from one thing to another. 
Appalachian mountain music gave way to the blues, and one 

song was appended with a fragment from a Bach cello suite, beautifully played.” Sollee’s 
musical career has also expanded beyond the stage into film and TV, with his songs 
featured on ABC’s Parenthood and HBO’s Weeds. In partnership with the design group 
Public Works Collaborative, Ben helped create a massive eco-art and tech installation 
called Livestream. The sculpture was recently awarded a grant from the NEA and will 
be installed this fall in Lexington, KY. His upcoming record, Steeples, will see a return to 
the basic ingredients of Sollee’s music: cello, voice, and storytelling.  www.bensollee.com

MATT COMBS
Matt has provided masterful fiddle work for some of the best-
known names in country, bluegrass, and old-time music includ-
ing John Hartford, Jerry Douglas, Patty Loveless, Suzy Bogguss, 
Maura O’Connell, John Oates, Mike Snider, Ray Price, Kevin 
Costner, Charlie Daniels, Jimmy Martin, Marty Stuart, Uncle 
Josh Graves, Kenny Baker, The Indigo Girls, Norman and 
Nancy Blake and Doc Watson. He has also performed with The 
Nashville Mandolin Ensemble, The Tennessee Mafia Jug Band, 

The Nashville Bluegrass Band, The Nashville Chamber Orchestra, and the Nashville 
Opera. Matt was the staff fiddler for the Grand Ole Opry in 2014-15. He has been an 
instructor at Mark O’Connor’s Fiddle Camp, at The International Fiddle School, and has 
led clinics at The New England Conservatory, Wichita State University, and elsewhere. 
In addition, since 2006, Matt has presented educational seminars in conjunction with 
the Nashville Symphony and the Country Music Hall of Fame, entitled “Is It Fiddle or 
Violin?” He fronts The Driven Bow, a nine-piece fiddle ensemble including some of 
Nashville’s finest fiddlers and maintains an active schedule lending his talents on fiddle, 
mandolin, old time banjo, and guitar to numerous recording projects.

GREG CANOTE
Greg Canote has been teased about his funny ears since he 
was born, but he got even by holding a violin for fifty years 
and playing the fiddle for almost forty of those. He has spent 
most of his musical life singing and playing with his twin 
brother Jere as The Canote Brothers. He still remembers the 
first time he heard old-time fiddling at the Berkeley Fiddler’s 
convention in 1970: “Sounded like a beehive on fire!” He has 
played hundreds of square dances with his brother and with 

dance icon Sandy Bradley (Small Wonder String Band). While his first love is old-time, 
over the years, he has also dipped his toes and fingers into bluegrass with Curly Maple, 
1920’s tunes with Volunteer Park Conservatory Orchestra, ragtime with the Bing Bang 
Boys, country with El Rancho Cowboys, swing with the Canote Brothers and honky-
tonk with the Honky Tonk Review. For thirteen years, Greg and Jere were the affable, 
musical side-kicks on National Public Radio’s Sandy Bradley’s Potluck out of Seattle, 
and the two have led a successful, ongoing stringband workshop since 1983. Greg has 
been on staff at many festivals and workshops in the states, including: Old Time Week 
at the Swannanoa Gathering, the Augusta Heritage Workshops, Pinewoods, Puget 
Sound Guitar Workshop, The Festival of American Fiddle Tunes, and American Banjo 
Camp.  www.canote.com

ANDREW FINN MAGILL
(See bio in Celtic Week, page 12)
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ALEX HARGREAVES
Alex is one of the most acclaimed fiddlers of his generation. 
He has received numerous honors including the Daniel Pearl 
Memorial Violin from Mark O’Connor’s Strings Conference, 
as well as being the youngest ever (age 15) to win the National 
Oldtime Fiddlers’ Contest in Weiser, Idaho. In 2010, at the 
Monterey Jazz Festival, Alex was awarded the Jimmy Lyons 
Scholarship, and a full tuition scholarship to the Berklee Col-
lege of Music, where he completed the prestigious Berklee 

Global Jazz Institute. Under the artistic direction of world-renowned pianist Danilo 
Perez, this new program admits only a handful of students each year, providing them 
with the opportunity to work one-on-one with a select group of faculty. He has toured 
with Mike Marshall’s Big Trio, Jerry Douglas, David Grisman, Bela Fleck, Danilo Perez, 
Darol Anger and singer/multi-instrumentalist Sarah Jarosz, appearing on three of her 
critically-acclaimed albums, as well as her Grammy-nominated instrumental, “Mansin-
needof.” His debut album, Prelude featured master acoustic musicians Mike Marshall, 
Grant Gordy and Paul Kowert, and special guests Bela Fleck and Noam Pikelny. Alex 
is an active performer and has played on stages around the world including Austin City 
Limits, A Prairie Home Companion, Panama Jazz Festival, Bonnaroo, Newport Jazz 
and Folk Festivals, and the Telluride Bluegrass Festival, as well as venues in Europe and 
South Korea.  www.alexhargreaves.net

LIZ KNOWLES
Liz Knowles has brought her distinctive sound – the fire 
and finesse of Irish fiddle music combined with the tonal 
richness of the classical violin – to concert stages and fes-
tivals across the world. Her auspicious beginnings as the 
fiddler for Riverdance, and as soloist on the soundtrack 
for the film, Michael Collins established her as a virtuosic 
and versatile performer, and she has since performed 
as soloist with the New York Pops, recorded with the 
Cincinnati Pops, and performed with artists such as Don 

Henley, Rachel Barton, and Marcus Roberts. Liz was a member of the renowned 
group Cherish the Ladies, played on Broadway with The Pirate Queen, and has trav-
eled the world as music director, producer and performer with two Irish music and 
dance shows, Celtic Legends and Celtic Dances. Today she performs with another all-
star female super-group, the highly acclaimed String Sisters, and her new trio, Open 
the Door for Three, with Kieran O’Hare and Pat Broaders.  www.lizknowles.com 

LAURA LENGNICK
Laura Lengnick is well known for a contra dance fiddling 
style that powers a danceable groove while staying solidly 
grounded in the New England tradition. Drawing on a large 
repertoire of old and new tunes from the Northern, Southern 
and Celtic traditions, Laura has played with many of the best 
dance musicians in the country and is widely respected for her 
ability to add sparkle and drive to any musical combination. 
She has more than 20 years of experience teaching fiddlers of 
all ages and skill levels, but particularly enjoys teaching fiddle 

to adult beginners (she was one, so she understands the challenges!) and to recovering 
classical violinists looking to discover their inner fiddler. Laura has taught workshops 
in dance fiddling and dance ensemble playing across the U.S. and in Europe, has pub-
lished articles about the art of playing for contra dances, and is an accomplished band 
leader. Laura’s nationally-acclaimed band, Laura and the Lava Lamps, helped to shape 
modern contra dance music through their innovative CD Primordial Groove released 
in 2001. Laura regularly plays contra dances in the Asheville region and beyond with 
Hot Sonata, Good and Plenty, and Curious George. Laura is also a fine singer of clas-
sic swing, traditional folk, southern gospel and Americana, and she loves singing just 
about anything ‘a capella.’

GREG RUBY
Seattle-based guitarist and composer Greg Ruby plays diverse 
styles of vintage jazz. Described as “truly hot jazz” by Vintage 
Guitar magazine, his CD, Look Both Ways, celebrated the 
100th birthday of gypsy jazz guitarist Django Reinhardt 
with 12 original compositions, and reached #1 on the Roots 
Music Review’s jazz chart. Greg leads The Greg Ruby Quartet, 
a Hot Club jazz group dedicated to all-original compositions. 
He collaborates with New York and New Orleans musicians 

in The Rhythm Runners, a Prohibition-era dance band, and plays Valse musette and 
European café jazz with Bric-a-brac Trio. A former member of the group, Pearl Django, 
Greg has toured throughout the United States, Canada and Europe and appeared with 
the group at the prestigious Django Reinhardt Festival in Samois sur Seine, France. As 
founding member of Hot Club Sandwich, Greg can be heard on all four of the band’s 
recordings and produced their 2010 release, And If Only, featuring legendary vocalist 
Dan Hicks. Greg’s compositions have been heard on television and documentaries 
including NBC’s Parks and Recreation. He’s published the Pearl Django Play-Along 
Book Vol.1 through Djangobooks.com and recently completed a play-along CD/book 
on the swing guitar mastery of Oscar Aleman.  www.gregrubyguitar.com

JULIA WEATHERFORD
Fiddle Week Coordinator Julia Weatherford has been a full time 
artist/musician for more than 30 years. She played cello for 13 
seasons with the Asheville Symphony while moonlighting as a 
square dance fiddler. Julia has toured internationally as a dance 
musician, and performed with dance bands Far Horizons and Fly 
by Night. Currently she performs regionally with the Akira Satake 
Band, and Firefly. Among her performance and teaching venues 

are the LEAF festival, the Black Mountain Festival, Berea Country Dance School, Pine-
woods, Folkmoot International, and the Biltmore Estate. She was the Artistic Director 
of the legendary Black Mountain Festival for many years, and as a textile artist, Julia is 
a long-time member of the Southern Highlands Crafts Guild. Julia has also been the 
Swannanoa Gathering Logistics Coordinator since 2005.  www.juliaweatherford.com

KEVIN KEHRBERG
As a bassist in both jazz and traditional music, Kevin Kehrberg 
has toured nationally and internationally, including Canada, 
Japan, and U.S. State Department tours of Kyrgyzstan and 
Ecuador. He has performed with Slide Hampton, Roger 
Humphries, Jean Ritchie, and Art Stamper, among others, and 
his album credits include recordings with the Kentucky Jazz 
Repertory Orchestra, Billy Contreras, Rayna Gellert, David 

Long, Chris Sharp and the Red State Ramblers. He has taught at many workshops and 
clinics, including the Swannanoa Gathering and the Cowan Creek Mountain Music 
School. Kevin also actively records and performs as a backup guitarist for old-time fid-
dlers. He holds a Ph.D. in musicology and currently serves as Chair of the Department 
of Music at Warren Wilson College.

ERYNN MARSHALL
(See bio in Old-Time Week, page 20)
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INTERMEDIATE BLUEGRASS FIDDLE (Matt Combs)
In this class for intermediate players, we will start with the classic fiddle 
kickoffs of familiar Monroe and Flatt & Scruggs standards that every 
bluegrass fiddle player should have in their repertoire such as “Foot Prints 
in the Snow,” “Uncle Pen,” and “Why Did You Wander?” We will cover 
the chord changes of each song, and learn how to apply that knowledge to 
creating fills behind the singer and how to create an instrumental break. 
We will also learn several classic bluegrass instrumentals, and likewise cover 
the chords and how to create interesting breaks. 

ADVANCED BLUEGRASS FIDDLE (Matt Combs)
This class will cover similar traditional bluegrass material, moving on to 
more difficult classic songs and tunes, and proceeding at a faster pace. We 
will also cover creating harmony parts for twin fiddling.

INTERMEDIATE SWING FIDDLE (Matt Glaser)
We will learn a few standard tunes,and we will listen to recordings of great 
players playing those tunes. We will then develop variations and improvisa-
tions based on the melody,the rhythm and the harmony of each tune. We’ll 
play along with a metronome to work on the “swing” in swing fiddle and 
learn to sing the melody of each song while playing the chords on the fiddle.

ADVANCED SWING FIDDLE (Matt Glaser)
This class will follow the same approach as the intermediate class above, but 
geared toward more advanced players.

OLD-TIME FIDDLE: DRONE & PULSE (Greg Canote)
Are you ready to push your old-time fiddle sound up a notch? In this class 
for intermediates, we’ll spend some quality time with a handful of beautiful 
old tunes, while we explore some of the easy left- and right-hand techniques 
that really make it sound old-time including ornaments, open-string drones 
and double-stops. We’ll also work on becoming the bosses of our bows with 
phrasing, simple patterns, doodads, dips, and pulses. We’ll make good use 
of different keys and take advantage of more relaxed tempos that will allow 
us to enjoy the internal rhythm and the magical order of notes. Arcane and 
not so arcane secrets revealed!

OLD-TIME FIDDLE:  
ALTERNATE TUNINGS (Greg Canote)
In this advanced class, we will apply all those tasty goodies that make it 
sound like old-time fiddling, and we will concentrate on tunes in two specific 
tunings. In DDAD, we’ll look at Bill Stepp’s “Piney Ridge,” Marcus Martin’s 
“Boatsman,” and “Yell in the Shoats” from Cecil Seeley. We’ll also look at 
AEAC# (also known as Calico) with such tunes as Mose Coffman’s “Lost 
Indian,” “The Scolding Wife,”from Marion Reese, and Marcus Martin’s 
“Wounded Hoosier.” The tunings really add color to the tunes. AND they 
make their own gravy!

FIDDLE REPERTOIRE/STYLES (Alex Hargreaves)
In this intermediate class, we will explore the similarities and differences of 
bluegrass, western swing/Texas style, and jazz. Although these styles have 
many unique qualities, there is also quite a bit of overlap in repertoire and 

vocabulary. This is primarily a repertoire- based class, so students can expect 
to come away with a number of standard (and maybe obscure) tunes in each 
genre. In addition, we will also use these tunes as vehicles to talk about basic 
improvising. Some experience with learning by ear is suggested. There will 
be no sheet music so please bring a recording device.

ADVANCED IMPROVISATION (Alex Hargreaves)
Improvisation is often thought of as this high-pressure moment in the spotlight 
to show off your licks. While there is nothing wrong with that in moderation, 
my favorite improvisers often seem to have a more communal approach to 
the whole thing. Here we will talk about creating a mood/emotion with your 
solo, tension & release, and interaction with fellow musicians. However, 
there will still be plenty of focus on key elements including rhythm/groove, 
melody/voice leading and harmony. Bring a notebook and a recording device.

INTERMEDIATE OLD-TIME FIDDLE (Erynn Marshall)
This is a class for intermediate fiddlers who wish to expand their repertoire 
and get that real old-time sound. We’ll also delve into ways to play with ease, 
spice up tunes, and jump into jams. The focus in class will be on learning by ear, 
old-time bowing patterns and ornamentation at a relaxed pace. Recording 
devices are recommended. We will learn a number of fine southern tunes that 
you’ll enjoy playing for years to come. Bring your adventurous fiddling spirit!

ADVANCED OLD-TIME FIDDLE A (Erynn Marshall)
This class is for advanced fiddlers who wish to explore a variety of old-time 
fiddle styles from the Virginias, Kentucky, North Carolina and beyond. We 
will delve into left-hand ornamentation, blue notes, alternate tunings and 
the intricacies of bowing (rocks, pulses and dwells) and other nuances typical 
of traditional southern fiddling. Secrets to great tone and playing with ease 
will also be shared. Recording devices are recommended. Fiddlers should 
be comfortable playing by ear, have good facility on their instrument, and 
appreciate beautiful, old tunes.

INTERMEDIATE QUÉBÉCOIS FIDDLE (Lisa Ornstein)
This class will help you get a start or rev up your playing of the spirited dance 
music of Québéc. We’ll explore a variety of different tune types, including 
reels, waltzes, and quadrilles, work on bowing, swing, syncopation and orna-
mentation, and get you going with foot percussion. Core playing technique, 
such as playing nimbly with good articulation, timing, and ‘oomph,’ will 
be included as appropriate. The class will proceed at a pace appropriate for 
intermediate players. All tunes will be taught by ear with some sheet music 
for take-home; bring a small audio recorder if you can.

ADVANCED QUÉBÉCOIS FIDDLE (Lisa Ornstein)
Come take a musical and cultural tour through Québéc, with visits to Franco-
American New England and French-speaking Maritime communities. We’ll 
highlight the music of master musicians, from vintage 78 rpm-era players to 
iconic regional players such as Louis “Pitou” Boudreault, Jules Verret, Louis 
Beaudoin and Avila LeBlanc, plus a look at some recent compositions from 
accordionists and young upstarts. Along the way, we will explore a variety of 
different tune genres (reels, quadrilles, marches, gigues, waltzes, etc.), tun-

l
(Unless otherwise indicated, all classes have a limit of 15)
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ings, and (watch out!) degrees of “crookedness”. Emphasis will be on putting 
swing and syncopation into your bowing language, along with ornamenta-
tion, rhythmic variation, and foot percussion. The class will proceed at a 
pace appropriate for advanced players. All tunes will be taught by ear with 
some sheet music for take-home; bring a small audio recorder if you can.

INTERMEDIATE IRISH FIDDLE (Liz Knowles)
You should have a basic understanding of where all of the notes are in first 
position, basic bowing patterns, and basic sound production. You may or 
may not have had specific instruction in Irish fiddling before but hopefully 
you have heard it before and maybe even play a couple of Irish tunes already. 
I will cover basics for learning by ear, some technique as it applies to Irish 
music, practice techniques for ornamentation and bowing in an Irish style 
and we will learn as many tunes as the general class level allows, touching 
on various types of tunes, jigs, reels, hornpipes, marches, etc. I will happily 
provide sheet music for tunes and anything else we cover in the class. Please 
come with a recorder of some kind (*most important*), a pencil and your 
questions.

ADVANCED IRISH FIDDLE (Liz Knowles)
For this class, we will use tunes you already know (as well as new tunes that 
I will teach in the class) to explore variations, ornamentation, style, and 
bowings. You should have more than two years of experience in learning by 
ear and should have a list of Irish fiddle players that you have listened to 
regularly. We will not cover much basic technique in this class but might 
touch on specific topics like learning harmony and theory through Irish 
music, dealing with the issues that arise from learning various types of tunes 
and some good practice techniques applicable to all styles of fiddling. I will 
provide some sheet music for specific topics like ornamentation and bowing 
and I hope to give you a tune a day, touching on the various types of tunes in 
irish music, jigs, reels, hornpipes, marches, etc. Please come with a recorder 
of some kind (*most important*), a pencil and your questions.

BRAZILIAN CHORO FOR FIDDLERS (Andrew Finn Magill)
Brazilian choro, an entirely instrumental genre originating in Rio de Janeiro 
in the 1870s has become a national musical language for Brazilian instru-
mentalists across genres. This class is catered toward fiddlers and as such we 
will spend a good portion learning the various grooves and rhythms which 
make up choro, samba, forró and other Brazilian styles. We will learn a choro 
and learn how to stylize it as a Brazilian musician might: which ornaments 
to use and where, how to interpret the tune, and how to improvise within 
the tune. We will divide the class into groups and get the class grooving on 
a simple samba or choro form. The ability to read music is a plus but not 
a requirement and as always, a recording device is highly recommended. 

INTERMEDIATE SCOTTISH FIDDLE (Laura Risk)
(NOTE: The Intermediate and Advanced Scottish Fiddle courses will be 
similar in content. However, the Intermediate class will move at a slower 
pace and will focus on level-appropriate repertoire and stylistic techniques.)
This course explores the stylistic nuances of Scottish fiddling. We’ll work 
on ornamentation and bowing, phrasing and expression, playing ‘in the 
groove’, improvising melodic variations, and using accents to create rhythmic 
excitement. We’ll also discuss Scotland’s regional fiddle styles and listen to 
recordings of players from each style. Technique and theory topics – tone, 
practice methods, simple chord theory, playing with speed and precision – 
will be included as appropriate. All tunes, including strathspeys, reels, jigs, 
marches, and slow airs, will be taught by ear. Students are encouraged to 
bring a small audio recorder to record musical examples and repertoire. 
(Class limit: 20)

ADVANCED  SCOTTISH FIDDLE (Laura Risk)
(NOTE: The Advanced and Intermediate Scottish Fiddle courses will be 
similar in content. However, the Advanced class will move at a faster pace, 
learn more difficult tunes, and address more complex stylistic techniques.) 
This course explores the stylistic nuances of Scottish fiddling. We’ll work on 
ornamentation and bowing, phrasing and expression, playing ‘in the groove’, 
improvising melodic variations, and using accents to create rhythmic excite-
ment. We’ll also look at the art of playing second fiddle in Scottish music 
and work on improvising harmonies and chordal backup parts. We’ll discuss 
Scotland’s regional fiddle styles and listen to recordings of players from each 
style. Technique and theory topics – tone, practice methods, simple chord 
theory, playing with speed and precision – will be included as appropriate. 
All tunes, including strathspeys, reels, jigs, marches, and slow airs, will be 
taught by ear. Students are encouraged to bring a small audio recorder to 
record musical examples and repertoire. (Class limit: 20)

INTERMEDIATE CAJUN  
& CREOLE FIDDLE (Michael Doucet)
In this class we will make our way through the history of Cajun fiddling 
and culture from 1929 to the present. We will cover the spectrum of Cajun 
and creole fiddle styles highlighting fiddlers such as Dennis McGee, Canray 
Fontenot, Doc Guidry, Will and Dewey Balfa. We will delve into stylistic 
variations throughout southwestern Louisiana, such as Texas influence on 
players like Harry Choats. We will learn aspects of the style including double 
stops, fiddling as an integral part of song, bowing and rhythm. This class 
will proceed at an appropriate pace for intermediate fiddle players, and be 
directed by student interests and experience.

ADVANCED CAJUN & CREOLE FIDDLE (Michael Doucet)
This class will cover essentially the same material as the intermediate section 
above, but at a pace more appropriate for advanced players, and once again, 
the class will be directed by student interests and experience.

INTERMEDIATE  
CONTRA DANCE FIDDLE (Rodney Miller)
Rodney will be teaching dance fiddling techniques with which to indi-
vidualize tunes. In class, he will cover a variety of tunes used to play for 
contradances and teach some easy to mid-level tunes applying more basic 
dance fiddle techniques.

ADVANCED  
CONTRA DANCE FIDDLE (Rodney Miller)
This class will teach advanced dance fiddling techniques, including the es-
sence of the ‘dancing’ bow, and various finger- and bow-ornamentations/
techniques with which to individualize tunes. In class, he will cover a variety 
of tunes used to play for contradances, teach tunes, and explore improvisation 
and the different processes of writing new fiddle tunes.

INTERMEDIATE SWEDISH FIDDLE (Andrea Hoag)
Rhythms that swirl like snow and nip like fire. Tonalities that conjure the 
deep forest and the midnight sun – Swedish fiddling is a wonderfully complex 
tradition with thousands of tunes, and though we can’t learn all of them this 
week, we’ll spend some time listening and learning about the culture. We’ll 
explore walking tunes, schottis, hambo, polska, and ceremonial tunes. We’ll 
also look at harmony parts (a distinctive part of the tradition) and how to 
create them. Tunes will be taught by ear, with transcriptions provided at 
the end of the week. No experience with Scandinavian fiddling is expected. 
Be ready for an adventure!
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 11:30-1:00 Lunch
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(Hoag)

Advanced 
Swing  
Fiddle
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 2:45-4:00
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Improvisation
(Hargreaves)
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Swing 
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 (Glaser)
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Scottish 
Fiddle 
(Risk)
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Old-Time Fiddle: 
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 4:15-5:15 Luthiers Exhibit, Band Sessions & Daily Bluegrass Jam (Dodson)

 5:00-6:30 Supper

 7:30- ? Evening Events (open mikes, concerts, dances, jam sessions, etc.)
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ADVANCED SWEDISH FIDDLE: POLSKA! (Andrea Hoag)
The polska is the delectable dance form at the center of Swedish fiddling. 
It’s lyrical, rugged, luscious, transporting. With its many variations on 3/4 
rhythm, polska bends the mind and steals the heart. In this class, we’ll take an 
overview of regional and local styles and then delve deeply into the southern 
slängpolska and one of the rich variants from Dalarna. Depending on class 
interest, we’ll work with harmonies as well as melodies. You needn’t have 
any experience with Scandinavian fiddling, but should be comfortable with 
trying new bowing patterns and scales, and ready to think outside the box.

IMPROVISATION: 
IN THE MOMENT, WITHOUT A NET ( Joe Craven)
How do you make better music in the moment, jam confidently with folks 
you’ve never met, and/or say something different every time you take a 
solo? This class for ALL instruments will help deepen one’s connection to 
spontaneity and flow through organized sound. Joe teaches musical impro-
visation more from a theater model rather than the requisite model of jazz. 
Therefore, this is not an ability-based class. If you’re an advanced player 
seeking a ‘theory & technique’-oriented foray into improvisation from a jazz 
architecture, this class may not be for you. Joe connects improvisation to what 
you already do and moves you forward from there. We’ll focus on ways to 
think differently about sound, embrace fearlessness, and address the connec-
tion between spoken-word language and the language of music. Showing up 
empty-handed, mimicry, mistakes & metaphor, sending/receiving and the 
value of losing control are just some what we’ll apply to our music making 

in class. Lots of exercises and opportunity to play with others in new ways. 
The class will stretch you and may well change some of your perceptions of 
what music is. It’s a fun and enlightening romp!

FEELIN’ THE BLUES ( Joe Craven)
The blues are truly a foundation and inspiration for most traditional and 
contemporary vernacular American music. This adventure is open to all 
bowed instruments. We’ll listen to historical references from early record-
ings to the present. We’ll play basic forms (the 8, 12 and 16 bar and grill). 
We’ll feel the grooves from ballads to stomps, rumbas to shuffles, hand jive 
to swing. We’ll reference the melodic guidepost of the human voice, bending 
long and short tones and learn some tunes/songs that reflect them. We’ll also 
tackle how to translate the “feel” of the grease, the groan and the growl of 
the blues to your instrument, and importantly, we’ll address taking your 
time sayin’ a bunch without playin’ a bunch of notes. Playin’ the blues sug-
gests the “technique” of clarity over correctness – of intuition, release and 
expression of your personal emotion. Surrender to the feeling and you’ll do 
it! We’ll have a great time!

FIDDLE FROM SCRATCH (Laura Lengnick)
Dust off that fiddle you’ve been saving for when you have more time to 
practice and make your plans now to join us for fiddle week! This class uses 
time-tested methods that are sure to get you started making fun fiddling 
memories. You will learn how to hold your fiddle, how to tune it, and some 
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basic bowing and fingering skills as you learn how to back up and to play 
classic fiddle tunes from the old-time and celtic traditions. Emphasis will 
be placed on learning by ear, but printed notations of tunes and exercises 
will be provided. You will get the most out of this class if you bring a fiddle 
and bow in playable condition, an extra set of strings, rosin, a shoulder rest, 
and an electronic tuner.

INTERMEDIATE CELLO (Ben Sollee)
For the cellist proficient in bowing and comfortable shifting, the class will 
explore techniques and concepts that will allow you to jam with other 
musicians and accompany yourself. Come ready to loosen up that bow arm 
and learn to create unique rhythms that can drive fiddle tunes or provide 
movement for a vocalist. Most of the instruction will be aural and, yes, 
there will some singing.

ADVANCED  CELLO (Ben Sollee)
For the cellist who has gained significant skills in bowing and pizzicato, 
this class turns over a new leaf in the approach to the cello. The class will 
open up the pallette of pizzicato with three-finger techniques and chords, 
use the bow to create “chop” rhythms, and explore melodic improvisation 
with an ear towards songwriting and accompaniment. Instruction will be 
aural as well as notated.

INTERMEDIATE BASS (Kevin Kehrberg)
This class will cover intermediate principles of bass performance and accom-
paniment applicable to various musical settings including jazz, swing, and 
traditional music styles. Topics include bass line construction, following chord 
progressions, timing and feel, and ear training. Concepts of bass soloing and 
improvisation will also be introduced. The class will mainly use pizzicato 
technique, although other techniques may be discussed if applicable (e.g., 
slap technique, bowing). Students should possess fundamental technical 
skills and know basic scales.

BEGINNING SWING GUITAR (Greg Ruby)
Swing guitar is fun and accessible. This hands-on class is intended for either 
a beginning guitarist or someone new to playing guitar in a swing style. We 
will use tunes common to the repertoire to learn the basics of chord voicings, 
pick technique, melody playing and accompaniment practices. Plan to be 
jamming over your favorite tunes by the week’s end.

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED  
SWING GUITAR (Greg Ruby)
This hands-on class will deepen your understanding of swing guitar. We will 
examine the  guitar styles of Freddie Green, Eddie Lang, Django Reinhardt 
and Oscar Aleman and will utilize elements from each player. Plan to 
expand your chord knowledge, learn how develop thoughtful accompani-
ment practices, play energetic chord solos and add some “hot” guitar licks 
into your vocabulary.

CELTIC GUITAR ACCOMPANIMENT (David Surette)
This class will cover the basic skills essential to providing good session 
guitar accompaniment. Conducted in standard tuning, a number of the 
concepts could also be applied to other tunings. The student will learn 
basic chord shapes, modal chords, chord inversions, and a variety of pro-
gressions for effective accompaniment in the principal keys used in Irish 
music. We will focus on jigs and reels, with detours for other dance tune 
forms and perhaps a song or two, but it’s worth mentioning that many of 
these skills can also be applied to other musical genres and styles. Classes 
will be taught mainly by ear. Students are encouraged to bring an audio 
recorder, pen and notebook. (Find this class in the Mando & Banjo Week 
Schedule on page 55)

BLUEGRASS GUITAR ACCOMPANIMENT (Ed Dodson)
This class focuses on how to play powerful bluegrass rhythm guitar. We will 
work on alternating-bass styles of playing as well as using bass runs and 
other motion within the chords to accent your vocals or the instrumentalists 
you’re playing with. In addition to these basic building-block techniques, 
we will learn the rhythm accompaniment part to one bluegrass song or tune 
each day. The class will present songs/tunes that allow you to see the rhythm 
patterns that work effectively in most of the first position chord families. We 
will also discuss how to use a capo to get the song in a key to fit your voice. 
All levels of participants are welcome. Familiarity with guitar chords and 
knowledge of guitar tablature is helpful, but not required. Participants 
are encouraged to bring recording devices to class and also encouraged to 
participate in the Bluegrass Jam that Ed will lead every afternoon, as a way 
to reinforce the techniques learned in class as well as learn additional songs/
tunes. (Find this class in the Mando & Banjo Week Schedule on page 55).

ADVANCED BLUEGRASS GUITAR  
ACCOMPANIMENT (Ed Dodson)
This course will delve into more advanced forms of bluegrass guitar rhythm 
playing. In addition to learning our way around the standard “boom-chuck” 
bass note and strum patterns that form the foundation of bluegrass rhythm 
guitar, we will explore more advanced moving bass lines, substitute chords 
and inversions, and even some basic three-note swing rhythm patterns to 
put some extra “sock” into your playing. Along the way, we’ll highlight the 
concepts of harmonic theory and how to select chords and chord patterns to 
strengthen the guitar’s support of the vocalist and instrumentalist. Famil-
iarity with flatpicking and guitar chords, along with knowledge of guitar 
tablature is highly recommended. While tablature will be provided for most 
techniques and songs covered in class, participants are strongly encouraged 
to bring recording devices to class as a memory aid, as we will be covering 
some fairly challenging material. (Find this class in the Mando & Banjo 
Week Schedule on page 55)

Other Events

DAILY BLUEGRASS JAM (Ed Dodson)
In the last hour before supper, Ed will lead a non-threatening bluegrass jam 
for all levels and instruments. Come have fun channeling your inner Bill 
Monroe! (No class limit)

BAND SESSIONS (staff )
During the last hour before supper, there will be a special class time for students 
of any skill level to form bands, along with students from Fiddle Week. With 
the guidance of instructors, band members arrange and rehearse with the 
option of performing at the Student Showcase on Friday evening. (Sign up for 
band sessions at first band meeting time, no advanced registration required.)

LUTHIER’S EXHIBIT
Throughout the week we will feature several fine luthiers displaying instru-
ments, including bowmaker Roger Treat  www.rogertreat.com, mandolin 
builder Will Kimble  www.kimblemandolins.com, violin maker Lawrence 
K. Brown and Northfield Mandolins  northfieldinstruments.com.

ON-SITE INSTRUMENT REPAIR (Lynn Dudenbostel)
Master luthier Lynn Dudenbostel will be offering his repair services 
throughout the week. Contact him through his website for his rates:  
www.lynndudenbostel.com/contact.htm



ALAN BIBEY
Since first hitting the professional scene in the early 1980’s, 
Alan has made a name for himself as one of the most creative 
and technically gifted mandolinists in bluegrass and acoustic 
music. He was an original member of such ground-breaking 
bands as The New Quicksilver, IIIrd Tyme Out, BlueRidge 
and, for the last 9 years, Alan Bibey & Grasstowne. He was 
selected as Mandolin Performer Of The Year for 2007, 2009 
and 2010 by the Society for the Preservation of Bluegrass 
Music of America (SPBGMA) and won Album of the Year 

in 2008. His IBMA awards include Instrumental Album of the Year in 2001, Album 
of the Year in 2006, and Recorded Event in 2012. He has had numerous #1 albums 
and songs, including Grasstowne’s latest, “Cold Dark Ground”, which he wrote with 
country great Mark Collie and Ronnie Bowman. His latest project, The Mandolin 
Chronicles, was nominated last year for 5 IBMA awards. 2004’s BlueRidge project for 
which he wrote the title track was nominated for a Grammy. He was included in the 
Mel Bay book Greatest Mandolin Players of the Twentieth Century, and in 2004, the 
Gibson Company put into production the Alan Bibey Signature line of mandolins, 
reaffirming his status as one of the most influential mandolin players in bluegrass and 
acoustic music history.  www.alanbibey.com

MIKE MARSHALL
Mike Marshall is one of the world’s most accomplished and 
versatile string instrumentalists and a living compendium 
of musical styles. A master of mandolin, guitar, mandocello 
and violin, he has created some of the most adventurous 
and interesting instrumental music imaginable on over 
40 recordings that seamlessly blend his American roots 
background with a deep commitment and understanding 
of Brazilian music, European classical and folk music, and 
American jazz and pop. Mike is able to swing gracefully 
between all of these musical styles with a unique blend of 

virtuosity, depth and musical integrity that is rare in the cross-cultural musical world 
of today. Mike cut his teeth on traditional American music in Florida where he had his 
own teenage bluegrass band, but by age 19 he was snatched up by the groundbreaking 
David Grisman Quintet to tour and record with jazz violin legend Stephane Grappelli. 
He went on to record for the Windham Hill label and can now be heard on Sony Classi-
cal, Rounder, Sugar Hill, Compass and his own Adventure Music label. His most recent 
recording projects include the 2014 Grammy nominated recording, Mike Marshall & 

The Turtle Island Quartet as well as a new CD of Bach duets for mandolin and man-
docello with his partner, Caterina Lichtenberg. Mike’s Brazilian group Choro Famoso 
also released their second CD in 2015, entitled Secondo Vez. A committed mandolin 
educator, Mike has spent much of the past four years developing his own online educa-
tion website at ArtistWorks’ Mike Marshall School of Mandolin. There, hundreds of 
mandolinists from around the world get access to Mike through a video exchange system 
and receive direct comments about their playing from Mike personally. In 2003, Mike 
founded the Mandolin Symposium with David Grisman where over 100 mandolinists 
and 10 of the greatest player/teachers in the world gather each June. Mike is also is the 
director of the American Music Seminar at the Savannah Music Festival, where each 
spring he hand-selects 15 of the hottest young acoustic musicians from all over the 
country to meet for a week long intensive. A short list of some of the groups that Mike 
helped found includes The David Grisman Quintet, Montreux, The Modern Mandolin 
Quartet, New Grange, The Big Trio, Psychograss, and Choro Famoso, while his list of 
duo partners includes Caterina Lichtenberg, Darol Anger, Edgar Meyer, Chris Thile, 
Hamilton De Holanda, Jovino Santos Neto, and Andy Narell.  www.mikemarshall.net

TONY TRISCHKA
Tony Trischka is perhaps the most influential banjo 
player in the roots music world. In his 40-plus years as 
a consummate banjo artist, his stylings have inspired 
generations of bluegrass and acoustic musicians. His 
technical and conceptual advances opened the way for 
such players as Bela Fleck and Alison Brown and his 
recordings with them and others, from Earl Scruggs, 
Ralph Stanley and Pete Seeger are part of every banjo- 
lovers musical reference. A native of Syracuse, NY, 

Trischka’s interest in banjo was sparked in 1963 by the Kingston Trio’s hit, “Charlie 
and the MTA.” Over the next decade and a half, he was a member of a number of 
influential groups including the Down City Ramblers, Country Cooking, Country 
Granola, and Breakfast Special. These last three comprised his “food band” period. 
After his second solo album, Banjoland, was released in 1976, he became the musical 
leader for the Broadway show, The Robber Bridegroom. In the early 1980s, he formed a 
new group, Skyline, with whom he recorded four albums, and in 1984, he performed in 
his first feature film, Foxfire. Three years later, he worked on the soundtrack for Driving 
Miss Daisy. He has also appeared on Garrison Keillor’s A Prairie Home Companion, 
Mountain Stage, From Our Front Porch, and other radio shows, and recently produced 
Steve Martin’s Grammy-nominated Rare Bird Alert (Rounder), which features per-
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 Mando & Banjo Week features classes in two of the instruments that are at the core of several of the most popular folk genres, including bluegrass, 
old-time, Irish and Scottish, as well as some of the more adventurous blendings of traditional and jazz flavors known as ‘new acoustic’ music. For the mandolin 
students, we also offer classes in classical mandolin, improvisation and traditional swing/jazz, while the banjo students can sample a variety of classes in three-
finger plucked or clawhammer styles. Mando & Banjo Week has been paired with our Fiddle Week, offering classes in similar styles, to encourage students 
from both programs to jam with each other, and with guitar classes in both programs to provide rhythm players, the possibilities for impromptu bands and jam 
sessions are rich, indeed. There will be concerts throughout the week featuring our world-class staff, and the optional Student Showcase at week’s end will be an 
opportunity for students to show what they have learned. Most classes are taught at the intermediate or advanced level, but we continue to offer a few introductory 
classes for students who want to gain confidence in learning and playing by ear, and for those who are newer to the instrument. For the intermediate classes, it 
is recommended that students have mastered beginning skills, be able to tune their instruments, keep time, play the principal scales cleanly, and know how to 
play a few tunes with confidence. This level is also appropriate for advanced players who would like to explore a style that is new to them, or for experienced 
players who need to get more fluent playing by ear. The advanced classes are designed to build on previous experience in the style. Advanced students should 
be able to easily learn by ear, have a basic repertoire in the style, and be comfortable playing in more difficult keys. During the last hour before supper, there will 
be a special class time for students of any skill level to form bands, along with students from Fiddle Week, or participate in the Daily Bluegrass Jam, or visit our 
Luthier’s Exhibit featuring several instrument builders including mandolin luthier Will Kimble, bowmaker Roger Treat, Northfield Mandolins and Lawrence 
K. Brown, renowned luthier from Weaverville, NC, who will be building a violin during the week and will also have finished instruments on hand to sample. 
Master luthier Lynn Dudenbostel will once again be on hand to offer repair services.
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formances by Paul McCartney and the Dixie Chicks. His 2007 release, Double Banjo 
Bluegrass Spectacular, featured appearances by Steve Martin, Earl Scruggs, Bela Fleck, 
Alison Brown and more, was nominated for a Grammy and won three IBMA awards 
including Banjo Player of the Year for Tony. His recent recording, Territory, was named 
Best Americana Album at the Independent Music Awards. Tony is the musical director 
and associate producer of the documentary, Give Me the Banjo, which aired on PBS 
and has been released on DVD. He has created numerous instructional books, DVDs, 
CDs and the groundbreaking Tony Trischka School of Banjo, that is the online banjo 
home for students from around the world. Tony was also recently one of 50 recipients 
to receive a fellowship from United States Artists, a privately endowed organization 
that annually awards grants to participants in all of the arts, including music, dance, 
visual artists, and literature. His new album, Great Big World, featuring Steve Martin, 
John Goodman, Ramblin’ Jack Elliott, Noam Pikelny and many others, was released 
on Rounder Records this past February.  www.tonytrischka.com

DON STIERNBERG
While still in his teens, Don Stiernberg learned to play 
the mandolin from the innovative and influential virtuoso 
Jethro Burns of Homer & Jethro. Jethro referred to Don 
as his “graduate student”, hired him to play in his band, 
and guided him to a career as a professional musician. A 
leading exponent of jazz mandolin style, Don has eight 
recording projects of his own and appears on many others 
by a variety of artists in all styles.The most recent of these 

is Mandoboppin’! , a jazz quintet CD featuring his original tunes. In late 2015, two 
online video instruction courses, Swing Chords & Progressions and Crafting Jazzier 
Solo Lines were released by Soundslice.com. Jazz Mandolin Appetizers, a long-awaited 
Mel Bay method book for improvising mandolinists is also now available. In addition 
to performing with The Don Stiernberg Trio, he stays busy around his native Chicago 
on various sideman gigs and recording sessions. He has been an instructor at mandolin 
events such as The Mandolin Symposium, Swannanoa Gathering, Mandolin Camp 
North, River of the West Mandolin Camp, Cape Cod Mandolin Camp, Steve Kaufman 
Acoustic Kamp, Ashokan Swing Week, Accademia Internacionale di Mandolino(Italy), 
European Mandoline Akademy(Germany) and Momento Rio Bandolim(Brazil).   
www.donstiernberg.com

CATERINA LICHTENBERG
Caterina Lichtenberg is one of the most important classical 
mandolinists in the world today. Raised in Germany, she 
has spent the past 20 years recording, teaching and tour-
ing throughout Europe, Japan, Taiwan, South America, 
Canada and the U.S. Since 2007, Caterina has held the 
world’s only professorship for classical mandolin/soprano 
lute at the Music Conservatory in Cologne. As a featured 
soloist, Ms Lichtenberg has performed with the New Cen-
tury Orchestra under Nadja Salerno-Sonnenberg, the LA 
Guitar Quartet, the Brandenburgisches Staatsorchester of 
Frankfurt, Germany under Diego Fasolis, and the Aachen 

Chamber Orchestra. She has also performed with the Dresden Symphony Orchestra, the 
MDR Orchestra under Fabio Luisi, the Leipzig Gewandhaus Orchestra under Riccardo 
Chailly, the MDR Sinfonie Orchestra under Howard Arman, the Radio Symphony 
Orchestra of Berlin and the Bavarian Radio Symphony Orchestra under Lorin Maazel, 
and with Art Garfunkel on live German TV. To date, Caterina has released 10 CDs 
under her own leadership in a variety of chamber music settings and five with Mirko 
Schrader (lute/guitar). As a specialist on early period instruments, Caterina was invited 
to record on a 1775 mandolin from the Ferdinandeum Museum in Innsbruck in Austria. 
She has performed at The Carmel Bach Festival, Rockygrass Bluegrass Festival, Festival 
de Mandolins de Lunel France, The Savannah Music Festival, and the Baroque Festival in 
Santa Cruz, CA. She has also been a juror and a sought-after lecturer at numerous events 
including the European Plucked String Orchestra in Logroño (Spain) and Bologna 
(Italy), the International Mandolin Festival in Kobe ( Japan), The International Man-
dolin Convention in Washington Minneapolis and San Diego (USA), The Mandolin 

Symposium and she has been a part of Mando & Banjo Week since its inception. Her 
collaborations with husband Mike Marshall blur the lines between their classical, jazz, 
bluegrass and Brazilian musical backgrounds. She has published instructional books 
and filmed two DVD instructional videos for Homespun music, and in January of 2016 
launched her online Classical Mandolin School through ArtistWorks where students 
will receive direct comments about their playing from Caterina personally through a 
video exchange system.  www.caterinalichtenberg.de

LEONARD PODOLAK
Leonard Podolak has been playing clawhammer banjo 
since the age of 16, and has been playing professionally 
for 21 years. At the age of 19 he founded his first band 
called Scrüj Mac Duhk. This group covered a lot of musi-
cal territory, tapping into the repertoires of Appalachia, 
Newfoundland, Ireland and Scotland. What started as 
a fun band to play local pubs in Winnipeg on weekends 
became an international touring ensemble that found 

it self on every mainstage at festivals in Canada. In 2001, Scrüj ended, and Leonard 
founded the Duhks. Carrying on the spirit of his first band,the Duhks became known 
as a group that could not easily be defined due to their open attitude towards arranging 
and performing music and celebrating similarities in different musical traditions, rather 
than pointing out their differences. They recorded four CDs for Sugar Hill Records, 
produced by Mark Schatz, Bela Fleck, and Tim O’Brien, were nominated for 4 Juno 
awards , winning once for Traditional Music, and even picked up a Grammy Award for 
their participation in Beautiful Dreamer-A tribute to Stephen Foster.” In 2011, Leonard 
was invited to be apart of The Cecil Sharp Project, a collaboration of The English Folk 
Song and Dance Society, and The Shrewsbury Folk Festival. In addition to the Duhks, he 
performs with songwriters Nathan Rogers and JD Edwards, and also tours England and 
Ireland once a year with fiddler Matt Gordon, formerly of The Fiddle Puppet Dancers. 
Leonard is extremely excited to make his first return to Swannanoa since 1993-95 where 
he attended as a student with money his grandmother had left him to go to university.

ALAN MUNDE
Alan Munde began his long career in bluegrass music 
with the 1968 recording of Poor Richard’s Almanac 
featuring Sam Bush and Wayne Stewart, followed 
by a grounding in traditional bluegrass music with 
IBMA Hall of Fame member Jimmy Martin and the 
Sunny Mountain Boys. In 1972, Alan joined his college 
picking friend Byron Berline in the forward-leaning 

bluegrass group Country Gazette. Alan continued as the anchor of the group for 21 
years. Along the way, he recorded many highly-regarded albums including Banjo Sand-
wich, the Festival Favorites series and he was featured on the 2001 IBMA Instrumental 
Album of the Year, Knee Deep in Bluegrass. His most recent recording is a duo CD 
with mandolin player Billy Bright entitled Bright Munde. He taught in the Bluegrass 
Music Program at South Plains College in Levelland, Texas for 20 years and has also 
published many instructional books for Mel Bay, instructional DVDs for Texas Music 
and Video, and participated in music workshops and camps in both America and Europe.   
www.almundesbanjocollege.com

EMORY LESTER
Emory Lester is one of today’s foremost exponents of the acous-
tic mandolin. The power and attack of his playing is infectious 
and his landmark mandolin recordings have placed him among 
the elite mandolinists of our time. His latest solo recording, 
At Dusk showcases Emory’s musical creativity and skill as a 
mandolinist and multi-instrumentalist. Emory has undeniably 
inspired and influenced many of today’s players with his clean, 
clear, fast and efficient mandolin technique. Emory performs 

with his own Emory Lester Set, doing shows across the U.S., Canada, Europe and the 
U.K. His fourteen-year friendship and musical collaboration with noted ‘clawgrass’ 
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banjoist Mark Johnson has yielded four creative recording projects. Mark and Emory 
have toured all across the U.S., and have been featured on several performances with 
Steve Martin, most notably on Late Night with David Letterman. Emory also will be 
performing with his partner Jill Jones in the new Emory Lester & Jill Jones Band at 
upcoming concerts and festivals. A Virginia native now living in Ontario, Canada, 
Emory has taught master series workshops at events such as the Steve Kaufman Kamp, 
the Mandolin Symposium, Transatlantic Bluegrass School in Wales, U.K., the Goderich 
Celtic College, the Alaska Guitar Camp, and many other prestigious schools and work- 
shops far and wide.  www.emorylester.com

BILL EVANS
Bill has taught hundreds of thousands of banjo players of all 
levels from all over the world through his best-selling books 
and DVDs, hundreds of camps and workshop appearances 
and private lessons. His books Banjo For Dummies, Blue-
grass Banjo For Dummies and Parking Lot Pickers Songbook: 
Banjo Edition, along with six Homespun, Murphy Method 
and AcuTab DVD projects have set the modern standard for 
bluegrass banjo instruction. He has mentored professional 

players such as Chris Pandolfi (The Infamous Stringdusters), Greg Liszt (Crooked Still, 
Deadly Gentlemen, Bruce Springsteen), Wes Corbett ( Joy Kills Sorrow), Jayme Stone 
(The Lomax Project), among many others. Bill’s latest CD release is More Fine Times At 
Fletcher’s House with Norman & Nancy Blake. He has performed with David Bromberg, 
Dry Branch Fire Squad, Peter Rowan, David Grisman, Laurie Lewis, Jody Stecher and 
many other performers in a career that now spans over four decades. He currently tours 
with his solo show, The Banjo in America, featuring over 250 years of banjo music, and 
with guitar flatpicking legend Dan Crary and singer-songwriter Steve Spurgin in the 
new trio Crary, Evans & Spurgin.  www.billevansbanjo.com

JOHN REISCHMAN
A Juno-nominated and Grammy-award winning artist, John 
Reischman is one of the premier mandolinists of his genera-
tion, known for his work with his band, the Jaybirds, and his 
acclaimed solo albums, but he got his start in the late 1970s 
as an original member of the Tony Rice Unit with whom he 
helped define the “new acoustic music” movement. Influenced 
by Bill Monroe, but also by such adventurous players as Sam 
Bush, David Grisman, and jazz mandolinist Jethro Burns, 

Reischman performed during the 1980s with the seminal bluegrass band, The Good 
Ol’ Persons. In 1996, he won a Grammy as part of Todd Phillips’ all-star tribute album 
to Bill Monroe, and he’s collaborated with a remarkably wide range of artists, such as 
Kathy Kallick, Scott Nygaard, Tony Furtado, Chinese Music ensemble Red Chamber, 
and more. Long inspired by Latin American roots music, from Puerto Rican cuatro to 
Brazilian choro music, John’s been exploring this music and forging new compositions 
from these inspirations in his duo with Seattle master acoustic guitarist John Miller. In 
2013, John released his third solo album, Walk Along John, a celebration of his long career, 
with old friends like fiddler Bruce Molsky, banjoist Tony Trischka, the Punch Brothers’ 
Chris Thile, bluegrass guitarist Kenny Smith, plus members of the Jaybirds, and new 
friends such as guitarist Eli West of The Deadly Gentlemen.  www.johnreischman.com

MATT FLINNER
Grammy-nominated mandolinist Matt Flinner has made a career 
out of playing acoustic music in new ways. Whether it’s with 
his own Matt Flinner Trio or with the Frank Vignola Quartet, 
Phillips, Grier and Flinner, Darrell Scott, Steve Martin, the Ying 
Quartet, Leftover Salmon or the Modern Mandolin Quartet, 
Flinner’s style and compositional ability have established him as 
one of the most accomplished and musically diverse mandolinists 

in the world. Originally a banjo prodigy who was playing bluegrass festivals before he 
entered his teens, Flinner later took up the mandolin, won the National Banjo Competi-
tion in Winfield, KS in 1990, and won the mandolin award there the following year. 

Matt now tours regularly with the Matt Flinner Trio, which is known for its off-the-cuff 
compositional daring, writing music the same day it’s performed on most of their shows. 
He also tours regularly with the Modern Mandolin Quartet, which was nominated 
for three Grammy awards for their CD Americana in 2013. Some of Matt’s composi-
tions have been performed by the Ying Quartet, the Nashville Chamber Orchestra, 
the Expedition Quintet and the Modern Mandolin Quartet.  www.mattflinner.com

DAVID SURETTE
One of New England’s premiere instrumentalists, David Surette 
is highly regarded for his work on the guitar (both flatpicked 
and fingerstyle), mandolin and bouzouki in a wide variety of 
settings. As a soloist, he is nationally-known as a top player of 
Celtic fingerstyle guitar, yet his diverse repertoire also includes 
original compositions, blues and ragtime, traditional Ameri-
can roots music, and folk music from a variety of traditions, 

all played with finesse, taste, and virtuosity. He has performed as a duo with his wife, 
singer Susie Burke, for over 20 years, recording several albums and building a reputation 
as one of New England’s top folk duos. Their new duo CD, Waiting For The Sun, was 
released in the fall of 2015. Surette was a founding member of the Airdance band with 
fiddler Rodney Miller, with whom he recorded four albums and toured nationally. He 
has also released five solo recordings – his most recent is Return to Kemper, a collection 
of original and traditional solo guitar pieces from 1990-2011. David is an accomplished 
and gifted teacher who has taught at workshops and camps throughout the U.S., and the 
U.K. He is folk music coordinator at the Concord (NH) Community Music School, 
and artistic director of their March Mandolin Festival. He has authored a book of Celtic 
fingerstyle guitar arrangements for Mel Bay Publications, and is a regular contributor 
to Acoustic Guitar and Strings magazines.  www.burkesurette.com

JERE CANOTE
Jere and twin brother Greg Canote have been performing 
together since childhood, from their first-grade role as 
Christmas elves tap-dancing around the wishing well, to 
their thirteen-year stint as the affable sidekicks on NPR’s 
Sandy Bradley’s Potluck. With Greg on the fiddle and Jere 
on guitar and banjo, they have played for concerts, dances 
and musical events in forty-seven states and a few foreign 
countries. Jere also got bit by the banjo building bug, result-

ing in his own open-back 5-strings, minstrel banjos, pony, piccolo, and guitar banjos, 
and many banjo ukes! In 2010, Jere released 5 String Circus, a collection of songs and 
tunes played on the Gold Tone Cello Banjo. Soon after, he released Uke Life, featuring 
flatpicking and clawhammer technique on the ukulele. Jere says “I love the one man band 
quality of clawhammer banjo, and love to teach how to combine melody, chords, and 
rhythmic bounce into one happy sound.” For over thirty years, the twins have taught a 
thriving Seattle string band workshop and have been regular teachers at the Festival of 
American Fiddle Tunes, Rocky Mountain Fiddle Camp, Portland Uke Fest and many 
more.  www.canote.com

ADAM TANNER
Adam grew up in northern California, and was exposed to old-
time and bluegrass music in his early teens. Proficient on fiddle, 
mandolin and guitar, he spent countless hours slowing down 
records trying to pick out every detail of the traditional music he 
loved. Adam’s approach to playing reflects the diversity of styles 
heard on the early 78 rpm discs and field recordings from which 
he draws his greatest inspiration. Over the last twelve years, 

Adam has toured in both the US and Europe as a member of The Crooked Jades,  The 
Hunger Mountain Boys and The Twilite Broadcasters. As a staff member of the Swan-
nanoa Gathering, Adam has taught at Old-Time, Fiddle and Mando & Banjo Weeks. 
Adam makes his home in Weaverville NC, and teaches private lessons in old-time fiddle, 
mandolin and guitar, and he is currently on staff at East Tennessee State University’s, 
Bluegrass, Old-Time and Country Music program.  www.adamtannermusic.com
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ADVANCED BLUEGRASS MANDOLIN (Alan Bibey)
This class will focus on some advanced techniques in bluegrass mandolin and 
mandolin in general. We’ll look at some standard bluegrass songs and start 
by playing them using chord positions and double stops, and then branch 
out into many other more modern approaches. We will discuss rhythm play-
ing and variations. We will also explore how to “play around the melody” 
tastefully. We will talk about the journey to true improvisation as well as 
discussing how to alter some of your favorite licks to get much more out of 
them. The overall focus will be on giving students various options when 
they take solos and helping them improvise more effectively. Bring all your 
recording devices and plenty of questions. There will also be handouts in 
this class as well. Gonna be a blast!!

“NEWGRASS” MANDOLIN (Matt Flinner)
Starting with some modern-ish bluegrass songs, we’ll look at a standard 
double-stop and position-playing approach to taking solos, and then branch 
out from there into some other “newgrass” approaches. Following the lead 
of players like Sam Bush and David Grisman, the course will explore ways 
of adding new elements to your playing, from fiddle tune phrasing to Rock 
& Roll to a bit of jazz and more.

OLD-TIME/EARLY BLUEGRASS  
MANDOLIN (John Reischman)
In this class, the emphasis will be on learning to keep the basics in mind, i.e., 
playing a song’s melody cleanly with good tone and timing. We will learn 
some fiddle tunes and songs from the old-time repertoire. The fiddle tunes 
will show the proper right-hand picking patterns. The songs will incorporate 
double stops. We will also look at the bluesy style of Bill Monroe and other 
early bluegrass practitioners like Everett Lilly and Pee Wee Lambert. We’ll 
also discuss basic technique, with emphasis on tone production. Prerequisites: 
students should know all the standard bluegrass closed chop chords, and 
know some fiddle tunes and be able to play them at a reasonable tempo. 
Students are encouraged to bring a recording device.

FIDDLE TUNES FOR MANDOLIN (Matt Flinner)
We’ll look at the myriad styles of American fiddle tunes and look at ways of 
creating your own solos on them. Changing octaves, using chord tones and 
adding some new melodic ideas will be the focus, along with some theory 
and ear training. Tunes will range from old-time to slightly swingy, and 
variations will range from fairly basic to fairly advanced. We’ll also integrate 
chords and inversions of chords into how you play both lead and backup.

dl

THE ART OF THE MELODY (Mike Marshall)
We will explore the art of interpreting beautiful melodies. Whether it’s a 
simple fiddle tune, a bluegrass classic, a jazz standard or a Brazilian choro, 
we will work through a variety of musical styles over the course of our week. 
From developing a beautiful tremolo on a folk ballad to creating variations 
on fiddle tunes and improvising on some classic bluegrass barn burners, we 
will dive into some jazz standards, and of course a healthy dose of Brazilian 
choro classics along our way.

THE ART OF THE GROOVE (Mike Marshall)
From the simplest of folk strums to the bluegrass chop, we will artfully slip 
into some basic swing syncopations, pop and funk rhythms and the ever-
contageous Brazilian choro grooves. Also, I will present you with my own 
foolproof way of understanding chord theory on the mandolin and explore 
how to find almost every chord from three simple chord shapes.

INTERMEDIATE 
BLUEGRASS MANDOLIN A (Emory Lester)
This class will focus on many subjects designed to improve the clarity and 
precision of your mandolin playing, including technique (both left- and 
right-hand), tone, playing with clarity and confidence, crosspicking ideas, 
playing up the neck, rhythms and rhythm playing at speed, chord inversions, 
rehearsal strategy and thoughts for practicing. Handouts will be provided, 
and tablature will be used in the handouts and in the teaching of this class. 
Bring your audio or video recording devices if you wish, and lots of questions 
are always useful and welcome, and often provide interesting and informa-
tive topic exploration.

INTERMEDIATE 
BLUEGRASS MANDOLIN B (Alan Bibey)
This class will consist of building breaks to common bluegrass songs and 
instrumentals, finding the melody in different places on the fingerboard, 
position shifting, double stops, improving your slides, hammer-ons and 
pull-offs, building speed and learning the steps to improvisation. We’ll also 
cover playing rhythm with a band as well as your role in other ensembles, 
adding rhythmic variation, and groove. We will also cover how important 
it is to listen to the music around you to find groove and play tastefully. We 
will learn classic licks to make your bluegrass playing sound more authentic. 
Questions are always appreciated and I encourage you to bring recording gear. 
There will be some handouts but a lot of ear practice as well. Its gonna be fun!!

l
(Unless otherwise indicated, all classes have a limit of 15)

ED DODSON
Ed is the lead guitarist and singer for Wood & Steel, a blue-
grass band based in the Piedmont region of North Carolina. 
Bluegrass Unlimited called their 2007 release, Poor Boy, “a 
masterpiece of hard-driving bluegrass.” Tony Rice calls their 
music, “Bluegrass, in one of its most pure, unfiltered forms; 
played by good musicians.” Wood & Steel’s music was featured 
nationally in Home & Garden Television’s 2002 special, Barns 
Revisited, and Ed has recorded three albums with mandolin 

player/builder Skip Kelley, including their 2010 release, Hopped That Train and… Gone. 
Ed is an accomplished songwriter, and a powerful rhythm and lead player with a deep 
abiding love of traditional music.   www.woodandsteelband.com

LYNN DUDENBOSTEL
Among many players, Lynn’s intruments are some of the most 
highly prized, and he is usually listed in that rareified handful 
of the very best luthiers. Inspired by the vintage Martin guitars 
and Gibson mandolins of the 1920’s and 1930’s, Lynn became 
a full-time luthier in 1997 and continues to build traditional-
style guitars and mandolins in his shop in Maryville, TN. 
This is Lynn’s third year as our luthier-in-residence during 
Mando & Banjo Week, and he will be offering repair services 
throughout the week.   www.lynndudenbostel.com
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ADVANCED MANDOLIN TECHNIQUES (John Reischman)
In this class we will learn advanced mandolin techniques by studying some 
of John’s original tunes and other instrumentals from his repertoire. For 
example; to work on double stops and tremolo we will learn “The North 
Shore.” For uptempo bluegrass style playing we will learn “Big Bug” and 
“Side by Each.” For single note fiddle tunes we will learn “Itzbin Reel” and 
“Cazadero.” For more progressive bluegrass and ‘new acoustic’ music with 
more complicated chord progressions we will learn “Birdland Breakdown.” 
We might even touch on jazz chord/melody by looking at “Somewhere Over 
the Rainbow.” We will also study back-up techniques for vocal numbers, 
chordal accompaniment, improvisation, and tone production.

ART OF CREATIVE LYRICAL MANDOLIN (Emory Lester)
This class is a continuation of Emory’s previous ‘Art of the Lyrical Mandolin’ 
class, taking lyrical playing steps further, and learning how to embellish and 
tap into ever-expanding creative sources, to open up possibilities of impro-
visation presenting your melody on the mandolin. Learn how to recognize 
the tools of creativity, and how to use your creative pallette to treat your 
listeners to fresh ideas and creative mandolin breaks. And, as before, the 
class will focus on the subtleties of presentation of melody, which includes 
the shaping of notes, finishing phrases, note choices and thought process, as 
well as in-depth right- and left-hand techniques to achieve effective syncopa-
tion, sound textures, sustain, and any nuance the human voice creates in a 
vocal performance. Make your mandolin playing sing, and turn good solos 
into great solos. A collection of classic and modern bluegrass and newgrass 
songs will be studied and played by the class. Handouts will be provided.

CELTIC MANDOLIN & TENOR BANJO (David Surette)
This class for intermediate to advanced players will focus on the role of 
the mandolin in Celtic music as both a melody and an accompaniment 
instrument. Topics covered will include left- and right-hand technique, a 
variety of ornamentation techniques (including picked triplets), drones and 
doublestops, open-string chording, and generating dynamic and consistent 
rhythm. The repertoire will focus primarily on Irish and Breton tunes, but 
will include a song or two. Classes will be taught mainly by ear. Students 
are encouraged to bring an audio recorder, pen and notebook. Note: This 
class is also open to tenor banjos in “Irish” tuning (GDAE), an octave below 
the mandolin. The technical elements will be similar for both instruments.

MANDOLIN FOR THE  
COMPLETE BEGINNER (Adam Tanner)
This class is for the first-time mandolin player. The focus will be on learning 
proper right- and left-hand techniques to make the best sounds possible from 
the mandolin while learning some simple fiddle tunes and chords. Other 
topics covered will be the importance of solid timing, expressing the feel of 
a tune with rhythm, and how to seamlessly blend into a jam session even if 
you don’t know the tunes. Tablature will be provided. A digital video and/
or audio recording device is recommended.

INTERMEDIATE  
SWING/JAZZ MANDOLIN (Don Stiernberg)
“New Options for Rhythm Playing PLUS Repertoire for the Swing Jam” 
These sessions will focus on (easy!) chord voicings containing color tones 
and voice movements in the context of the progressions and tunes favored by 
swing and jazz players. Learning the fretboard and how progressions work 
should help you spice up your rhythm part in any style of music. We’ll use 
tunes from subgenres of swing from Bob Wills to Django, and Bix to Bird. 
We’ll look at how to jazzify blues, standard, and fiddle-tune progressions. 
Drills for changing chords smoothly will be included along with handouts 
for reference. In addition to your mandolin and pick, bring a recording 
device. Familiarity with the harmonized scale and its resulting numbering 
of chord functions(I-IV-V, ii-V-I, etc.) will be helpful.

ADVANCED SWING/JAZZ MANDOLIN (Don Stiernberg)
“Musical Map-reading, Digging Deeper into Improv, Famous Jazz Melodies 
and How to Make Your Own” When it’s your time for a break, do you feel 
like you’re actually improvising or playing the same things all the time? We’ll 
broaden our soloing vocabulary by looking at phrases, patterns and licks that 
fit with various harmonic situations, emphasizing color tones, connecting 
chords, substitutions, and alterations helpful for players of all styles. We’ll 
discuss melodic and harmonic approaches to soloing, how to get a swing 
feeling, and drills for playing flowing lines over lengthy chord changes. We’ll 
play for each other and discuss which things sound good and why. There will 
be handouts including sample solos and well known jazz melodies which 
employ useful improvisational concepts. We’ll also demystify nasty-looking 
chords and progressions as seen in fakebooks where “it looks like someone 
wrote G and then their phone number after it” (G7#11b13, Gm7b5, etc). 
No need to be an advanced improviser, but you should know the fretboard 
and be a bit familiar with numbered progressions. Bring your mandolin, 
your favorite jam tunes, and questions about where you’re having trouble or 
looking for other options. Most importantly, bring your willingness to go for 
it – we’re all going make mistakes, but in this laboratory no one gets hurt!

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED 
OLD-TIME MANDOLIN (Adam Tanner)
Prerequisites: Students should be able to play a few simple fiddle tunes on 
the mandolin in the keys of G, A, D and C, and the student should feel 
comfortable picking up new musical information by ear. This class will start 
with a brief review of fundamental techniques that will enable you to be 
most comfortable with your instrument and help you to employ ergonomic 
strategies to best transfer what you hear in your head onto your mandolin. 
The focus will be on playing the southern Appalachian fiddle repertoire, 
including tips for approaching melodies in settings in which the fiddle is 
tuned open (AEAE and other tunings), as well as borrowing sounds and 
styles from various old-time fiddle bowing techniques and ornaments. 
Other topics will include chording and melody ideas for participation in 
an old-time string band ensemble, with side trips into ragtime/blues styles 
and the mandolin of the early country music duets. Very simple tablature for 
several of the tunes will be provided. A digital video and/or audio recorder 
are strongly recommended.

CLASSICAL MANDOLIN BASICS (Caterina Lichtenberg)
This class will bridge the gap between the folk mandolin and the early Ba-
roque and Classical mandolin composers. We will begin by working on the 
fundamentals of sound production, then move on to some basic mandolin 
techniques that include cross-picking, some nice exercises and some wonderful 
melodies. Lastly, we will work on coordination and speed, but we’ll keep the 
focus on having fun. The ability to read music will really help in this class.

ADVANCED CLASSICAL MANDOLIN  
TECHNIQUES (Caterina Lichtenberg)
In this class we will focus on the Romantic and Contemporary periods, and 
the great Italian masters who pushed the mandolin art form to such a high 
level. We will focus on developing a good tremolo and then move on to ‘Duo 
Style,’ where you play two parts at the same time. Then we will break down 
the art of playing ‘harp arpeggios’ (cross-picking) techniques from these 
periods. The ability to read music will really help in this class.

Banjo

INTERMEDIATE BLUEGRASS BANJO A (Alan Munde)
In this class for intermediate players, we’ll analyze the solos of Earl Scruggs 
on “Blue Ridge Cabin Home,” “Your Love is Like a Flower,” and “Little 
Darlin’ Pal of Mine.” We will take a musical and technical pilgrimage as we 
explore in detail “Theme Time,” and “Sweet Dixie,” from the Jimmy Martin/
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Bill Emerson repertoire. We will take a musical and technical pilgrimage 
as we explore in detail “Theme Time,” and “Sweet Dixie,” from the Jimmy 
Martin/Bill Emerson repertoire. We’ll also learn how to play backup, by 
combining chord shapes, rolls, licks, and runs to produce quality bluegrass 
banjo accompaniment, and learn to combine the rolls and melodies in a 
stylized fashion that produces bluegrass banjo solos. Tab will be provided, 
and use of a small audio recorder is encouraged. (Class limit: 20)

ADVANCED BLUEGRASS BANJO A (Alan Munde)
This class for advanced players will cover fretboard stratagems, or “How Do 
I Know Where to Put My Fingers?” by learning the names of the notes and 
where they are, diatonic chord systems, intervals, and much more. We’ll look 
how to play in keys other than G without a capo, how to create beautiful 
and interesting back-up and chord solos for slow songs, the melodic style of 
playing fiddle tunes (and the different way of viewing the fingerboard needed 
to perform them), and we’ll take a look at some of Alan’s original tunes 
including “Peaches and Cream,” “Molly Bloom,” “Uncle Cooney Played the 
Banjo,” and others. Tab will be provided, and use of a small audio recorder 
is encouraged. (Class limit: 20)

INTERMEDIATE BLUEGRASS BANJO B (Bill Evans)
Knowing how to survive a bluegrass jam session will unlock the joy of mak-
ing music with others on the banjo. In this class, we’ll develop the skills you 
need to have a blast in any jam session or band. Through the week, we’ll 
develop listening skills to better hear and understand chord progressions 
and bluegrass song forms, use the capo to play in all keys, creatively use licks 
to create solos on the fly, and get comfortable accompanying others for fast 
and slow songs, fiddle tunes, bluesy songs, ¾ time and much more. This is 
a “grab-your-banjo-and-let’s-pick” style of workshop where we’ll do a lot 
of group playing together. Tab examples will be presented for everything 
covered in this class. (Class limit: 20)

ADVANCED BLUEGRASS BANJO B (Bill Evans)
Join Bill for this survey of the music and techniques of five bluegrass banjo 
masters: Earl Scruggs, Don Reno, Bill Keith, J. D. Crowe and Sonny 
Osborne. We’ll cover a different player each day, providing new insights 
into everything from advanced Scruggs-style, melodic and single-string 
techniques to new ways of understanding chords, scales and the finger-
board. Bill will present two tunes from each player every day, along with 
presenting the licks and techniques that make each player’s style unique. 
Bill will present what he has learned directly from working one-on-one 
with these legendary musicians. Tab examples will be provided and 
recording is encouraged. Your requests are welcome after the first class 
session. (Class limit: 20)

INTERMEDIATE BANJO TECHNIQUES (Tony Trischka)
For this class, Tony will discuss the all-important concept of playing the 
‘syllables’ of a tune. This is a Scruggs concept that allows you to play the real 
melody of a tune. In the process you learn how to play solos up the neck and in 
different keys without a capo. The class will also cover tools for improvisation, 
the ‘melodic’ style and the ‘single-string’ style. Tab will be provided. Please 
bring an audio or video recording device. (Class limit: 20)

ADVANCED BANJO TECHNIQUES (Tony Trischka)
This class will examine composition, so that you can fully explore your 
own creative potential. The class will also cover advanced backup tech-
niques as played by Earl Scruggs and JD Crowe. Advanced improvisatory 
techniques such as those used by Trischka, Fleck, etc., will also be covered. 
Tab will be provided and an audio or video recording device is recom-
mended. (Class limit: 20)

INTERMEDIATE CLAWHAMMER BANJO (Jere Canote)
We’ll be working in the standard banjo tunings of G, double C, and ‘moun-
tain modal,’ and we’ll focus on the clawhammer fundamentals ; ‘bum-diddy’ 
rhythm, drop thumb, double thumbing, hammer-ons, pull-offs, slides, and 
back-up patterns. Then we’ll put it all together in the context of venerable 
Appalachian songs and dance tunes from Uncle Dave Macon’s “Grey Cat on 
a Tennessee Farm” to Melvin Wine’s “ Waiting for the Boatsman,” to Sydna 
Meyer’s “Twin Sisters”. Tunes will be taught by ear, with wordsheets provided. 

ADVANCED CLAWHAMMER BANJO (Jere Canote)
We’ll jump into some more advanced clawhammer techniques, including 
the open string pull-off, the quack-slide, the eighth note rest, the triplet, 
and the “Galax” lick. We’ll then play some great old-time songs, and icon-
ic tunes from “Charmin’ Betsy’, to “Old Hometown Band” to Jere’s “Sadie 
at the Backdoor.” Tunes will be taught by ear, wordsheets provided. 

TRADITIONS:  
COUSINS OF CLAWHAMMER (Leonard Podolak)
The banjo isn’t just an old-time instrument, but one that can play any kind of 
music such as Irish, Scottish, Québécois, Cajun, and traditional rock ‘n’roll. 
You too can make a 5-string sound like a tenor playing a 6/8 jig, rocking 
triplets left and right, or a triangle keeping the rhythm in a cajun band, 
or an electric guitar screaming at the local bar on a Friday night. Specific 
examples in Irish, Scottish, and Cajun music will be taught, as well as a 
couple of rock tricks. Students will also learn tools to gain confidence when 
playing for people, whether it’s in the living room for friends, or in front of 
an audience at a public venue.

ACCOMPANYING SONGS  
OF ALL STYLES (Leonard Podolak)
This class is for those who want to use the banjo as a back-up instrument to 
their voice. An open attitude towards traditions will be important in this 
class. Leonard will show different ways to give a song the intended spirit 
using rhythm and chords, as well as single-note, and melody accompani-
ment. Leonard will show how various traditions can be incorporated into 
an arrangement, and and how to present yourself in front of an audience, 
giving you the tools to lose the nerves, and just play music.



BLUEGRASS GUITAR ACCOMPANIMENT (Ed Dodson)
This class focuses on how to play powerful bluegrass rhythm guitar. We will 
work on alternating-bass styles of playing as well as using bass runs and other 
motion within the chords to accent your vocals or the instrumentalists you’re 
playing with. In addition to these basic building-block techniques, we will 
learn the rhythm accompaniment part to one bluegrass song or tune each day. 
The class will present songs/tunes that allow you to see the rhythm patterns 
that work effectively in most of the first position chord families. We will also 
discuss how to use a capo to get the song in a key to fit your voice. All levels 
of participants are welcome. Familiarity with guitar chords and knowledge 
of guitar tablature is helpful, but not required. Participants are encouraged 
to bring recording devices to class and also encouraged to participate in the 
Bluegrass Jam that Ed will lead every afternoon, as a way to reinforce the 
techniques learned in class as well as learn additional songs/tunes.

ADVANCED BLUEGRASS GUITAR  
ACCOMPANIMENT (Ed Dodson)
This course will delve into more advanced forms of bluegrass guitar rhythm 
playing. In addition to learning our way around the standard “boom-chuck” 
bass note and strum patterns that form the foundation of bluegrass rhythm 



Mando & Banjo Week, July 31-August 6, 2016
7:30- 8:30 Breakfast

9:00- 10:15
The Art of 

the Melody 
(Marshall)

Intermediate 
Banjo Techniques

 (Trischka)

Intermediate  
Bluegrass Mandolin A

(Lester)

Advanced  
Bluegrass Banjo A

(Munde)

Fiddle Tunes for 
Mandolin
(Flinner)

Intermediate 
Clawhammer Banjo 

(Canote)

Old-Time/Early 
Bluegrass Mandolin 

(Reischman)

Bluegrass Guitar 
Accompaniment

(Dodson)

10:15- 10:45 Coffee/Tea Break

10:45- 12:00
The Art of 

the Groove
(Marshall)

Advanced Banjo 
Techniques
 (Trischka)

Advanced Mandolin 
Techniques 
(Reischman)

Intermediate 
Bluegrass Mandolin B

(Bibey)

Advanced
Clawhammer Banjo

(Canote)

Intermediate  
Bluegrass Banjo B

(Evans)

Advanced Bluegrass Guitar 
Accompaniment

(Dodson)

11:30- 1:00 Lunch

1:15- 2:30
Advanced

Swing/Jazz Mandolin
(Stiernberg)

Celtic Mandolin 
& Tenor Banjo

(Surette)

Mandolin for the 
Complete Beginner

(Tanner)

Intermediate 
Bluegrass Banjo A 

(Munde)

Art of Creative 
Lyrical Mandolin 

(Lester)

Classical  
Mandolin Basics 

(Lichtenberg)

Advanced  
Bluegrass Banjo B

 (Evans)

Cousins of 
Clawhammer 

(Podolak)

2:45- 4:00
Intermediate Swing/

Jazz Mandolin
(Stiernberg)

Celtic Guitar 
Accompaniment

(Surette)

Advanced Bluegrass 
Mandolin 

(Bibey)

Intermediate/Advanced  
Old-Time Mandolin

(Tanner)

Advanced Classical 
Mandolin Techniques

(Lichtenberg)

“Newgrass” 
Mandolin 
(Flinner)

Accompanying 
Songs of All Styles

(Podolak)

4:15-5:15 Luthiers Exhibit, Band Sessions & Daily Bluegrass Jam (Dodson)

5:00- 6:30 Supper

7:30- ? Evening Events (open mikes, concerts, dances, jam sessions, etc.)

guitar, we will explore more advanced moving bass lines, substitute chords 
and inversions, and even some basic three-note swing rhythm patterns to 
put some extra “sock” into your playing. Along the way, we’ll highlight the 
concepts of harmonic theory and how to select chords and chord patterns to 
strengthen the guitar’s support of the vocalist and instrumentalist. Famil-
iarity with flatpicking and guitar chords, along with knowledge of guitar 
tablature is highly recommended. While tablature will be provided for most 
techniques and songs covered in class, participants are strongly encouraged 
to bring recording devices to class as a memory aid, as we will be covering 
some fairly challenging material.

BEGINNING SWING GUITAR (Greg Ruby)
Swing guitar is fun and accessible. This hands-on class is intended for either 
a beginning guitarist or someone new to playing guitar in a swing style. We 
will use tunes common to the repertoire to learn the basics of chord voicings, 
pick technique, melody playing and accompaniment practices. Plan to be 
jamming over your favorite tunes by the week’s end. (Find this class in the 
Fiddle Week Schedule on page 47)

INTERMEDIATE/ADVANCED  
SWING GUITAR (Greg Ruby)
This hands-on class will deepen your understanding of swing guitar. We will 
examine the  guitar styles of Freddie Green, Eddie Lang, Django Reinhardt 
and Oscar Aleman and will utilize elements from each player. Plan to ex-
pand your chord knowledge, learn how develop thoughtful accompaniment 
practices, play energetic chord solos and add some “hot” guitar licks into 
your vocabulary (Find this class in the Fiddle Week Schedule on page 47)

CELTIC GUITAR ACCOMPANIMENT (David Surette)
This class will cover the basic skills essential to providing good session 
guitar accompaniment. Conducted in standard tuning, a number of the 
concepts could also be applied to other tunings. The student will learn 

basic chord shapes, modal chords, chord inversions, and a variety of pro-
gressions for effective accompaniment in the principal keys used in Irish 
music. We will focus on jigs and reels, with detours for other dance tune 
forms and perhaps a song or two, but it’s worth mentioning that many of 
these skills can also be applied to other musical genres and styles. Classes 
will be taught mainly by ear. Students are encouraged to bring an audio 
recorder, pen and notebook.

OhEv

DAILY BLUEGRASS JAM (Ed Dodson)
In the last hour before supper, Ed will lead a non-threatening bluegrass jam 
for all levels and instruments. Come have fun channeling your inner Bill 
Monroe! (No class limit)

BAND SESSIONS (staff )
During the last hour before supper, there will be a special class time for students 
of any skill level to form bands, along with students from Fiddle Week. With 
the guidance of instructors, band members arrange and rehearse with the 
option of performing at the Student Showcase on Friday evening. (Sign up for 
band sessions at first band meeting time, no advanced registration required.)

LUTHIER’S EXHIBIT
Throughout the week we will feature several fine luthiers displaying instru-
ments, including bowmaker Roger Treat  www.rogertreat.com, mandolin 
builder Will Kimble www.kimblemandolins.com, violin maker Lawrence 
K. Brown and Northfield Mandolins  northfieldinstruments.com.

ON-SITE INSTRUMENT REPAIR (Lynn Dudenbostel)
Master luthier Lynn Dudenbostel will be offering his repair services 
throughout the week. Contact him through his website for his rates:  
www.lynndudenbostel.com/contact.htm
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1. Stop and think about what classes you wish to take. Do you really want to take a class in every period? Although our ‘open format’ allows students to take as many 
classes as the schedule will allow, many students find that two or perhaps three classes give them plenty to work on, and use the free periods for practice. Remember, 
also, that class size is limited to 15 unless indicated otherwise in the course descriptions, so out of consideration for others, “take all you want, but want all you take.”
2. You may register online by visiting our website and clicking on the ‘Register’ link. This is the fastest way to register, and since many of our classes fill up in a 
relatively short period of time, we recommend this method as giving you the best chance to get into the classes you want. Online registration goes live at 5pm, EST 
on Wednesday, March 9. 
3. If you choose to use the print registration form, find the schedule for your week printed elsewhere in this catalog.
4. Referring to the schedule to avoid time conflicts, make your class selections and write them in the spaces provided under ‘Class Choices’ on the Registration form.
5. In the event that one or more of the classes you select are full, you may select Alternate classes, again using the schedule to avoid conflicts, and write them in the ‘Alternate’ 
spaces on the form. If you list Alternates for classes that are full, we will process your registration assigning you to your Alternate choices.
6. If one or more of your class selections is full, and you wish to have no Alternates, check the box indicated and we will notify you of the situation and await your 
instructions before we process your registration.
7. Cut out or photocopy the completed form, attach your payment (note that we can only take credit card payments online), and mail or fax it to us at the address 
indicated. When your registration is processed, you will be notified of the amount received, any balance due, and the classes for which you are registered. Registrants 
will receive an information packet later in the spring. Classes will be assigned on a first-come, first-served basis. If you wish to make changes in your class choices, please 
notify us immediately. Students may switch after the first class meeting into another open class if they find they have made an inappropriate choice. The add/drop 
period ends at 6pm on Monday of each program week. After this ‘settling-in’ period, we expect students to remain in those classes, and we discourage dropping in and 
out of classes during the week.

F
Tuition is $525 per week. This includes a deposit of $100 which is required for each week’s registration. Full payment is required by June 3 to guarantee your class 
choices. After that date, your class reservations will be unconfirmed until we receive your balance. If we are holding a space for you in a class that is full, and your 
balance is unpaid after June 3, we may release that space to another student. There is no deadline for class registrations. Registrations after June 3 for any remaining 
spaces must be accompanied by full payment. Payment in US dollars only, please. No foreign checks. Some classes may require materials- or other fees as specified in 
the course descriptions and can be paid directly to the instructor upon arrival. Tuition for the Children’s Program for ages 6-12 during Traditional Song, Celtic, and 
Old-Time Weeks, is $180 per child per week (includes evening childcare), with a $25 deposit required. The Children’s Program also has an additional materials fee 
of $30 payable to the coordinator on arrival. Children must have turned 6 by July 1st to participate. No exceptions, please.
Housing is $415 per week, and includes double occupancy accommodations for six nights, supper on Sunday, three buffet-style meals a day at the Gladfelter Student 
Center, and breakfast on Saturday at the end of the week. A limited number of single rooms are available at an additional fee of $165 for a total of $580. The college 
is catered by Sodexo (828-298-1041), and low-sodium and vegetarian meals are available. Those wishing to stay over on the Saturday night at week’s end may do so, 
space permittting, for a fee of $95. This does not include the cost of meals. No Saturday stayover on August 6. We cannot house those wishing to arrive a day early. 
Adults staying off-campus may purchase a meal ticket for $132, and meal tickets for children 12 and under may be purchased for $98. Meals may also be purchased 
individually. See the ‘Children’s Programs’ section on page 2 of this catalog for our policy regarding children’s housing. Some may find our hilly campus challenging, 
and students should give reasonable consideration to their ability to get around without assistance. Although we help where we can, we don’t have the resources 
to provide mobility assistance to all that require it. Those with special needs should include a detailed, written description of those needs with their registration.
As long as space permits, a non-student may accompany an enrolled student and be housed with them in student dorms for payment of the $415 housing fee and an 
activities fee of $145, which allows admission to all events except classes. There is a $50 deposit required to register as a non-student. If possible, full payment with 
your registration is helpful and appreciated. 

lldRd
The deposits are processing fees credited toward tuition and not student funds held in escrow, and are thus non-refundable and non-transferrable. Should an enrolled 
student need to cancel, we can refund all monies collected other than the deposits, if notified four weeks before the student’s program begins. No refunds other than 
the cost of meals ($132 for adults, $98 for children) can be made for cancellations within four weeks of the student’s program week.



PLEASE PRINT!

Name________________________________________________ Sex_____

Address_______________________________________________________

City__________________ State/Prov._______ Zip/Post Code____________

Country (if outside US) __________________________________________

Primary Phone____________________  Secondary  Phone____________________ 
Email_________________________________________________________
Emergency contact (name & phone number): 
______________________________________________________________

o  I prefer future communication by email only. 
o  I will be bringing a vehicle (no motor homes please). 
o  I am eligible for a special parking permit due to mobility impairment 

NOTE: All attendees receive a list, with the home city, state and email (not phone), of 
program participants so that they might pursue friendships made at the Gathering. If 
you would prefer NOT  to be included on this list, please check this box: o 

Please initial here to indicate that you have read and understand our policy on 
Cancellations and Refunds printed on pages 2 and 56:  ___________



I would like to register for:

o  Traditional Song Week, July 3-9
o   Celtic Week, July 10-16
o   Old-Time Music & Dance Week, July 17-23
o   Guitar Week, July 24-30
o   Contemporary Folk Week, July 24-30
o   Fiddle Week, July 31-August 6
o   Mando & Banjo Week, July 31-August 6
o   I am a non-student accompanying the following registered student: 
(student’s name)__________________________________________

CLASS CHOICES: 
Period 1.______________________________________________________
Period 2.______________________________________________________
Period 3.______________________________________________________
Period 4 .(if applicable) ___________________________________________
o  No Alternates. Please notify me of full classes before processing my 
registration.

ALTERNATES:
Period 1.______________________________________________________
Period 2.______________________________________________________
Period 3.______________________________________________________
Period 4 .(if applicable) ___________________________________________
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The Swannanoa Gathering
Warren Wilson College 
PO Box 9000
Asheville, NC  28815-9000

Phone/Fax: 828-298-3434
Email: gathering@warren-wilson.edu
Website: www.swangathering.com

H

o  I will require housing/meals.    o  I will require a meal ticket only.
I prefer to room with (name): _________________________________________.
o  I prefer a single room, if available (additional fee of $165)
o  I have special medical needs (please attach description) 
 
My age: 
List age if under 21 _______    o 21-30   o 31-45   o 46-65   o above 65 
 
I am a   o smoker   o non-smoker   o early bird   o night owl   
 
I am registering (#)______ children in the Children’s Program (for ages 6-12)
(NOTE: programs for children in Traditional Song, Celtic & Old-Time weeks only)  
Children’s names & ages  _____________________________________________ 
 
I am bringing (#)________ additional children under the age of 12 not enrolled in the 
Children’s Program. 
Children’s names & ages  _____________________________________________ 
 
I’m arriving by air; sign me up for the airport shuttle at  o  noon o 3pm o 5pm 
My flight #s, arrival & departure times are: ________________________________
________________________________________________________________ 

F

Amount previously paid: (deposit, etc.)       $________ 

Tuition - $525 per week (required deposit $100):          $________ 
Housing/meals  - $415 (double occupancy, no deposit required):      $________ 
Housing/meals  - $580 (single room, no deposit required):      $________ 
Non-student Activity Fee - $145 per week (required deposit  $50):     $________ 
Children’s Program total - $180 per week (required deposit $25):      $________ 
Meal ticket only - $132 adult; $98 per child per week:       $________ 
Other amount for __________________________:           $________ 
Tax-free donations to The Swannanoa Gathering (see pg. 2): 

o  Doug & Darcy Orr Endowment   o  Youth Scholarship Endowment  $________

o  Greatest Needs Fund   TOTAL enclosed                $________ 
 
o   I am paying by Check (preferred) #: _________,  or Money Order.  

NOTE: We can no longer take credit card payments through the mail or by phone. If 
you wish to register with a credit card, please visit the “Register” page at our website: 
<www.swangathering.com>. If you have already registered and wish to make an 
additional credit card payment, contact Ruth Ingram: <gathering@warren-wilson.edu> 

Tuition is $525 per week. Housing with meals is $415 per week. Non-students 
accompanying students pay the Housing fee and a $145 Activities Fee. The deposits 
are required for registration and are non-refundable and non-transferable. 
Full payment required by June 6 to guarantee class choices. No deadline for 
registrations. Registrations after June 6 for any remaining spaces must be accompanied 
by full payment. Children’s Program is $180 per child per week. Please make checks 
payable to: “The Swannanoa Gathering”, and mail with this form to:

  

For information on admission to Warren Wilson College, 
contact: admit@warren-wilson.edu or 1-800-934-3536


